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Abstract
The ionization of randomly oriented chiral molecules by circularly polarized
light leads to a photoelectron angular distribution (PAD) with a character-
istic forward-/backward asymmetry along the propagation direction of the
laser eld. The eect is known as photoelectron circular dichroism (PECD)
and has been experimentally observed for many molecules. A few years
ago, PECD has been experimentally observed in the multiphoton regime,
investigating the organic molecules camphor and fenchone. A detailed
theoretical analysis of the underlying ionization process of these molecules
remains challenging, as too many degrees of freedom on dierent time
scales are involved. Using numerical model systems of reduced complexity
represents a computationally aordable way to model complex physical
phenomena such as PECD. However, modeling of the photoelectron mo-
mentum distribution (PEMD) requires at least the solution of the electronic
3D time-dependent Schrodinger equation (TDSE), since the 3D-PEMDs
are needed to calculate the forward-/backward asymmetry. Solving the 3D
TDSE is computationally demanding, and the resulting 3D-PEMDs are
very complex and dicult to analyze.
In this work, the propagation direction of the electric eld (z) is therefore
neglected, focusing on the ionization dynamics within the xy-plane, in
which the electric eld vector rotates. The molecular system is described
by a 2D charge distribution lying in the xy-plane, consisting of three
dierent nuclei and a single active electron. The ionization dynamics of
such triatomic systems is simulated by means of various numerical models,
i
employing dierent approximations, which are outlined in the following.
By solving the electronic TDSE, the time-dependent electronic density at
specic times and the 2D-PEMD are calculated to study the ionization
dynamics for both symmetric (all nuclear charges are equal) and asymmet-
ric (all nuclear charges are diering) triatomic model systems. The results
of the TDSE for model systems with dierent ranges of the potential,
orientations and internuclear distances are analyzed by means of classical
trajectories (SMM) and dierent versions of the SFA. Circular dichroism in
the angular distribution of photoelectron (CDAD) spectra are calculated
via the dierence of the PEMDs induced by left- and right-circularly polar-
ized electric elds.
The threefold structure of the PEMDs obtained by fully ab-inito quantum
dynamical methods is analyzed by means of classical trajectories. Its origin
is traced back to three primary ionization events, occurring at dierent
tunnel exits at either of the three nuclei. For Coulomb-like systems, a clock-
wise rotation of the threefold structure was observed, which is successfully
reproduced by both approximative methods, the CTMC method and the
extended strong-eld approximation (SFA) [where ionization occurs via a
bound superposition state, consisting of the rst three eigenstates]. These
ndings indicate that both the excited states and the long-range Coulomb
interaction induce the same clockwise rotation.
For short-range potentials and large internuclear distance, a dierent ion-
ization mechanism was proposed, where the ionization takes place from the
excited state at the nuclei from the so-called "up-eld site" of the electric
eld vector. This ionization mechanism is simulated by means of classical
trajectories with modied initial conditions, showing a very good agreement
with TDSE simulations. Only the extended SFA is able to reproduce the
results of the TDSE simulation correctly, indicating the importance of
excited states during ionization of systems with large internuclear distance.
Additionally, in this work the eect of averaging over the molecular ori-
entation has been investigated. It was shown for symmetric systems that
the threefold structure in the PEMD disappears in randomly orientated
molecular arrangements and the spectrum only depends on electric eld
parameters, such as the CEP and the pulse duration.
For symmetric systems, the PEMDs induced by LCP and RCP elds are
mirror images of each other. The symmetry relation between both PEMDs
vanishes for asymmetric nuclear congurations. The PEMDs of asymmetric
Coulomb systems, could only be reproduced by the CTMC method in the
tunnel-regime for wavelengths of  = 3000 nm. The simulation of the
PEMDs of asymmetric Coulomb systems by means of CTMC was not
successful in the multiphoton-regime ( = 800 nm) as many excited states
contribute to the ionization process. The averaged PEMDs and thus the
CDAD spectra of the symmetric and asymmetric Coulomb-like systems
generally exhibit the same features, indicating that the CDAD eect is
primarily produced by the CEP of the laser eld and not by the asymmetry
of the potential.
The results presented in this thesis provide an important precursor to
reveal sensitive details of the ionization mechanism underlying the PECD
eect. An extension of the 2D-model to 3D, which includes the propaga-
tion direction of the electric eld and a fourth nucleus, is straight-forward
(examples of 3D simulations can be found in the Appendix.), but exceeds
the scope of this thesis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Soon after the invention of the laser in 1960, high intensities of coherent electromagnetic
radiation became accessible, and highly non-linear optical eects in atoms and molecules
were observed for the rst time in experiments. Examples are ionization of Xe atoms [1]
and H2 molecules via seven- and nine-photon absorption [2].
A central idea for the theoretical description of such processes, suggested by Reiss in
1962, was to describe the wavefunction of an eld-dressed electron continuum via Volkov
functions  sp(r; t) [3, 4]. Volkov functions are solutions of the time-dependent Schrodinger
equation (TDSE) of a free electron in the presence of a laser eld (within the electric
dipole approximation) at time t:
 sp(r; t) =
1
23=2
eisr 
i
2
R t
 1[p+A()]
2d (1.1)
where r is the electron's position, p represents its canonical momentum, which charac-
terizes the Volkov function  sp(r; t) [atomic units are used throughout the thesis explicitly
unless stated otherwise], A is the vector potential of the electric eld and s depends on
the chosen gauge: with s = p and s = p + A(t) for velocity and length gauge, respectively.
This ansatz paved the way for the development of non-perturbative theories to describe
the interaction between strong electric laser elds with matter via analytical expressions
to describe the transition from bound atomic states to the continuum. This framework
was limited to approximate ionization rates, in which long-range Coulomb-interaction of
the photoelectron with its parent ion and scattering phenomena are not taken into ac-
count. Consequently, the theory can only describe systems bound by zero-range potentials
interacting with a circularly polarized eld. For such systems, the interaction between
the parent ion and the electron can be approximately neglected once it is emitted [5].
For linearly polarized monochromatic elds, where scattering processes may occur, and
atoms, where the Coulomb-potential causes long-range interactions, ionization rates can
not be derived analytically anymore and a non-perturbative approach is needed. One
1
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ansatz was proposed by Keldysh [6],
Mk(p) =  i
+1Z
 1
h spjV^ sint(r; t)j ~ 0idt (1.2)
where V^ sint describes the electronic interaction with the laser-eld, which reads in the
velocity and length gauge as V^ pint(r; t) = pA(t) +
1
2
A2(t) and V^
p+A(t)
int (r; t) = rE(t) [7, 8].
Here, the ionization process is described via a transition from a eld-free bound state
wave function ~ 0(r; t) with ionization potential Ip
~ 0(r; t) =  0(r)e
iIpt (1.3)
into the Volkov function  p (continuum state). Employing this ansatz, Keldysh derived
an analytical expression for the ionization amplitude in the length gauge. The obtained
ionization probability describes systems bound by a so-called zero-range potential, as the
transition occurs from the bound ground state to a potential-free continuum.
The derived ionization amplitude Mk(p), Eq. (1.2), was evaluated by the saddle-point
method (SPM) [9],
Mk(p) 
X

s
2
i S0(ts)
P (p; ts)e
 iS0(p;ts)
P (p; t) =  i
(2)3=2
Z
dr[e isrV sint(r; t) 0(r)]
S0(p; t) =
1Z
t
[p + A() + Ip]d;
(1.4)
where the saddle points ts satisfy the equation
_S0  @S0
@t
= 0; (1.5)
where s depends on the chosen gauge and S0 is the Volkov-phase.
The ionization probability wk consists of a prefactor Bk and an exponential factor and was
derived via Eq. (1.4) for small momenta, corresponding to the maximum of the ionization
probability [10]:
wk = Bke
 2 Ip
!
fk() (1.6)
The exponential part of wk was found to be correct. The pre-exponential factor Bk on
the other hand, does not reproduce the correct asymptotic behavior of the eld-dressed
3Coulomb-potential [11] since the long-range Coulomb interaction of the photoelectron
with its parent ion is disregarded. Therefore, the application is limited to short-range
potentials. In Eq. (1.6), fk is known as the Keldysh function
fk() =

1 +
1
22

arcsinh  
p
1 + 2
2
; (1.7)
which depends on the Keldysh parameter  [6]
 =
p
2Ip!=E0; (1.8)
where E0 is the electric eld amplitude. The dimensionless Keldysh parameter 
represents one of the most fundamental parameters in strong eld physics, allowing to
assign the ionization process to the predominant strong-eld regime. In the tunnel-regime
where   1, the frequency ! of the lasereld is low (typically in the mid-IR regime),
while the eld amplitude E0 is high ( 1013-1015 W/cm2). The oscillation of the strong
laser eld is suciently slow so that at each time step a quasi-static potential barrier
is created, which allows for ionization through tunneling (see left panel Fig. 1.1). This
regime is often referred to as "quasistatic regime". In the so-called multiphoton regime
(  1) on the other hand, ionization occurs vertically via absorption of multiple photons
since the tunnel-barrier is extremely short lived due to its very fast oscillation, rendering
tunneling less probable [10].
The Keldysh ansatz was later derived from solutions of the TDSE [12], employing the
following two approximations:
1. The electric eld amplitude of the laser eld E0 is small compared to the atomic
eld: E0=(2Ip)
3=2  1.
2. The eective Coulomb potential is assumed to be short-ranged.
Later, the results found by Keldysh were generalized in a closed-form analytic expression
to calculate photoelectron spectra and total ionization rates for linear and elliptically
polarized elds. Thereby, new phenomena such as above-threshold-ionization (ATI) peaks
were theoretically predicted [12{16]. These ATI peaks are separated by the photon
energy and only occur in photoelectron energy spectrum (PES), when the system absorbs
more photons than the minimum required number to ionize. However, at that time, the
available intensities of the laser-elds of 1010   1011 W/cm2 were insucient to record the
second and higher ATI peaks in the PES, and only the theoretically predicted angular
distributions and the total ionization rates were measurable. The former is aected by
ponderomotive scattering (see below: indirect electrons) and the latter strongly depends
on the pre-factor of the ionization amplitude wk, see Eq. (1.6). For an accurate calculation
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the dierent tunnel-mechanisms. (A) Shown is the eld-dressed
(red line: rE) Coulomb potential V (r) with the red and blue arrow representing the
sub-barrier (t 2 [t0 + i0; t0]) and the "after" barrier motion (t 2 [t0; td]). The sub-
barrier motion is related to the imaginary time 0 and ends at time t0 at the classical
tunnelexit b0. (B) Shown is ionization of the electron via multiphoton absorption;
vertical arrows are representing the photons, while the red arrow is related to Above-
threshold ionization. Ip is the ionization potential and Eex corresponds to the energy
of an arbitrary excited state.
of both, ionization rates and angular distributions, the standard Keldysh theory has to be
extended to incorporate the Coulomb-interaction of the photoelectrons with their parent
ion.
For this purpose, the imaginary time method (ITM) was applied, allowing for the inter-
pretation of the Keldysh theory in terms of classical electron trajectories propagating
in complex time (known as quantum trajectories or quantum orbits [17, 18]). If the
complex phase in the ionization amplitude oscillates fast in time, the SPM method can be
applied and the time integral in Eq. (1.2) can be replaced by a sum, see Eq. (1.4), over all
saddle-point solutions ts of Eq. (1.5) in the upper complex half-plane (ImS0(p; ts) > 0).
This result of the SPM can be presented in terms of classical trajectories rp(t)
rp(t) =
@S0
@p
=
tZ
ts
[p + A()]d = p(t  ts) +
tZ
ts
A()d; (1.9)
with initial (at time ts) and nal condition (at time td) according to: rp(ts) = 0,
vp(ts) = (p + A(ts))
p 2Ip and vp(td) = p. The exponential part of the ionization
5amplitude, see Eq. (1.4), S0 is dened by a classical action which satises Newton's
equation of motion for an electron in an electric eld E(t):
rp(t) =  E(t) (1.10)
The initial time ts is determined through the SPM, Eq. (1.5). The most probable nal
momentum pm, which corresponds to the peak maximum in the spectrum, is related to
the smallest imaginary part of the action:
d
dp
[Im(S0)] jp=pm= Im[rpm(t)] = 0 (1.11)
This means that the trajectory with momentum pm(td) is real-valued and is detected
at the real-valued time td (see Fig. 1.1) [16,19,20]. Within this approach, the Coulomb
interaction can be naturally included into the phase S0. The idea of the Coulomb-
corrected ITM (e.g. Coulomb-corrected strong-eld-approximation [10]) is now to correct
all Coulomb-free trajectories of the ITM model in such a way, that they satisfy Newton's
equation in the presence of an Coulomb eld in addition to the external laser eld. In
order to apply the ITM for the calculation of the Coulomb-corrected ionization rate, it is
useful to rewrite the action S0 as a function of rp(t):
 S0(p; td) =
tdZ
ts

1
2
[p + A()]2 + Ip

d
=
tdZ
ts

1
2
[p + A()]2   E()rp()  Ip

d   rp(td)p
=W0[rp(t); td]  rp(td)p
(1.12)
If there is an extra force acting on the electron, e.g. due to the interaction of the
electron with its parent ion, one can account for it by correcting W0 and rp(t). The
Coulomb-corrected trajectories rp(t) can be found perturbatively [21{23], if the extra
force is relatively small, e.g. when the electric eld is strong and the Coulomb-interaction
of the photoelectron with its parent ion is relatively small. This conditions are typically
fullled in the tunnel-regime, where the Coulomb-corrected ITM model provides accurate
results. However photoelectron spectroscopy experiments at that time were only available
in the multiphoton regime (  30) [1].
To overcome this limitation, the theory has to be extended to the multiphoton regime.
To this end, Faisal (1970s) derived a more general expression for the ionization amplitude.
Here, the nal state was not limited to one specic state, e.g. continuum state which is de-
scribed by a plane wave. Thus, the theory goes beyond the standard Volkov approximation,
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in which the continuum is described via plane waves [24]. Another ansatz, developed by
Reiss in the 80s, was based on the S-matrix formalism [25]. Nevertheless, both generalized
approaches (Faisal and Reiss) led to the same approximative pre-exponential factor, which
is still limited to systems bound by short-range potentials. Furthermore, both theories
achieved gauge invariance only in the limit of zero-range potentials [10]. The discrepancy
between the theoretical approach being limited to the tunnel regime and experiments
limited to the multiphoton regime, was the reason why the Keldysh theory was not used
during this period of time.
It took until 1979 before the rst theoretically predicted ATI peaks in a photoelectron
spectrum could be recorded [26]. The ATI with energies En peaks were separated by the
photon-energy ! as predicted by the Keldysh theory. However, in contrast to the Keldysh
theory, the observed energies En of the n-th ATI peaks were found to be independent of
the laser-intensity [26]. According to the energy conservation law,
En =
p2n
2
= n!   Ip   Up (1.13)
the energy En depends on the ponderomotive energy Up of the electric eld (with
amplitude E0)
Up =
E20
4!2
(1 + 2); (1.14)
where  denes the polarization of the electric eld with  = 0 for linear and  = 1 for
right- and left- circularly polarized electric elds, respectively. The ponderomotive energy
is dened as the averaged kinetic energy of a free electron over one laser period in the
given time interval T [10]:

v2p
2

T
=
1
2


[p + A(t)]2

T
 p
2
2
+
1
2


A(t)2

T| {z }
Up
(1.15)
The Keldysh theory is usually derived within the dipole approximation [E(r; t)  E(t):
see Sec. 2.1.3], in which the electric eld is assumed to be spatially homogeneous over
the size of the atomic or molecular system. However, in real experiments, the laser
pulse features a spatial intensity prole I(r). Here, the laser intensity decreases from
its maximum at the center of the laser focus, r0, to zero, at rend. If the pulse duration
lasts long enough, so that the electron can travel out of the focus before the eld is o,
the electron experiences a ponderomotive acceleration corresponding to a change of its
7canonical momentum p. For laser pulses with small focal spot radius rf and long pulse
duration  , so that   rf=p is satised, the photoelectron energy Ef observed at the
detector does not depend on the laser intensity anymore [27,28]:
Ef = n!   Ip: (1.16)
Consequently, the Keldysh theory is limited to electric elds with relative short laser-
pulse durations. In the early 1980s, the durations of these pulses were simply too long
10 8   10 10 s (with rf  10 3 cm) and Keldysh theory was not applicable to these kind
of electric elds.
Soon after the invention of the chirped pulse amplication method in the mid-1980s [29],
femtosecond lasers with high intensities up to 1016 W/cm2 (CO2 laser) and short pulse
durations down to 1 ps became available [30], thus allowing to reach the desired strong
eld regime (E20=!
3  1) as well as the tunnel-regime (  1). Both regimes were reached
rst with CO2 lasers and later with infrared lasers with wavelengths of approximately
1 m [31]. From the experimental point of view the pulse durations of the electric
elds became smaller and smaller, which lead to an increasing inuence of the carrier
envelope phase (CEP) on the ionization dynamics. For the theoretical simulation of, for
example, photoelectron momentum distribution via the Keldysh theory and Eq. (1.2)
for extremely short pulses of only a low number of optical cycles, one must know the
exact shape of the vector potential jAc(t)j / E0=! cos(!t + CEP ), including its CEP
CEP (! is the laser-frequency) [32]. From the experimental point of view, it is very
dicult to measure the absolute CEP of the electric eld with high precision, while an
accurate metrology is needed to compare theory with experiment. In a statistical approach
(shot-to-shot analysis), the inuence of the absolute phase on the intense-eld ionization
was rstly demonstrated experimentally [33] in 2001, while the found relation can be used
to determine the absolute phase of the electric eld.
With this important experimental advancement, the standard Keldysh theory, which
neglects scattering eects, provides a commonly accepted physical picture, in which the
ionization process can be interpreted as a two step sequence [10]:
1. tunneling of the electron through the static barrier created by the electric eld
2. propagation of the free photoelectron in the continuum
With the further development of photoelectron diagnostic methods, such as cold-target-
recoil ion momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) [34], three dimensional momentum
distribution of multiple charged particles can be measured in coincidence. Also, the
combination of tomographic reconstruction methods with velocity-map-imaging (VMI)
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techniques allows to measure the 3D-momentum distribution of photoelectrons [35]. New
features appeared in these spectra, which could not be explained within the standard
Keldysh model. They can be traced back to dierent shortcomings of the Keldysh theory
and are grouped in three major categories:
1. The Coulomb interaction between the photoelectron and the parent ion is neglected.
Such a Coulomb interaction causes asymmetries for example in the photoelectron
angular distributions in elliptically polarized elds [36]. As stated before, Coulomb-
eects can be included within the ITM ansatz. This Coulomb correction in the phase
of the ionization amplitude, Eq. (1.4), can lead to signicant changes in the ionization
rate. In Ref. [16], the Coulomb-corrected ITM was applied to the calculation of the
total ionization rate of the atoms in the tunnel limit   1. An analysis by Perelomov
and Popov showed, that the Coulomb eld signicantly enhances the ionization rate
by several orders of magnitude and is thus not negligible. The eect was conrmed
experimentally [37]. In experiment, several other features were observed in the
photoelectron momentum distribution, including Coulomb asymmetry in elliptically
polarized light [36, 38, 39], cusps and double-hump structures [40{42], low-energy
structures [43{47], and side lobes [48]. Within the Coulomb-corrected ITM model,
all of these eects could be reproduced successfully.
2. A variety of eects are caused by laser-driven recollision [49, 50]. The standard
Keldysh theory is not able to describe the rescattering mechanism, including its role
in the generation of high-order harmonics, high energy photoelectron plateaus, and
nonsequential double ionization. Rescattering phenomena oer also a great tool for
probing the atomic and molecular structure. An extension of the Keldysh theory
by including scattering eects is straight-forward [51{53]. The method is known
as the extended strong-eld approximation (SFA), or alternatively, as SFA with
rescattering. The SFA will be discussed in Sec. 2.3.1.
3. The Keldysh model only considers transitions from the electronic groundstate. The
inuence of transiently populated excited states is neglected and resonances with the
electric eld are not included (e.g. multiphoton ionization: Fig. 1.1, right-hand side).
So-called Freeman resonances [54] with excited states for example can generate an
intensity-independent ne structure in the ATI peaks, which can not be described
with the standard Keldysh model. Including further bound states into the Keldysh
theory seems to be a dicult task. However, methods like the dressed-state SFA were
developed, in which excited states were approximately included [55]. Fortunately,
the application of few-cycle laser pulses with a broad spectrum reduces the inuence
9of such excited states since transient resonances are suppressed by spectrally broad
elds [10].
In general, the standard Keldysh theory without Coulomb-correction is limited to
short-range systems. Therefore, the strong-eld detachment of negative ions oers a
suitable area of application of the standard Keldysh-theory, since the interaction of the
photoelectrons with neutral molecules is relatively short-ranged [56]. In the past, high
resolution above-threshold-detachement (ATD) spectra of H , Br , and F  were recorded
with mid-infrared laser pulses [57{61]. Theoretical calculation could successfully reproduce
the energy structure of the spectrum, while for the high energy part a good agreement was
only achieved when scattering processes were taken into account [62]. To describe such
scattering processes, advanced methods are required, e.g. the quasistationary quasienergy
state (QQES) [63].
A more intuitive approach to study scattering phenomena is provided by the simple man's
model (SMM). Here, the dynamics following the initial ionization step is modeled via
selected classical trajectories [50], [64{66]. The initial values for the classical trajectories
can be derived from the ITM model. As stated above, the starting point ts of the
complex-valued trajectories are obtained via the SPM. The nal momenta p at a time
td can then be obtained by solving Newton's equation of motion, with the integration
path connecting ts with td being chosen arbitrarily (see Fig. 1.1, left panel). Naturally,
the path can be separated into a sub-barrier (t 2 [t0 + i0; t0]) and an "after" barrier
motion (t 2 [t0; td]) with t0 being a vertical segment (parallel to the axis of the imaginary
part) of the time path, connecting the complex-valued time ts with its purely real valued
component t0 = Re[ts]. Within the SMM, the imaginary part of ts is assumed to be
negligibly small and the sub-barrier part of the motion (electron tunnels through the
static barrier created by the electric eld) is reduced to an instantaneous emergence of the
electron at the tunnel exit b0 [67] with a given ionization probability wk (see Fig. 1.1, left
panel). In the quasistatic limit at time t0, the classical tunnelexit (tunnelbarrier) can be
calculated analytically [68]:
b0  lim
!0
b =   IpE(t0)kEk2 (t0)
: (1.17)
The time the electron takes along the imaginary axis to cover the distance through the
barrier with atomic velocity vat =
p
2Ip is known as the Keldysh-tunneling time tk
tk  b0vatkvatk2
; (1.18)
which is related to the imaginary part 0 of the saddle point ts. Only if
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b0 = Re[r0(p; t0)] (1.19)
is satised (with initial velocity of v0 = p + A(t0)), the SMM and ITM provide similar
results: the real part of the initial coordinate condition of the complex trajectories r0(p; t0)
is equal to the classical tunnelexit b0. Applying the ITM model for a linearly polarized,
monochromatic electric eld E(t) = E0 sin!t, one obtains
b0 =Re[r0(p; t0)] =
E0
!2
sin (!t0)(cosh!0   1)
v(t0) =p + A(t0) = v? E0
!
cos(!t0)(cosh!0   1)| {z }
=vk
; (1.20)
where v? and vk are the vector components of the initial velocity v(t0) = (vk(t0);v?(t0))
of the complex trajectories, pointing either perpendicularly (v?) or parallel (vk) to the
direction of the electric eld vector. The coordinate b(t0) of the complex trajectories of
the ITM model only transforms into the classical tunnelexit b0 if the condition !0  1
is fulllled. The SMM is therefore only valid in the tunneling limit. For   1, the
ITM and the SMM model dier signicantly from each other, and in the multiphoton
regime (  1) kb(t0)k =
p
2Ip=! becomes independent of the time and the electric
eld E(t0) [see Eq. (1.17)]. The initial velocity v0 = (vk(t0);v?) also depends on the
ionization-regime. vk(t0) e.g. is an unambiguously dened function of t0 and vanishes
in the tunneling limit: lim
!0
vk(t0) = 0 [10]. In contrast, v? depends on the electric eld
E(t0) and an transversal velocity spread at the instant of ionization takes place. The
transversal velocity spread follows a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation
? =
r
kE(t0)k
2
p
2Ip
, in which the maximum is located at v? = 0 [69], reecting the quantum
mechanical momentum distribution of the electron in the system.
The benet of the SMM model is the simple intuitive picture it provides of the ionization
dynamics in terms of classical trajectories. The classical trajectories can be obtained
by solving Newton's equation with initial phase-space coordinates of v0 = (0;v?) and
r(t0) = b0 (tunnel exits). Now, the inclusion of Coulomb eects is straight-forward by
extending the classical force Fc acting on the electron in the continuum by the term Vc(r).
Fc =  E(t) rVc(r) (1.21)
Vc(r) is the long-range interaction between the photoelectron and its parent ion and
r =

@
@x
; @
@y
; @
@z
T
is the nabla operator. The extension of the classical force Fc is only
valid in the tunnel-regime. In the Coulomb-corrected ITM, the path of the complex-
valued classical trajectories are not arbitrary anymore and no closed form analytical
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expression for the classical action has been derived yet. In principle, there are many
solutions of Eq. (1.21), leading to complex-valued trajectories r(t) with dierent starting
points r(t0) = b
(t0) (asterisk indicates the Coulomb-correction). Within the tunnel-
ing limit, these trajectories depend only weakly on the value of the initial coordinate
b(t0), which is here chosen to be the tunnelexit b0. Beyond this limit, i.e. in the
non-adiabatic tunneling and the multi-photon regime, the contribution of the sub-barrier
motion increases and the trajectories become strongly dependent on b(t0). Therefore, the
Coulomb-corrected version of the ITM and SMM do not necessarily yield the same results
in both regimes, rendering the Coulomb-corrected SMM inapplicable in these regimes [10].
However, the Coulomb-corrected SMM provides a great tool to study long-range inter-
actions and recollision processes of photoelectrons by means of classical trajectories [see
Sec. (3)] [40,42,45,70{74].
However, within the ITM the trajectories are derived for the initial condition rp(ts) = 0,
meaning that these trajectories are starting their evolution in the continuum from only
one single center at the origin of the coordinate system. For centrosymmetric systems,
such as atomic systems, these initial conditions are a good choice, while for molecular
systems, which exhibit more than one center and centrosymmetry is inevitable broken, the
condition rp(ts) = 0 is not able to model the complex molecular structure. Even for the
simplest diatomic molecule H+2 , the physics of the ionization dynamics depends strongly
on the nuclear geometry and the orientation of the molecule with respect to the laser
eld [32] and the single-center Keldysh theory immediately lead to wrong results [55].
Examples for complex molecular-specic strong-eld phenomena induced by near-infrared
and visible laser-elds include charge-resonance enhanced ionization [75,76] bond soften-
ing [77,78], vibrational trapping (bond hardening) [77{79], and above-threshold dissocia-
tion [79]. A transfer of established methods for atomic systems, such as the Coulomb-
corrected ITM and the Coulomb-corrected SMM in length gauge, to molecular systems is
currently an active area of research. Recently developed approaches are limited to diatomic
molecules with large internuclear distances, as the initial state can be approximated by
a superposition of two eld-dressed atomic wavefunctions (each located at its center),
in which the overlap of the two atomic wavefunctions is vanishing [55,80]. Employing a
similar approach to the two molecules O2 and N2 [81], Milosevic derived an amplitude via
a molecular SFA with eld-dressed initial molecular bound states. Here, the length gauge
version of the molecular SFA was found to be in good agreement with experimental data,
whereas the corresponding velocity-gauge version gives incorrect results, as it generally
does for atoms [82]. To describe ionization rates for diatomic molecules with arbitrary
internuclear distances, several approximative methods were developed, including the qua-
sistationary quasienergy state (QQES) approach [63], improved versions of the molecular
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SFA [81,83], and extended versions of the SMM [84]. In Ref [84], it was shown, how the
three-step tunnel-mechanism of the standard SMM depends on the internuclear distance
of the H+2 molecule. Depending on the internuclear distance of H
+
2 , the electron either
escapes from the "up-eld" (Rup < 0) or the "down-eld" (Rdo > 0) side (see. Fig. 1.2) of
the diatomic molecule, which eventually leads to dierent ionization dynamics and thus
dierent photoelectron momentum distributions (PEMDs).
Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the tunnel-mechanism in a H+2 -like model potential V (r), where
ionization occurs from the groundstate of the system at the "down-eld" (Rdo > 0)
side of the electric eld vector E(t) [red line: rE(t)]. Also shown is the width of
the quasistatic tunnel barrier bM0 (t) = krout   rink at a certain time t, which is
represented by the red arrow. Rup < 0 is related to the position of the nuclei at the
"up-eld" side, and Ip corresponds to the ionization potential.
Due to the ever increasing power of computing resources and the great success of theories
like the SFA, the ionization behavior of larger molecules can be studied numerically [85{
89]. Within the framework of the SFA, photoelectron angular distributions (PAD) of
polyatomic molecules have been successfully calculated [90{92]. PADs of randomly
orientated molecules show interesting features. For example, the ionization of randomly
orientated chiral molecules (molecules without improper rotation axes) ionized by circularly
polarized light yields PADs with a characteristic forward-/backward asymmetry along
the propagation direction of lasereld [93, 94]. The eect is known as photoelectron
circular dichroism (PECD). The asymmetry changes its sign upon change of the rotation
direction of the circularly polarized lasereld (left to right and vice versa) or upon change
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of the chirality of a molecule (left-handed enantiomer vs. right-handed enantiomer).
Both enantiomers have the same number of atoms of each element, but their absolute
arrangement diers, resulting in either left-(S) or right-(R) handed chirality (see Fig. 1.3).
Nevertheless, both enantiomers are mirror images of each other and are therefore non-
superposable [95].
Figure 1.3: Shown are both, the S and the R handed enantiomers of the chiral molecule Bromochlo-
rouoromethane CHBrClF and a schematic representation of their highest occupied
molecular orbitals. By comparison, the 3D (black: tetrahedron structure) and the
2D model (red: triangular structure) are presented. The points marked with the
n-th number belong to the n-th nucleus of the respective model system, while the
electron of each model system (blue point) is located at the origin of the coordinate
system r = (0; 0; 0).
While sharing many physical and chemical properties, such as melting and boiling point,
the absorption maxima, the vibrational spectra, and the viscosity, enantiomers can dier
signicantly in their chemical reactivity [96]. For example, the interaction of chiral drugs
with the corresponding chiral receptors depends on the handedness of the enantiomer
(examples can be found in Ref [97]), giving rise to dierent reactions in living organism.
The latter highlights the importance of developing ultrasensitive methods for analyzing
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and characterizing chiral molecules [35]. Here, the PECD provides a great spectroscopic
tool to study chiral molecules in the gas phase. Compared to the optical CD-eect, where
the dierence in the photoabsorption spectra are relatively small (OD = 10 5), the
PECD eect is two to three orders of magnitudes larger and is thus more sensitive [93].
Here, forward-/backward asymmetries (along the propagation direction of the electric
eld) up to 20 % could be measured in PEMDs generated via one photon ionization
by vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) synchroton radiation [98{101]. The PECD eect can be
explained by the electric dipole eects only, without the need to include weaker magnetic
dipole eects. In 1976, Ritchie theoretically described PECD by calculating dierential
photoionization cross sections of chiral molecules interacting with circularly polarized
light. The resulting angular distributions I() of photoelelectrons were expressed in terms
of Legendre-polynomials PL,
I() =
X
L
bLPL(cos ); (1.22)
where  is the polar angle relative to propagation direction of the electric eld and bL
is the expansion coecient. Ritchie showed for randomly orientated chiral molecules, that
the rst term of the odd Legendre-polynomials b1 does not vanish, in contrast to non-chiral
molecules. This remaining asymmetry (after averaging over all molecular orientation) is
konwn as PECD [93].
Following Ritchie's analysis, the asymmetry in the photoelectrons of lactid acid and
glyceraldehyd was numerically calculated by Powis. The latter is konwn as circular-
dichroism in the angular distribution (CDAD) of photoelectrons. It was shown, that
CD eects can also occur in aligned achiral molecules, if the molecular arrangement
and the electric eld dene three non-coplanar vectors (propagation direction of the
photon/electric eld and the photoelectron and the molecular axis of the space-xed
molecule), where chirality is achieved through experimental conguration [102]. Examples
of such systems include CO molecules adsorbed on a surface with xed orientation [103]
and aligned NO molecules [104{107].
Recently, it has been experimentally observed that PECD can also occur via few photon-
ionization from strong UV-vis laser pulses: the organic molecules camphor and fenchone
were ionized by a strong-eld few-cycle circularly polarized laser pulses width wavelengths
of 398 nm and a pulse duration of 25 fs via a 2+1 resonance-enhanced multiphoton
ionization (REMPI) process. Asymmetries of 10% could be recorded by means of the
VMI method with table top setups [108]. In principle, the ionization occurs via a resonant
two-photon absorption, followed by a single photon absorption to the continuum. Several
theoretical studies aim to simulate the multiphoton (MP) PECD and its complex ionization
mechanism [109{111]. Full numerical treatment without approximations is only possible
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for prototype molecules such as H2+3 , the smallest non-colinear molecule [112, 113].
However, such single-electron molecules do not provide any information on multi-electron
eects. Yet they provide important insights into fundamentals of strong-eld eects.
The replacement of real molecules with numerical model systems of reduced complexity
represents a computationally aordable way to model complex physical phenomena such
as PECD. A the minimal model system consists of a single active electron interacting
with an intense, circularly polarized laser eld and an asymmetric charge environment,
mimicking the chiral molecule. The asymmetric charge environment can be achieved
through four nuclei with dierent charges. The three dimensional ionization dynamics
[r = (x; y; z)T] of a single active electron can thus be simulated via the time-dependent
wavefunction  (r; t), which can be obtained by solving the time-dependent Schrodinger
equation (TDSE) numerically. However, solving the TDSE in 3D is computationally very
demanding and the corresponding 3D-PEMD are very complex and dicult to analyze.
Within the project presented in this thesis, complexity was further reduced by restricting
the time-dependent simulation to a 2D plane perpendicular to the propagation direction
of the electric eld (z). To this end an eective 2D charge distribution (see Fig. 1.3) of
three nuclei was applied to an single active electron. The primary object of the research
project presented in this thesis is to examine the ionization dynamics of such tri-atomic
model systems. Therefore, the SFA and the corresponding SMM (Keldysh theory) were
applied to study the inuence of bound electronic states and the Coulomb interaction
during the ionization process. However, a comprehensive simulation of PECD would
requires 3D-models since the forward/backward asymmetry occurs in the propagation
direction of the electric eld (z component). Such an extension of the 2D-model would be
straight-forward (preliminary results of the 3D simulations can be found in the Appendix),
but exceed the scope of this research project. However, the results presented in this
thesis provide an important precursor to reveal the exact ionization mechanism behind
the PECD eect.
The thesis is structured as follows: In Section 2 the theoretical background of the applied
methods will be presented. The results will be shown in Section 3 in form of the article
reprints that were published in international peer-reviewed scientic journals. A short
summary will be given preceding each article. Finally, a comprehensive summary in
Section 4 will discuss and combine all ndings of the individual articles.
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Chapter 2
Theory
This chapter gives an overview of the approximations (Sec. 2.1), numerical methods
(Sec. 2.2) and Keyldish models (Sec. 2.3), which were employed to simulate and analyze
the strong-eld driven dynamics of triatmomic model moelcules (Sec. 3).
2.1 Light-matter interaction
2.1.1 Classical theory
An accurate description of the laser-matter interaction requires the correct treatment of
both the quantum nature of the electron and the electric eld. If the number of photons
is suciently large (such as in an macroscopic laser eld), the electromagnetic eld can be
treated classically and is described via Maxwell's equation, neglecting eects like quantum
uctuations and spontaneous emission [114]. Within Maxwell's equations, the electric
eld E and the magnetic eld B can be expressed through the vector potential A and
the scalar electric potential U :
B =rA
E =  @
@t
A rU;
(2.1)
Expressed in terms of A and U , Maxwell's equations in vacuum can be written as second
order (in space and time) wave equations:
U +
@
@t
(r A) =  1
"0
(r)
1
c2
@2
@t2
 

A +r

r A + 1
c2
@
@t
U

=
1
c2"0
j(r);
(2.2)
where (r) and j(r) are the stationary charge and current density respectively, c is the
speed of light, "0 is the vacuum permittivity and  =

@2
@x2
+ @
2
@y2
+ @
2
@z2

is the Laplace
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operator. The electric potentials U and A are not uniquely dened; there exists an innite
number of potentials U and A that yield the same electromagnetic eld. These electric
potentials are related via gauge transformation:
A(r; t) = A(r; t) +rF (r; t)
U(r; t) = U(r; t)  @
@t
F (r; t);
(2.3)
Here, F (r; t) represents a regular scalar (arbitrary) function. This "degree of freedom"
allows to choose F via a gauge condition to simplify the second-order wave equation 2.2.
For electrodynamics of non-relativistic classical particles, one common choice is the
Coulomb gauge: r A = 0 [115]. Thus, Maxwell's equation can be rewritten:
U(r; t) =  1
"0
(r; t)
@2
@t2
A(r; t)  c2A(r; t) = 1
"0
j(r; t) r @
@t
U(r; t)
(2.4)
According to the Maxwell's equation, the electric eld E is generated by a stationary
charge-density (r) and depends on the position ri(t) of the i-th point particle with charge
qi
r  E(r; t) =1
"
(r; t);
(r; t) =
npX
i=1
qi(r  ri(t));
(2.5)
where np is the total number of considered point-particles and " is the absolute per-
mittivity. In contrast, the magnetic eld B is induced by charge in motion and thus,
depending on the current density j(r), which is related to the velocity vi(t) of the particles.
rB(r; t) = 1
c2
@
@t
E(r; t) +
1
"0c2
j(r; t):
j(r; t) =
npX
i=1
qivi(t)(r  ri(t));
(2.6)
The non-relativistic dynamics of the point particles in an external electromagnetic eld
are governed by Newton-Lorentz equation [116,117]:
mi
d2ri(t)
dt2
= qi(E(ri(t); t) + vi(t)B(ri(t); t)) (2.7)
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Thus, the classical particle's trajectories ri(t) with their intitial position Ri = ri(t0)
and velocity Vi = vi(t0) at time t0 are solutions of Eq. (2.7). The evolution of the
electromagnetic eld [Eq. (2.4)] can also be described via the Lagrange formalism [118]
d
dt
@L
@ _ri
  @Li
@ri
= 0; (2.8)
where L = T   V is the Lagrangian, with T and V being the kinetic and potential
energy. The Lagrangian for an electromagnetic eld can be dened [117] via integration
over its density L:Z
drL = 0
2
Z
dr[E2(r)  c2B2(r)]| {z }
=fext
+
Z
dr[j(r) A(r)  (r)U(r)] (2.9)
The coupling between the np non-relativistic free particles and the electromagnetic eld
can be described via the full Lagrangian Lip+:
Lip+ = 1
2
npX
i=1
miv
2
i +
Z
drL (2.10)
The Euler-Lagrangian equation of motion [Eq.(2.8)] are hence given by Newton-Lorentz
[Eq.(2.7)] with dynamical variables of r; _r) and Maxwell's equations [Eq.(2.3)] with
dynamical variables of A; U). Within the external eld approximation, the electromagnetic
interaction is not mutual anymore: only the electromagnetic eld aects the particle, the
backreaction of the particle on the eld is neglected (fext = 0) [117].
Lip+ = 1
2
npX
i=1
miv
2
i +
Z
dr[j(r) Aext(r)  (r)Uext(r)] (2.11)
Here, Uext and Aext are the scalar and vector potential of the external electromagnetic
eld. By applying the Legendre transformation [117]
H(r1;    ; rl;p1;    ;pl) =
lX
i=1
_ri   L = T + V ; (2.12)
the Hamiltonian H for a single particle interacting with an external electromagnetic
eld can be obtained from the associated Lagrangian Lip+ within the external eld
approximation:
H = 1
2
[p  qAext]2 + qUext; (2.13)
where p is dened as the conjugate momenta p = mv + qAext.
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2.1.2 Quantum theory
The equations of motion in Sec. 2.1.1 can be quantized in the usual canonical quantization.
Since the classical treatment of the electromagnetic eld via Maxwell equation [see
Eq. (2.2)] is accurate enough (as state above), only the single particle described by
Newton-Lorentz equation, Eq. (2.7) has to be treated quantum mechanically. Here, the
dynamical variables r and p become operators with commutator relations according to:
[r^i; r^j ] = 0; [p^i; p^j ] = 0 and [r^i; p^j ] = iij . jri represents a vector in Hilbert space, describing
the quantum state of the system in coordinate space. The momentum p^ =  ir for the
quantum Hamiltonian can be obtained from the commutation relations and the eigenvalue
equation of the position operator r^: r^jri = rjri. The dynamics of the wavefunction in
coordinate space is given by the TDSE (projected to coordinate space: j i = R dr (r)jri):
i
@
@t
 (t; r) = H^(t) (t; r) = (H^0 + V^int(t)) (t; r) (2.14)
The Hamiltonian operator H^ can be obtained from the classical Hamiltonian H (see
Eq. 2.13) with coordinate r^! r and momentum p!  ir. The wave equation describes
the quantum dynamics of a single free particle with eld-free time-independent Hamiltonian
H^0, interacting with an time-dependent electromagnetic eld V^int(t). A general solution
of the TDSE can be written as
j (t)i =U^(t; t0)j (t0)i
=T^oe
 i R tt0 H^(t0)dt0 j (t0)i: (2.15)
Here, t0 and t are the initial and nal times, T^o is the time-ordering operator (only
required when the Hamiltonians H^(t) at dierent times t do not commute) and U^(t; t0) is
the time evolution operator [117]. For a time-independent Hamiltonian H^, the evolution
operator takes the following form [119] (in the basis of its eigenfunctions f ng):
U(t; t0)j (t0)i =
X
n
e iEn(t t0) h nj (t0)i| {z }
cn(t0)
j ni (2.16)
Here, the evolution depends only on the eigenenergies En and eigenstates  n of the
considered system with coecients cn(t0) at time t0.
2.1.3 Dipole approximation
If the wavelength of the electromagnetic eld  is much larger than the dimension of
the system D (  D), the spatial variation of the electromagnetic eld over the size
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of the quantum system is very small and can thus be neglected. The long-wavelength
approximation is only valid if the change of the electric eld E(z; t) as function of the
coordinate z [120] (propagation direction of the eld along the kz-vector)
E(z; t)  D @
@z
E(!t  kzz)jz=0  Dkz kEk = D!
c
kEk (2.17)
is relatively small and the following condition is satised:
!D  c ! E  kEk ; (2.18)
i.e., if the frequency of the lasereld ! is suciently small. Within the long-wavelength
approximation, the vector potential can be dened as follows:
A(!t  kz)  A(!t) + z
c
E(!t) (2.19)
Only if the magnetic eld B is negligible, the dipole approximation is valid and the
spatial dependence in the vector potential can be dropped: A(r; t)  A(t). However,
the magnetic eld can only be neglected if the displacement vector of an electron  is
smaller than the size of the system:   D. The displacement vector  is connected to
Lorentz-equation kFmagk = kvk kBk = kamagk the force of the magnetic eld Fmag acts
on the electron, leading to an acceleration amag and thus a change in the trajectory of
the electron. Consequently, the magnetic eld can only be neglected if the electric eld
satises the following equation:
kEk  c!
r
d

; (2.20)
Since the electric elds (E0=0.02 a.u.! I = 1:4  1015 W / cm2,  = 800 nm) used for
the calculation presented in Sec. 3 do no reach the limit I  8c!3 = 7  1015 W / cm2
where magnet elds become relevant [121], the dipole approximation is valid.
By setting U = 0 (for details see ref [122]), the velocity-gauge Hamiltonian [see Eq. (2.13)]
for one single electron (q =  1) in the dipole approximation is given by
H^v =
1
2m
[p + Aext(t)]
2 + Vc(r): (2.21)
Here, the Coulomb potential Vc(r) describes the interaction between the electron and
the parent ion via Coulomb's law. In this work, the used model system consists of one
electron with coordinate r and three frozen nuclei (no nuclear dynamics) with charge Zi
and position Ri. The corresponding potential Vc(r) of the system is dened as:
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Vc(r) =
3X
i=1
3X
j>i
ZiZj
jRi  Rjj| {z }
=Vnn
 
3X
i
Zip
(r Ri)2 + | {z }
=Ven
; (2.22)
where  is the softening parameter, which was introduced to avoid singularity [117].
2.1.4 Gauge invariance
The gauge principle states that all physically meaningful (measurable) observables (Her-
mitian operator, which act on the Hilbert space) are gauge invariant. Two wavefunctions,
 (1) and  (2) in gauge 1 and 2 are connected via local unitary transformation G [117] (Fg
is a real-valued arbitary function):
 (1)(r) = G (2)(r) = e iFg (2)(r) (2.23)
The corresponding two observables O^(1) and O^(2) are only gauge invariant if they satisfy
the equation (unitary transformation):
O^(1) = GO^(2)G 1 (2.24)
As a result, the expectation values become independent of the chosen gauge.
hO^(1)i = h (1)jO^(1)j (1)i = h (1)jGO^(2)G 1j (1)i = h (2)jO^(2)j (2)i = hO^(2)i (2.25)
For the two Hamiltonians H^(1) and H^(2) in gauge 1 and 2, respectively, two separate
TDSE equations can be formulated:
i
@
@t
j (1)(t)i =H^(1)(t)j (1)(t)i
i
@
@t
j (2)(t)i =H^(2)(t)j (2)(t)i
(2.26)
By using these TDSEs, along with the denion of the unitary transformation, Eq. (2.23),
a relation between the two Hamiltonians H(1) and H(2) can be derived:
H^(2) = GH^(1)Gy + ih
@G
@t
Gy (2.27)
Only if the second term of Eq. (2.27) vanishes and Eq. (2.24) is satised, gauge invariance
is achieved and the energy expectation value becomes independent of the chosen gauge:
h (2)jH^(2)(t; t0)j (2)i = h (1)jH(t; t0)(1)j (1)i+ ih (2)j@G
@t
j (1)i: (2.28)
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Physical observables, which are given in terms of transition amplitudes, are invariant
under unitary transformation and satisfy the gauge principle:
h (1)(t)jU^ (1)(t; t0)j (1)(t0)i = h (2)(t)jU^ (2)(t; t0)j (2)(t0)i; (2.29)
where U^ (1)(t; t0) and U^
(2)(t; t0) are the time-evolution operator in gauge 1 and 2, see
Eq. (2.15). Many physical observables are related to transition amplitudes. High Harmonic
Generation (HHG) experiments, for example, are related to photon emission transition
moments, and PEMDs are a consequence of ionization, i.e. a transition from bound to
continuum states [123,124].
By applying a unitary transformation Gvl(t) = e iAext(t)r to H^v [Eq. (2.21)] with the
corresponding transformation of the vector potential Fg = Aext(t)r [Eq. (2.23)] and
E = @tA (Eq. (2.1) with U = 0), the length gauge Hamiltonian H^
l for one single electron
(q =  1) can be obtained:
H l =
p2
2
+ rEext(t) + Vc(r) (2.30)
Physical observables, which are related to transition amplitudes, can be calculated via
the velocity (Hamiltonians H^v) and the length gauge (Hamiltonians H^ l) version of the
TDSE. Both representations describe the same physics, and physical observables such as
dipole moments, velocities, and accelerations are equal to both gauges. However, when
approximations (e.g. the strong-eld-approximation (SFA)) of gauge-dependent quantities
are involved, the gauge invariance of physical observables may get lost, if the error induced
by the approximation scheme does not transform in the same way as the full solution [117].
2.2 Numerical methods
The solution of the TDSE, Eq. (2.15), the time-dependent wavefunction  (r; t), can be
calculated numerically on a discrete grid. The implementation of such methods can
be divided in four steps: representation, initiation, Hamiltonian operation, and time
propagation [125]. Each of these steps will be described in detail in the subsequent
sections.
2.2.1 Representation
Quantum mechanical wavefunctions j i are complex vectors dened on the Hilbert
space subjected to non-local operators. Representating j i in a spatial and momentum
representation, connected via Fourier transform, allows for a localization of such operators.
An ecient discretization of phase-space for numerical applications can then be achieved
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by using the Fourier method. In the Fourier method, the continuous wavefunction  (r) is
discretized by a nite set of orthogonal plane-wave functions gk(r) [125]:
 (r) 
Ng 1X
n=0
ak e
i2knr=L| {z }
gk(r)
; (2.31)
where kn is the wave-vector grid with Ng grid points and L is the box-size of the grid.
One can use the orthogonality of the Fourier functions with equidistant sampling points
to invert the relation and to calculate the coecients ak
ak =
1
Ng
Ng 1X
n=0
 (rn)e
 2ikrn=L  ~ (kn); (2.32)
where  (rn) is now discretized on a grid rn; n 2 [1; Ng]. The cocients ak can be
interpreted as the amplitudes of the wavefunction in momentum space ~ (kn). In quantum
mechanics, the minimum phase space volume, in which a system can be localized, is hD,
where D is the number of degrees of freedom and h is Planck's constant. A discrete
representation of the Hamiltonian and the wavefunction is only possible if at least one
grid point is located in each phase-space volume hD. The minimum volume in phase
space covered by the Fourier representation should be: Vvol = 2L  kmax. Here, the grid
points rn = r0 + nr are equidistantly spaced with r =
L
Ng 1 and the range from r0 to
r0 + L, whereas the momentum grid ranges from  pmax to pmax. Thus, a condition for
the relation between r and the maximum wave vector kmax is obtained [125]:
r =

jkmaxj (2.33)
Only if the absolutes of the occurring momenta kn are smaller than kmax, the Hilbert-
space is described accurately by a discrete grid. Within Eq. (2.33), the rectangular-shaped
momentum grid (k 2 [  
r
+ k; 
r
]) can be dened
kn =
8<:nk for n = 0;    ; Ng=2 (Ng   n)k for n = Ng=2 + 1;    ; Ng   1
with the stepsize
k =
2
Ngr
(2.34)
If the range of the k-grid is not suciently large, the periodic condition of the wave-
function  erroneously leads to wavefunctions with opposite momentum:
~ (k0   k)   (kmax   k) (2.35)
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These wavefunctions can interfere with each other causing numerical errors. The
advantage of the Fourier method is the ecient computing of discrete Fourier transforms
(DFTs), which is implemented via the Fastest Fourier Transform in the West library
(FFTW3) [126{128]. This algorithm scales with an order of Ng logNg [126], which reduces
the computational time signicantly.
2.2.2 Hamiltonian operation and time propagation
Many physical situations, including the motion of electrons in strong laserelds, are
described using time-dependent Hamiltonians H^(t). For this particular case, the total
evolution operator is divided into short segments t, in which the Hamiltonian does not
change signicantly. The total time evolution operator U^(tN ; t0) can be approximated by
short-time propagators U^(t+ t; t)  e iH^(t)t [125]:
 (tN) = U^(tN ; t0) (t0) (2.36)
 U^(tN ; tN   t)U^(tN  t; tN   2t) : : : U^(t0 + t; t0)j (t0)i (2.37)

NY
i=1
U^(ti; ti 1) (t0); (2.38)
(2.39)
The wavefunction  (tN ) of the system can then be obtained numerically via Eq. (2.39)
in the time interval [t0; tN ], with N corresponding to the number of time steps. The lower
bound for the time-step t can obtained from the maximum energy Emax occurring in
the system. Emax corresponds to the fastest oscillating wavepacket and determines the
smallest time step t < 1
Emax
required to resolve its evolution correctly. For the ecient
calculation of Eq. (2.39) (H^ = V^ + T^ ), the propagators of V^ and T^ are evaluated in
coordinate and momentum space respectively [125]:
e iV^tj i =
X
n
e iV^ (rn)t (rn)jrni =
266664
e iV^ (r1)t   (r0)
e iV^ (r2)t   (r1)
...
e iV^ (rNg )t   (rNg 1)
377775
e i
P
i jkiiT^ (ki)hkijtj i =
0BBBBBB@
e i
k20
2
t 0    0
0 e i
k21
2
t 0
...
... 0
. . . 0
0    0 e i
k2Ng 1
2
t
1CCCCCCA
0BBBB@
~ (k0)
~ (k1)
...
~ (kNg 1)
1CCCCA (2.40)
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The spectral and pseudo-spectral basis sets are connected via discrete Fourier transform
~ (ki) = FT f (rj)g = 1(2)3=2
P
j e
 ikirj (rj) (as discussed above). Since the potential
energy operator V^ is diagonal in real space and the kinetic operator T^ is diagonal in
k-space, a further diagonalization procedure is not necessary. To save computation time,
one has to separate the propagator e i[V^+T^ ]t into parts that only depend on the kinetic
or the potential operators, respectively [119]. One way to split the propagator is to use
Trotter's formula [129]. If the operators are time-independent (as assumed within the short
time-step t), the time-propagator can be written as U^(r;t) = e
P
j tA^j U^(r; 0), where
A^j is a nite sequence of operators. The exponential part can be dened by Trotter-Kato
formula [117,130]
e
PM
j=1 tA^j = lim
N!1
 
MY
j=1
etA^j=N
!N
: (2.41)
If the operators commute, the splitting is exact since the errors originate from the
non-commutativity ([T^ ; V^ ] 6= 0) of operators. For a second order splitting with N = 2, an
error of O(t2) is obtained [131]. A common application of Trotters-Kato's formula is
the symmetric split-operator method of third order [132,133]:
U^(t; t+ t) = e i(T^+V^ )t (t) = e iV^
t
2 e iT^te iV^
t
2 +O(t)3 (2.42)
Here, the third order splitting of the kinetic and potential operator only yields an error
of O(t3). Within the time-splitting scheme, one can separately apply the kinetic and
potential operator in dierent bases, i.e, in real and momentum space, respectively. The
wavefunction is propagated by one time-step t via the following procedure [125]:
 (r; t+ t) = e iV^ (r)
t
2 FT  1fe iT^ (k)tFT fe iV^ (r) t2  (r; t)gg (2.43)
This procedure is repeated N times to evaluate the full time-dependent wavefunction
[see Eq. (2.39)]. The split-operator is unitary; the norm is therefore conserved. The
error induced by the noncommutability of the kinetic and potential operators aects
both, the phase and the norm of the wavefunction. For multichannel problems, in which
the wavefunction changes its character during the propagation, o-diagonal elements
in the kinetic or potential operator can occur. In these cases, a diagonalization of the
non-diagonal matrix is required [125].
2.2.3 Initiation: imaginary time propagation (ITP)
The conventional method for obtaining all eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of a system is
to diagonalize a large basis set expansion. However, if only a limited set of eigenfunctions
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is required, e.g. the eigenfunctions of the lowest energies, numerical diagonalization is
computationally too expensive. In many cases, only the ground-state  0 is needed as
initial condition. To this end, the imaginary time-propagation is performed. Within this
method, the TDSE is solved in imaginary time (t =  i) to obtain the eigenfunction  n
with their eigenvalues En [134]:
j ~ i()i = UITP()j i(0)i =
X
n
e En h nj i(0)i| {z }
cn
j ni; (2.44)
where j i(0)i is a trial function (e.g. Gaussian-function) and cn its projection onto
the set of unknown eigenfunctions f ng of the Hamiltonian. For the imaginary time
propagation, each eigenfunction  n relaxes at a rate which is proportional to its eigenvalue
En. Obviously, the eigenstate with the lowest energy (i.e. the ground state  0) relaxes
most slowly and persists longer. Since the wavefunction j ~ i()i changes its norm during
the imaginary time propagation, renormalization of the wavefunction at each time step
 is crucial
j i()i = j
~ i()iq
h ~ i()j ~ i()i
; (2.45)
After a time  , the component of the eigenfunctions  n is reduced relative to the
groundstate  0 by a ratio given by: e
 (En E0) . In order to obtain the groundstate,
without any disturbing contributions from excited states, the propagation in imaginary
time  has to be suciently long so that c0 ! 1. To ensure a certain numerical accuracy
of the calculated  0, a convergence criterion is employed, based on the energy of the
trial wavefunction j i()i. The energy E0 of the groundstate  0 can be calculated
approximately:
lim
!1
h ~ i( + )j ~ i( + )i =h 0j 0ie 2E0
) E0 =  1
2
lnh ~ i( + )j ~ i( + )i
(2.46)
If the energy dierence E = jE()  E( + )j is smaller than a chosen threshold
value, here 1  10 16, the converged groundstate is found to be numerically stable during
real-time propagation, see Eq. (2.39). In principle, any method propagating a wavepacket
can be employed in the ITP (e.g. split operator or Chebyshev method [135]), but it should
be compatible with the method used subsequently for real-time propagation.
The rst excited state can be obtained by projecting out the ground-state  0 and repeating
the ITP scheme for  1(x; 0) (until the iterative alghorithm converges). To obtain the
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higher excited state  n, all lower states have to be calculated consecutively and projected
out [134]:
j n(0)i = j (0)i  
n 1X
m=1
h mj (0)ij mi: (2.47)
2.2.4 Wavefunction splitting method
In strong-eld physics, typically electrons will be emitted and acquire high momenta in
the continuum. The electronic wavefunction propagates away from the ion, eventually
reaching the edge of the numerical spatial grid. Due to the numerical restrictions of the
FFTW, the wavefunction gets wrapped around and appears on the other site of the grid,
causing unphysical interferences [136]. Thus, the box size L of the spatial grid has to be
large enough to represent the entire wavepacket at all times [125]. However, large box size
L with a good spatial resolution x (see Sec. 2.2.1) is computationally expensive, since
many grid points are required. In order to minimize the computational costs (box size),
the wavefunction splitting method can be applied. Here the wavefunction  is divided
into two spatially separated parts [137]:
 (r; t) = c(r) (r; t)| {z }
 in(r;t)
+ [1  c(r)] (r; t)| {z }
 out(r;t)
(2.48)
The splitting of the wavefunction  into an inner  in and an outer  out part is achieved
by the absorber-function c(r)
c(r) = c(x; y; z) = [1 + e(jxj xmax=1:3)=] 1[e(jyj ymax=1:3)=] 1[e(jzj zmax=1:3)=] 1; (2.49)
where xmax = ymax = zmax is the largest absolute value of the spatial grid along
each dimension. The smoothing parameter  is chosen in a way that the wavefunction
is eciently absorbed and unphysical interferences are suppressed. Only if the norm
j( in +  out)j2 = 1 stays constant over time, the wavefunction is eciently absorbed.
The advantage of the wavefunction-splitting method is, that in the outer asymptotic
region a representation of the wavefunction in coordinate space is not required, since the
interaction of the electron with the nuclei can be neglected for large distances. Thus, the
Hamiltonian within the velocity gauge H^ = [p + Aext(t)]
2 + Vnn does not depend on r
anymore [Eq. (2.22)]. The wavefunction ~ out(p; t) in momentum-space representation
can be propagated without employing the FT in each propagation step. In contrast,  in
has to be propagated with the full Hamiltonian H^ = [p + Aext(t)]
2 + Vnn + Ven since the
electron-nuclei interaction Ven can not be neglected.
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The wavefunction splitting method works well, as long as the momentum of the wavepacket
does not exceed pmax = kmax, see Eq. (2.33), which is accounted for by the choice of
x. The PEMD (p) is then calculated via  out at time t!1 when the electric eld is
turned o and the interaction with the electric eld is over [137,138]:
(p) = j out(p; t!1)j2: (2.50)
2.3 The Keldysh model
2.3.1 Strong-Field Approximation (SFA)
Simple analytical solutions of the TDSE, Eq. (2.14), can only be found by using ap-
proximations. The nal goal is to substitute the time evolution operator e i
R t H^(t0)dt0
[Eq. (2.15)] with a number, e i
R t E(t0)dt0 , where E(t) is the total instantaneous energy at
time t. The exact solution of the TDSE can be rewritten by partitioning the Hamiltonian
H^(t) into a static, eld-free part H^0 and a time-dependent part V^int(t), describing the
interaction with the external electric eld [139].
j (t)i =  i
tZ
0
dt0[e i
R t
t0 H^dt
00
]V^int(t
0)[e i
R t0
0 H^0dt
00
] j ii+ e i
R t
0 H^0dt
00 j ii: (2.51)
Before the laser-eld interaction takes place (t < t0), the initial bound state  i =  (t = 0)
evolves in time t with the eld free-Hamiltonian H^0. This evolution is described by the
second term of Eq. (2.51). The interaction of the quantum system with the electric
eld (t  t0) starts at time t0 and is described by the rst term of Eq. (2.51) with
V^int(t) = rEext(t) (length gauge). Transition amplitudes av(t) at time t can be evaluated
by projecting j (t)i onto the exact outgoing continuum state jvei with velocity v:
av(t) =  i
tZ
0
dt0hvej[e i
R t
t0 H^(t
00)dt00 ]V^int(t
0)[e i
R t0
0 H^0dt
00
]j ii (2.52)
The exact continuum state jvei is typically unknown and becomes a plane wave in
the limit jrj ! 1. The transition amplitude av(t), Eq. (2.52), was derived under the
assumption that the continuum state is initially unpopulated, i.e. the second term in
Eq. (2.51) does not contribute to Eq. (2.52). Within the SFA, the ionization amplitude can
be obtained employing the following two main approximations to simplify Eq. (2.52) [139]:
1. The initial state  i of the wavefunction is given by the groundstate  0. From time
t = 0 to t0 the system only accumulates a phase according to the ground-state energy
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e iEit
0
= eiIpt
0
, where Ip is the ionization potential. Within this time, excited states
are not populated. This approximation is typically valid in the tunnel-regime, where
electric elds are strong, and the frequency is low in comparison to the characteristic
response frequency of the quantum system. In this regime, the population of excited
states is almost negligible.
2. At time t0, the system interacts instantaneously with the laser eld V^int(t0) and
a transition to a nal state takes place. In principle, the nal state can be any
state accessible according to its transition amplitude if total energy conservation
is maintained. If only unbound nal states are considered, the exact propagator is
approximated as:
e i
R t
t0 H^(t
00)dt00  e i
R t
t0 H^F (t
00)dt00 : (2.53)
Here, the exact Hamiltonian is replaced by H^F  H^   V^c, in which only the
interaction of the electron with the laser eld is taken into account, neglecting the
Coulomb interaction Vc of the electron with the parent ion. This approximation is
only justied if the eld interaction energy is much larger than Vc and is therefore
known as strong-eld approximation (SFA).
The main idea of this approximation is that the propagator of the Coulomb-interaction-
free electron is known analytically in form of the Volkov propagator:
hvje i
R t
t0 H^F (t
00)dt00 = e i
R t
t0 E(t
00)dt00hv0j = e i
R t
t0
1
2
[v(t)+A(t00) A(t)]2dt00hv0j: (2.54)
In above equation, jv0i and jvi correspond to plane waves with kinetic momentum v0 (at
time t0: moment of ionization: v(t0) = v0(t0)) and v (at time t: moment of observation).
jv0(t0)i = jv(t) A(t) + A(t0)i (2.55)
After the electron is emitted by the laser-eld at time t0, it changes velocity according to
Eq. (2.55) and propagates in the continuum until a certain time t. The propagation changes
the coordinate part of the wavefunction between jv0i and jvi in the exact same manner
for all coordinates, i.e., temporal phases given by the integral of its instantaneous energy
E(t00), Eq. (2.54), were added to the wavefunction in the same way for all coordinates.
This is a result of both, the SFA and the dipole approximations, where the Hamiltonian
H^F and the vector-potential A(t) are assumed to be coordinate independent. Using both
approximation, the SFA allows for an ecient calculation of transition amplitudes:
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aSFAv (t) =  i
tZ
0
dt0e i
R t
t0
1
2
[v(t)+A(t00) A(t)]2dt00hv(t) + A(t0) A(t)jV^int(t0)j 0ieiIpt0 (2.56)
The SFA provides an intuitive picture of ionization as a two step process. The rst
step at t0 is related to ionization (or tunneling), where transition from the ground state
to a continuum state (treated as plane wave) takes place. The second step describes the
propagation of the electron in the continuum, in which the electron will acquire the nal
velocity v at the time of observation t. However, some drawbacks of the SFA originate in
the employed approximations [139]:
 The SFA is not gauge invariant. The coordinate part of the plane wave between t
and t0 transforms dierently for velocity (jp0i ! jpi, in which p = v(t) A(t) is
dened as the canonical momentum, a conserved quantity, which does not change
during propagation) and length gauge (jv0i ! jvi, in which v is related to the
kinetic momentum change during propagation). The problem is that the initial
state is a bound state (eiIpt
0
), and no gauge-consistent phase of the wavefunction
at time t0 enters it. As a consequence, the approximate propagation will lead to
dierent results for the two gauges.
 The SFA is not able to describe scattering. During the propagation in the continuum,
inelastic scattering of the electron with the parent ion would cause transitions to
new excited states v00. Those states are not included in Eq. (2.56).
 The ionization amplitudes are still of approximate nature, since the transition to
the continuum at t0 is aected by the interaction with the binding potential.
 The SFA neglects the interaction of the unbound photoelectron with the parent ion.
 The SFA only considers transition from the ground state, excited states, which
can be populated transiently are not included. One way to include these states is
presented in this thesis (see Sec. 3.3).
When it comes to ionization rates, all these shortcomings are only aecting the pre-
exponential term in the ionization rate, Eq. (2.56), whereas the fast oscillating exponent
remains unaltered. Strong-eld phenomena such as ATI-rings can be described well by
the SFA. Within the SFA theory, the nal momentum pf of the photoelectron with zero
initial momentum v0 = 0 to time t0 can be estimated:
pf = jv(t)i =  A(t0): (2.57)
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In order to improve the description of the ionization amplitude aSFAv of the SFA, one has
to replace the Volkov function  
p+A(t)
p (r; t) (length gauge) by a more accurate continuum
wave function  
( )
p , which is able to approximately describe both, the laser-eld and the
Coulomb-eld Vc:
aSFA( )v =  i
1Z
 1
dth ( )p (t)jV^intj i(t)i: (2.58)
In the Coulomb-Volkov approximation (CVA), the nal distorted (the laser-eld distorts
the Coulomb-continuum adiabatically) wavefunction  
( )
p is approximated by
 CV ( )p (r,t) =Dc(ZT ;k; t) 
p+A(t)
p (r; t)
=Dc(ZT ;k; t)
eikre ip
2t
(2)3=2| {z }
 
( )
p
eA(t)r 
R t
 1 dt
0pA(t0)  1
2
R t
 1 dt
0[A(t0)]2
= ( )p e
FD(p;r;t);
(2.59)
where Dc(ZT ;k; t) depends on the charge of the parent ion ZT , describing the interaction
between the photoelectron and the residual ion
Dc(ZT ;p; t) =  

1 +
i
kpk

1F1

  1kpk ; 1  i (kkk krk+ kr)

e

2 ; (2.60)
and 1F1 denotes the conuent hypergeometric function. The SFA corresponds to the
limit ZT ! 0, where the continuum state is described by the Volkov-function. In the
other limit, FD ! 0, Eq. (2.59) transforms into the rst Born-approximation, which is
not an appropriate approximation for molecules, since the scattering (with the scattering
wavefunction  
( )
p ) is assumed to occur at one specic center. However, for the H atom,
the CVA provides a signicant improvement in the description of the photoelectron
momentum distributions compared to the SFA, particularly for low energies and   1.
Despite its success, the CVA is numerically very challenging and the SFA presents an
easier way to analyze the complex pattern of the PEMDs in particular for higher momenta.
2.3.2 The simple man's model (SMM)
Another way to analyze the strong-eld dynamics of electrons is to use the SMM (Sec. 1).
Here, the ionization dynamics is modeled by means of selected classical trajectories. The
ionization process is separated into two steps [10]:
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1. First, the electron tunnels through the quasi-static barrier, which is created by the
electric eld and the potential. Tunneling itself is related to the sub-barrier part
of the motion and is reduced to an instantaneous emergence of the electron at the
tunnel exit rout (see Sec. 1).
2. After the electron emerges in the continuum at the position rout, the second step
takes place: the classical motion of the electron in the continuum, driven by the
laser-eld.
The tunnel barrier widths bM0 (t) can be obtained numerically at every time step t by
solving the equation
Vc(r) + rE(t) + Ip = 0; (2.61)
which is numerically solvable via the Newton-Raphson root-nding algorithm. The
width of the tunnel barrier bM0 (t) can then be dened via the dierence between the two
roots: bM0 (t) = krout(t)  rin(t)k (see. Fig. 1.2). The numerically obtained width of the
tunnel barriers bM0 (t) can be used to calculate a time-dependent Keldysh parameter t(t)
t(t) =
bM0 (t)!
vat
=
bM0 (t)p
2Ip
; (2.62)
and eventually the time-dependent ionization rates wk(t) by using Eq. (1.7) and (1.8).
wk(t) depends on b
M
0 (t) and thus, on the molecular structure through the potential V (r),
Eq. (2.61).
The second step, the motion of the electron in the continuum is modeled by classical
trajectories. Within the SMM, the Coulomb-corrected trajectories can then be found
by solving Newton's equation of motion, Eq. (2.7) and Eq. (2.63). Numerically, this is
achieved with a Runge-Kutta algorithm of fourth order with adaptive step-size control
(Cash{Karp method [140]) and initial conditions according to: ri(t0) = rout and vi(t0) =
(v?;vk) = (v?; 0), where vk and v? point parallel and perpendicular to the direction of
the electric eld vector, respectively. Thus the equations of motion are:
@p
@t
= r(Vc(r) + rE) = [E(ri(t); t) rVc(r)]
@r
@t
=p
(2.63)
Instead of utilizing a single trajectory with a strict localization in phase-space, an
ensemble of trajectories with one specic initial coordinate ri(t0) = rout but dierent
velocities vi(t0) = (v?; 0) is used in order to mimic the distribution of the quantum
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mechanical wavefunction. The perpendicular component v? [69] is not limited to one
specic value, since it follows a Gaussian distribution with the maximum located at
zero and a standard deviation of ? =
q
!
2
. This type of phase-space sampling can
be simulated by Gaussian distributed random numbers. The conversion of uniformly
distributed random numbers u1 and u2 (can be generated by intrinsic subroutines in
Fortran) to Gaussian distributed random numbers z1 with a standard deviation of 1 and
an expectation value of zero can be performed by a Box-Muller transformation [141]:
z1 =
p
 2 lnu1 cos 2u2: (2.64)
The advantage of the SMM is the intuitive interpretation of the quantum-mechanically
results (i.e. solution of the TDSE) in terms of classical trajectories. The Coulomb force
rVc(r) in Eq. (2.63) can be neglected by assuming rVc(r) = 0. This allows a comparison
between the Coulomb-free and Coulomb-corrected trajectories to study the inuence
of the long-range interaction between the photoelectron and its parent ion. As already
stated in Sec. 1, the SMM represents another powerful method to study strong-eld
eects if Coulomb-interaction in the continuum and rescattering eects become relevant.
Rescattering represents the third step in the ionization mechanism, but is not further
pursued in this thesis, since only the interaction with circularly polarized light was
investigated. However quantum eects, such as interferences (ATI-rings), cannot be
simulated by means of classical trajectories.
Chapter 3
Results
This section presents the results of this thesis in form of the articles published in peer-
reviewed international journals.
In the rst paper, presented in Sec. 3.1, the interaction of triatmomic modelsystems with
few-cycle, circularly polarized infrared laser pulses was investigated by means of fully ab
initio quantum dynamical simulations. The complex ionization mechanism of these small
model molecules were analyzed by means of electronic density snapshots and PEMDs. The
primary focus was on the CDAD (the dierence between the PEMDs induced by left- and
right-circularly polarized light) and how it will be aected by the CEP of the electric eld.
In the second paper (Sec. 3.2), the complex threefold structure observed in these PEMDs
of the quantum dynamical simulations were analyzed by means of classical trajectories
and the SFA. The origin of the threefold pattern was traced back to three ionization
events, which were modeled via three characteristic trajectories. The found trajectories
were used to study the long-range Coulomb interaction between the photoelectrons and
the parent ion, whereas the contribution of the groundstate on the ionization process was
studied via the SFA. In the third paper (Sec. 3.2), the trajectory model and the SFA
were extended in order to describe ionization dynamics of triatomic systems with larger
internuclear distance. For this kind of systems, the contribution of the excited states dier,
and the standard methods described in Sec. 3.2 are no longer suitable. Also the inuence
of the molecular orientation of the triatomic system on the PEMDs was examined. The
focus here was on the CDAD spectra calculated with the molecular averaged PEMDs and
how they change for dierent CEPs of the electric eld.
Each section will give a short summary of the results given in their respective articles.
The published articles themselves will be presented as facsimiles one after each summary.
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3.1 Paper 1: Strong-eld ionization of asymmetric
triatomic model molecules by few-cycle circularly
polarized laser pulses
The paper "Strong-eld ionization of asymmetric triatomic model molecules by few-
cycle circularly polarized laser pulses" investigates the circular-cichroism in the angular
distribution of photoelectron (CDAD) of triatomic model systems and how it is aected
by the CEP (carrier envelope phase) of the electric eld. The focus is on the interaction
of symmetric (all nuclear charges are equal) and asymmetric (all nuclear charges are
dierent) triatomic modelsystems with few-cycle, circularly polarized infrared laser pulses
with dierent CEPs of the electric eld. The ionization dynamics and the corresponding
CDAD spectra are investigated by fully ab-initio quantum dynamical methods.
While CDAD was observed experimentally for space-xed NO [104] and CO molecules [103]
(see Sec. 1), a detailed theoretical analysis of the ionization dynamics and its eect on the
CDAD spectrum is still missing. However, fully numerical treatment is only possible for
prototype molecules, such as the molecules, H+2 [75] (linear) and H
2+
3 [112,113] (non-linear).
These small molecules build the foundation for the understanding of the more complex
physics occurring in multi-electron systems and in polyatomic molecules, respectively.
The investigated triatomic model molecule consists of three space-xed nuclei with variable
charges and one single active electron with two spatial degrees of freedom r = (x; y)
within the plane of the molecule. At time t = 0 fs, the electronic density is distributed
around the center of charge. Electronic eigenstates were obtained via imaginary time
propagation [134]. The electronic wavefunction was obtained by numerically integrating
the time-dependent Schrodinger equation (TDSE) on a 2D-grid (x; y) by using the split-
operator technique [132] and the FFTW 3 library [142] as outlined in Sec. 2.2. The
computed wavefunction was then used to calculate snapshots of the electronic density at
specic times and the corresponding photoelectron momentum distribution (PEMDs),
which were obtained via the wavefunction-splitting method [137, 138] (see Sec. 2.2.4).
The CDAD spectra were dened as the dierence of the PEMDs induced by left- and
right-circulary (LCP and RCP) polarized electric elds, respectively.
The focus of this work is on the interaction between triatomic model molecules and single-
cycle infrared laser pulses. Although such single-cycle laser pulses are still challenging to
achieve under lab conditions, the electronic dynamics induced by these pulses can serve
as foundation for the analysis of the more complex dynamics induced by longer pulses.
Since the symmetric model exhibits a mirror plane along the y-axis, and the LCP and
RCP electric eld vectors are dened in a way that they have the same symmetry relation
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as the model potential, the corresponding time-dependent electronic densities are mirror
images of each other, as well, see. Fig. 1 in Paper 1. Depending on the polarization
of the electric eld, the ionization at a certain time tn may occur from dierent nuclei:
For example, at a time t1, ionization can occur from the nucleus Z3(Z1) induced by the
LCP(RCP) eld, whereas at a later time t2, ionization occurs from the nucleus Z1(Z3).
After ionization, the electronic density is driven by the electric eld either clockwise (LCP)
or counterclockwise (RCP) [see Fig. 2 in Paper 1].
The ionization process occurs within two half cycles around the maximum of the laser-pulse
at t0 fs. The simulated PEMDs (see. Fig. 3 in Paper 1) were interpreted employing
the standard SFA model to predict nal momenta according to Eq. (2.57). For a LCP
electric eld with a CEP = 0, two peaks with dierent intensities were observed in the
PEMDs. The rst peak is centered around (px; py)  ( 0:25; 0:25) a.u., corresponding
to an electronic wavepacket, which is released during the rst half-cycle at t < t0, where
the vector potential has a positive x (Ax(t) > 0) and a negative y (Ay(t) < 0) component.
The second peak around (px; py)  (0:25; 0:25) a.u. corresponds to an electron-wavepacket,
which is released during the second half-cycle at t > t0 (with Ax(t) < 0 and Ay(t) < 0).
The second peak shows a larger intensity due to a increasing population of excited states
during the rst half-cycle (t < t0), thus leading to more ecient ionization during the
second half-cycle (t > t0). For RCP elds, the most intense peak is now centered around
(px; py)  ( 0:25; 0:25) a.u., since the PEMDs induced by LCP and RCP are mirror
images of each other.
By increasing the pulse duration to 10 fs, an ATI ring structure appears in the PEMD.
However, the general asymmetry does not change signicantly for elds with longer pulse
durations.
For a 2 fs pulse, the inuence of the CEP on the PEMDs is investigated by varying the
CEP of the vector potential, CEP 2 f 0, =2,/4, 3/4 g. The change in the CEP
leads to a counter-clockwise (clockwise) rotation in the PEMDs for the LCP (RCP) eld,
which, in turn, strongly aects the corresponding asymmetries. The overall structures
of the PEMDs induced by electric eld with dierent CEPs resemble each other, when
being rotated around the origin of the coordinate system by an angle dened by the CEP.
However small changes in the electronic peak-structure due the non-spherical potential
cannot be captured by a rotation.
To simulate potentials with dierent degrees of asymmetry, the nuclear charge Z3 was
increased. To keep the Ip constant, the nuclear charge Z1 was decreased accordingly. The
snapshots of the electronic density at certain times t revealed (see Fig. 2 in Paper 1) that
the ionization dynamics for this asymmetric potential changes signicantly. The electronic
density after photoionization was found to be strongly localized at the deepest well, Z3.
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In general, the evolving electronic wavepacket experiences an overall stronger Coulomb
attraction at Z3, thus leading to a very dierent ionization dynamics and consequently to
a dierent electron dynamics in the continuum.
Since the asymmetric potential exhibits no mirror symmetry, the symmetry of the evolution
of the RCP- and LCP-driven electronic density is also broken. The electron wave-packet
experiences a dierent nuclear-electron interaction during the course of ionization for the
dierently polarized elds. This leads to pronounced CDAD eects, which are particularly
strong for systems with a large degree of asymmetry.
The exact role of excited states and of the long-range Coulomb interactions on the
ionization dynamics remains unclear and will be described in detail in the next paper.
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ABSTRACT
We have developed a numerical model system for a single active electron in an environment of
three nuclei with tunable charges arranged as an equilateral triangle. This enablesmimicking of both
symmetric and asymmetric nuclear charge configurations, while keeping the ionization potential
fixed. We investigate the interaction of these model systems with intense, few-cycle, circularly
polarized infrared laser pulses and examine the asymmetries between the photoelectron spectra
induced by the left- and right-circularly polarized fields. We show that these asymmetries are
influenced by the initial symmetry of nuclear charge configurations. We demonstrate that few-cycle
laser pulses can induce an additional asymmetry in the photoelectron spectra, which can weaken or
enhance the asymmetry imprinted by the initial symmetry properties of the model system.
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1. Introduction
The interaction between light and matter is often
dependent on the helicity of the photons. A prominent
example is the interaction of light with chiral media,
deﬁned as systems that cannot be superimposed on their
mirror image. Chirality plays a key role in the function-
ality of biological, chemical, pharmaceutical and physical
systems. The mirror images of chiral molecules, named
enantiomers, have identical physical and chemical prop-
erties, includingmelting and boiling points, viscosity and
absorption maxima, thus impeding their distinction.
However, chiral molecules feature a small diﬀerence in
the absorption of left- and right-circularly polarized light
(circular dichroism,CD) (1), enabling their spectroscopic
characterization. The diﬀerence in absorption, however,
is very small, on the order of 10−5, as it is based on the dif-
ferent symmetry properties of the electric and magnetic
transition dipole matrix elements.
Anothermethod to spectroscopically characterize chi-
ral systems is photoelectron circular dichroism (PECD),
a relatively new method with high sensitivity (2, 3). Typ-
ically, the enantiomeric sensitivity is two to three orders
of magnitudes higher than that of CD. In PECD, a chiral
molecule is ionized by a circularly polarized ultraviolet
light ﬁeld, featuring an asymmetric angular distribution
of the photoelectrons. The reason for this enhanced sen-
sitivity is that for the description of PECD only elec-
tric dipole transitions are necessary, with the very weak
magnetic dipoles being negligible (4). Recently, it was
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demonstrated (5) that resonance-enhanced multiphoton
ionization may lead to a pronounced asymmetry in the
angular distribution of the photoelectrons of chiral
molecules. The ﬁrst experiments on this phenomenon
have revealed high enantiomeric sensitivity and asym-
metries ranging up to 10%. These pioneering results have
triggered broad scientiﬁc interest on MP-PECD (6–11).
Theoretical investigations of PECD can for example be
found in Refs. (4, 6–8, 12).
Achiral molecules can also exhibit CD, with the suﬃ-
cient condition being that the experimental system
deﬁnes three non-coplanar vectors (13). Examples in-
clude the photoionization of COmolecules adsorbed on a
surface with known orientation (14–16), and molecular-
frame photoelectron angular distributions of randomly
oriented achiral molecules (17–22), dubbed circular
dichroism in the angular distributions (CDAD). For the
latter case, molecular orientations at the time of ion-
ization were determined by coincidence measurement
techniques such as cold target recoil ion momentum
spectroscopy (23). For diatomic molecules, experiments
were performed with the propagation direction of the
left- and right-circularly polarized (LCP and RCP) light
ﬁelds perpendicular to the molecular axis (the z-axis),
showing strong variations in the CDAD with respect to
the photoelectron polar emission angle.
In this work, we present the ﬁrst results of our ab
initio simulations of asymmetric model systems irradi-
ated by short, intense LCP and RCP laser pulses. Our
© 2017 Informa UK Limited, trading as Taylor & Francis Group
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two-dimensional (2D) model molecule consists of three
nuclei with tunable charges and a single electron. We
numerically solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equa-
tion (TDSE) and calculate the photoelectronmomentum
distributions (PEMDs). Note that while strong-ﬁeld ion-
izationby circularly polarized laser ﬁelds has been studied
extensively, see e.g. (24–30), the focus of this work is
to elucidate the imprint of an asymmetric nuclear envi-
ronment on the photoelectron momentum distribution.
Indeed, for our system, the aforementioned conditions
for the detection of CD are fulﬁlled for the PEMD asym-
metries, deﬁned as the normalized diﬀerence between the
LCP and RCP PEMDs. In particular, the asymmetries in
the photoelectron angular distributions are observed.We
will show how the asymmetries in the PEMDs depend on
the ‘degree of asymmetry’ of the nuclear charges and the
carrier-envelope phase (CEP) of few-cycle laser pulses.
2. Theoretical background
2.1. Model potentials
Our numerical model system constitutes a single-active
electron molecule with two spatial degrees of freedom
r = (x, y) subject to interaction with an intense, circu-
larly polarized, infrared electric ﬁeld E(t). The dynamics
of the system follows theTDSE,which reads (atomicunits
are used unless stated otherwise):
i
∂
∂t
ψ(r, t) = [T + V(r) + W(t)]ψ(r, t). (1)
In the above equation, T = −(1/2)(∂2/∂x2 + ∂2/∂y2) is
the kinetic energy operator and W(t) is the interaction
with the external ﬁeld in velocity gauge:
W(t) = p · A(t), (2)
with p = (px , py) the momentum operator and A(t) =
(Ax ,Ay) the vector potential. In our setup, the vector
potential is chosen
Ax(t) = ±E0
ω
f (t) sin
[
ω(t − t0) − φCEP
]
Ay(t) = −E0
ω
f (t) cos
[
ω(t − t0) − φCEP
]
, (3)
with the positive (negative) sign describing RCP (LCP)
ﬁelds, E0 the ﬁeld strength, ω the frequency, φCEP the
CEP, and t0 the maximum of the Gaussian envelope f (t).
The model potential V(r) is described by a screened
Coulomb interaction of the electron with three nuclei
with charges Zi ﬁxed at nuclear positions Ri:
V(r) = Vn + Ven(r)
Vn =
3∑
j<i
ZiZj∣∣Ri − Rj∣∣ , Ven(r) = −
3∑
i=1
Zi√∣∣r − Ri∣∣2 + α
(4)
with the softening parameter α = 3. In this work, R1 =
(3, 1.73), R2 = (0,−3.46), R3 = (−3, 1.73), such that in-
ternuclear distance between two adjacent nuclei is 6 a.u.,
see middle panel of Figure 1. For all cases considered in
this work, the nuclear charges Zi are chosen such that
the ionization potential is IP = 6.73 eV. Note that for
the symmetric conﬁguration Z1 = Z2 = Z3, the center
of mass and charge lies at the origin of the coordinate
system, and the system exhibits a mirror plane along the
y axis.
The TDSE in Equation (1) is numerically integrated
on a grid ranging [xmin, xmax] × [ymin, ymax], xmax =
ymax = −xmin = −ymax = 220 with 512 points in each
direction using the split-operator technique (31) and the
FFTW 3 library (32). The time step is set to be 0.001 fs.
Electronic eigenstates ϕn(r) are obtained via imaginary
time propagation (33). In all results presented in this
work, the initial state is the electronic ground state ϕ1(r).
2.2. Photoelectronmomentumdistributions
In order to obtain the PEMDs, the grid is divided into an
inner and outer region. In the inner region, the propaga-
tion is performed with the full Hamiltonian, while in the
outer, asymptotic region, the interaction of the electron
with the nuclei is neglected and the electron dynamics
evolve in momentum space, subject to the Hamiltonian
T+W(t)+Vn. In this way, the wave function is split into
an inner part, ψin(r, t) = c(r)ψ(r, t), and an outer part,
ψout(r, t) = [1 − c(r)]ψ(r), where the mask function is
(34, 35)
c(r) =
[
1 + e(|x|−xmax/1.3)/β
]−1 [
1 + e(|y|−ymax/1.3)/β
]−1
,
(5)
with β = 6 being the smoothing parameter. At each
time step, the outer part of the wave function is Fourier-
transformed into momentum space and coherently
added, resulting at asymptotic times to the total momen-
tum wave function ψout(px , py , t → ∞). The PEMD is
then obtained as
σ(px , py) =
∣∣ψout(px , py , t → ∞)∣∣2 . (6)
The time limit is deﬁned as the time when the norm of
the wave function in the inner (or outer) region becomes
constant. The asymmetry in the PEMD after interaction
with LCP or RCP light is deﬁned by
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a(px , py) = σ
LCP(px , py) − σRCP(px , py)
σ LCP(px , py) + σRCP(px , py) + 
 , (7)
where the small parameter 
 = 0.5 is introduced to
prevent a zero-valued denominator. Note that we have
chosen a relatively high value of 
 in order to enhance the
most prominent features of the asymmetry. The general
picture, however, does not change for diﬀerent values
of 
.
3. Numerical results
3.1. Symmetric potential
We begin the discussion by presenting results of the
time-resolved electrondynamics in a symmetric potential
environment (Z1 = Z2 = Z3 = 0.4) interacting with a
circularly polarized laser ﬁeld with Gaussian full width
at half maximum (FWHM) 1 fs, t0 = 5 fs, wavelength
λ = 800 nm, and intensity 1.4×1013 W/cm2. As the cur-
rent pulse duration corresponds to a single-cycle pulse,
it is still experimentally hard to achieve. The dynamics
induced by these pulses are however easier to interpret,
and understanding these dynamics can help the interpre-
tation of more complicated processes. Figure 1 presents
an overview over the system and the electron dynamics
induced by LCP and RCP laser ﬁelds.
For the results displayed in Figure 1, the CEP is set
to φCEP = 0, corresponding for LCP (RCP) to a cosine
(−cosine) carrier for the x-component of the electric ﬁeld
Ex(t), and a −sine carrier for the y-component Ey(t).
As the Coulombic environment in the model system
exhibits a mirror plane (the y-axis), the time-dependent
electron densities along the x-axis induced by LCP and
RCP, (x, t) = ∫ |ψ(x, y, t)|2dy, are mirror images of
each other, while the densities along the y-axis, (y, t) =∫ |ψ(x, y, t)|2dx, are identical.Due to the very short pulse
duration, ionization can only occur a half-cycle around
t = 5 fs where Ex is maximal, as shown in Figure 1. The
Ey carrier has a sine shape, with two slightly less intense
half-cycles of the electric ﬁeld allowing for ionization.
The second half-cycle induces more ionization, as during
the previous half-cycle, part of the wave function is being
excited to higher lying states, which due to their lower IP
will ionize easier. In the top panels of Figure 2we show for
the LCP pulse the electron density at diﬀerent times after
t0. Around t = 5.5 fs, a electron wave packet leaves the
potential between nuclei Z2 and Z3, in the third quadrant
of the spatial grid. Subsequently, it is driven by the ﬁeld
clockwisely, and leaving the spatial grid with px > 0 and
py > 0 at later times. For the RCP pulse, the dynamics is
mirror-symmetric about the y-axis compared to the LCP
case, i.e. the electron wave packet leaves the potential in
the second quadrant and is driven counter-clockwisely by
the ﬁeld, leaving the spatial grid with px < 0 and py > 0.
The mirror symmetry of the density between the LCP
and RCP at t = 5.5 fs is seen by comparing the lower-left
and lower-right panels of Figure 1.
Indeed, these considerations are also reﬂected in the
calculated PEMDs (σ(px , py) for LCP and RCP ﬁelds,
shown in the upper panels of Figure 3, as well as the
integrated spectra
σx(px) =
∫
σ(px , py)dpy , σy(py) =
∫
σ(px , py)dpx.
(8)
The interpretation of these spectra is conveniently done
by considering the vector potential. For φCEP = 0, Ay(t)
has a −cosine-type carrier and is close to unidirectional,
pointing into the negative direction, resulting in photo-
electrons ending up with positive py values, as already
seen. The Ax(t) is of −sine (sine) shape for LCP (RCP),
resulting in photoelectrons with both positive and nega-
tive px , seen in the 2Dmomentum spectra of Figure 3. For
LCP, the smaller lobe in the 2D spectrum at (px , py) ≈
( − 0.25, 0.25) corresponds to electron wave packets re-
leased during the ﬁrst half-cycle of the−sine carrier with
Ax(t) > 0, while the larger lobe at (px , py) ≈ (0.25, 0.25)
corresponds to release during the second half-cycle with
Ax(t) < 0. The diﬀerence in magnitude of the two lobes
is due to the population of excited states during the ﬁrst
half-cycle which leads to more ionization during second
half-cycle. The 2D PEMD for RCP is exactly the mirror
symmetric of that for the LCP case with py-axis as the
symmetry axis.
The mirror symmetry is also reﬂected in the asymme-
try coeﬃcients a(px , py) of Equation (7), shown in the
upper-right panel of Figure 3. As expected, ay(py), the
integrated asymmetry over the px coordinate vanishes,
while ax(px) can reach large values up to 0.3 due to the
short pulse employed.
The lower panels of Figure 3 display the PEMDs and
the corresponding asymmetries for a 5 fs pulse with t0 =
10 fs. Pronounced above-threshold ionization rings can
be seen in the 2D spectra and asymmetry plots while the
general features remain very similar. As in the case of
the 1 fs pulse, the integrated asymmetries for the longer
pulse exhibit no asymmetry along py , with asymmetries
only present along px , where it attains themaximal values
of ±0.3.
3.2. The role of the CEP
Next, we investigate the inﬂuence of the CEP on the
PEMDs by varying φCEP in the expression of the vector
potential in Equation (3), while keeping the pulse FWHM
constant to 1 fs. In Figure 4 we present the results for
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Figure 1. The symmetric model system and the induced dynamics by an intense single-cycle laser pulse with λ = 800 nm, FWHM = 1
fs, and I = 1.4 × 1013 W/cm2. Shown are the ionic potential (top middle panel); the time-evolution of the integrated electron densities
along the x-direction ρ(x , t) (upper left for LCP and upper right for RCP) and the y-direction ρ(y, t) (bottom middle panel for both LCP
and RCP); the snapshots of the 2D electron density |ψ(x , y, t)|2 at t = 5.5 fs (bottom left for LCP and bottom right for RCP). The red lines
in the integrated density plots shows the electric fields Ex and Ey , and the red lines in the 2D density plots show the trace of the electric
field for 0≤ t ≤ 5.5 fs.
Figure 2. Time-evolution of the electron density induced by the single-cycle pulse (pulse same as in Figure 1) for different model
potentials as labelled (see Table 1). The black dots specify the positions of the nuclei, with the magnitude of the dots (not to scale)
representing the size of the nuclear charge Zi .
Table 1. Parameters used for the different model systems (A)–(C).
Model potential Z1 Z2 Z3 IP (eV)
A 0.40 0.40 0.40 6.73
B 0.30 0.40 0.49 6.73
C 0.15 0.40 0.59 6.73
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Figure 3. Photoelectron momentum distributions σ(px , py) and the integrated spectra σ(px) and σ(py) induced by LCP and RCP fields
with λ = 800 nm, I = 1.4 × 1013 W/cm2, and two different pulse durations. The corresponding asymmetries of the photoelectron
momentum distributions a(px , py)with integrated asymmetries ax(px) and ay(py) are also shown.
Figure 4. As in Figure 3, now for pulses with parameters λ = 800 nm, I = 1.4 × 1013 W/cm2, FWHM = 1 fs, and three different CEPs.
four diﬀerent CEPs, φCEP = 0,π/4,π/2, 3π/4. We dis-
cuss exemplary the case of φCEP = π/2 in the middle
panels of Figure 4, and contrast to the already discussed
case of φCEP = 0 in the upper panel of Figure 3. For
φCEP = π/2, Ax(t) has a cosine (−cosine) carrier and
Ex(t) a sine (−sine) carrier for LCP (RCP) ﬁelds. Since the
vector potential is almost unidirectional, pointing into
the positive x-direction for the LCP case, photoelectrons
will end up with mostly negative px values. The situation
is reversed for the RCP case, with photoelectrons attain-
ing mostly positive px values. The y-component of the
vector potential Ay(t) has a −sine (sine) carrier for LCP
(RCP), resulting in two lobes in the 2D PEMDs with the
dominant one at py > 0 (py < 0). Although the dynamics
diﬀer strongly as a function of the CEP, the PEMDs are
very similar in the sense that two 2D PEMDs can be
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Figure 5. As in Figure 3, now for the three different model systems with parameters given in Table 1. In the integrated spectra, the solid
(red) lines are for the LCP fields, while the dashed (blue) lines are for RCP. Pulse parameters are λ = 800 nm, I = 1.4 × 1013 W/cm2,
FWHM = 1 fs, and φCEP = 0. Note that the upper panel is identical to the upper panel of Figure 3.
approximately transferred into each other by applying a
rotation around the origin by an angle deﬁned by theCEP
diﬀerence between the two pulsesφCEP . For atoms this
phenomenon is well-described in the literature, see e.g.
(36), but in our case the rotated PEMDs are not exactly
identical due to the non-spherical potential, a point that
we will investigate in the future.
The right panels of Figure 4 display the asymmetries
a(px , py) for the three diﬀerentCEPs. The overall shape of
the asymmetries are clearly seen to change with the CEP:
in the 2D asymmetry plots, the distribution is shifted to-
wards negative py , as the previously discussed rotation of
the PEMDwith respect to increasingCEP leads to density
at negative py values. While the shape and magnitude of
the integrated asymmetries ax(px) changes as a function
of theCEP, the integrated asymmetryay(py) remains zero
due to the symmetry properties of the pulse.
3.3. Asymmetric potentials
So far, we have considered the symmetric potential en-
vironment Z1 = Z2 = Z3 containing the y-axis as a
mirror plane. As the LCP pulse translates into the RCP
pulse by reﬂection in this mirror plane, the integrated
asymmetries ay were seen to vanish identically. We now
turn towards asymmetric potentials. For this purpose,
we stepwise increase the degree of asymmetry imprinted
by the nuclear environment, while keeping the IP ﬁxed.
Potential (B) represents a model system in which the
diﬀerence between the charges is relatively small. Model
(C), in turn, constitutes a potential where the symmetry
is completely broken, with all nuclei having very diﬀerent
charges, see Table 1 for details. For both asymmetric
potential models, Z3 results in the deepest potential well,
while Z1 results in the most shallow one. The deeper the
potential well, the more localized is the electron density
near it.
Similar to the case ofmodel (A), inmodels (B) and (C),
the LCP pulses liberates the electron at around
t = 5 fs between nucleiZ2 andZ3 (seemiddle and bottom
panels of Figure 2). Now, however, due to Z3 having a
higher charge, the asymmetric nuclear geometry leaves
pronounced imprints on the dynamics of the electron
wave packet: it is driven by the LCP pulse clockwisely
towards Z3 and experiences a stronger Coulomb attrac-
tion (compared to the symmetric model (A)). At the end
of the pulse, the electronic density is more compact and
more localized near the nuclei compared to model (A),
leading to less ionization (see e.g. the integrated spectra
in Figure 5).
For the RCP pulses, the photoelectron likewise expe-
riences the asymmetric nuclear geometry. The electron
wave packet is liberated and driven counter-clockwisely
(not shown), experiencing a diﬀerent nuclear-electronic
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interaction compared to the LCP case. As the electron
experiences diﬀerent nuclear-electronic interaction for
LCP and RCP ﬁelds, the symmetry properties imprinted
by the laser ﬁelds on the system are thus broken.
In Figure 5 we show the PEMDs for LCP and RCP
ﬁelds and their corresponding asymmetries for the three
diﬀerent potential models. As clearly seen, for themodels
(B) and (C), the integrated spectra σy for LCP and RCP
are no longer identical, while the σx for LCP and RCP
are no longer mirror symmetric about the py-axis. These
observations are also reﬂected in the integrated asym-
metries, with asymmetries in the py-direction becoming
visible. Along with the increase of ay from model (A) to
model (C) there is also a decrease for ax .
4. Summary and conclusions
We have presented results from our ab initio quantum
dynamical calculations basedona2D, one-electronmodel
system, gaining insight into CDAD of the photoelec-
trons in asymmetric triatomic systems. To the best of our
knowledge, this work represents the ﬁrst approach to-
wards addressing asymmetries in the photoelectron mo-
mentum distribution of asymmetric molecules by purely
ab initio quantum dynamical methods. By changing the
nuclear charges and thereby modifying the nuclear po-
tential environment, we observe pronounced features in
the photoelectron momentum distributions (PEMDs)
and their corresponding asymmetries, deﬁned as the nor-
malized diﬀerence between the PEMDs induced by left-
and right-circularly polarized (LCP and RCP) ﬁelds. For
a symmetric charge conﬁguration with all nuclei having
the same charge, we investigated the carrier-envelope-
phase dependence of the PEMDs and their correspond-
ing asymmetries. The CEP leads to a counter-clockwise
(clockwise) rotation in the PEMDs for LCP (RCP) pulses,
which in turn strongly aﬀects the corresponding asym-
metries. For asymmetric charge conﬁgurations with the
nuclei having diﬀerent charges, we found that the LCP
and RCP PEMDs diﬀermore compared to the symmetric
model system where the PEMDs are mirror images of
each other.
In the last years, there have been many experiments
and theoretical work (see, e.g. Refs. (26, 27 , 29, 30, 37 ,
38)) examining the strong-ﬁeld ionization of oriented
(and aligned) molecules with circularly polarized laser
ﬁelds. While our employed model system only considers
a single active electron, it is our hope that the ionization
results presented here could be of relevance in space-
ﬁxed real systems as cited above. In the future, we aim at
investigating the inﬂuence of the internuclear distance,
as both the ionization rate, the electron dynamics fol-
lowing ionization, and the resulting angular distribution
of the photoelectrons depend on the internuclear dis-
tances, as was shown theoretically in othermodel systems
(28, 30). We also plan to investigate in detail the role of
excited electronic states for the observed dynamics and
the role of the range of the potential for the photoelectron
momentum distributions. This way, we may gain better
understanding of the diﬀerent factors contributing to the
multi-photon PECD in asymmetric systems.
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3.2 Paper 2: Imprints of the Molecular Electronic
Structure in the Photoelectron Spectra of Strong-
Field Ionized Asymmetric Triatomic Model Mole-
cules
The paper "Imprints of the Molecular Electronic Structure in the Photoelectron Spectra
of Strong-Field Ionized Asymmetric Triatomic Model Molecules" investigates the complex
structure in the PEMDs of triatomic model systems. The strong eld-driven electron
dynamics and the corresponding PEMDs were calculated by fully ab initio quantum
dynamical methods and analyzed by means of classical trajectories within the SMM and
numerical solutions of the SFA. The primary focus is set on the analysis of the threefold
pattern observed in these PEMDs and how such structures relate to the triatmomic
molecular potential.
From a computational point of view, the full treatment of the interaction of intense
laser elds with polyatomic molecules is not feasible, as too many degrees of freedom on
dierent time scales are involved. Even for the simple molecules, such as H2 [78], H
+
2 [75],
and H2+3 [112, 113], the physics of the ionization dynamics becomes signicantly more
complicated than for atoms. Yet, these kind of molecules can be regarded as prototype
systems since observed physical eects also occur in larger molecules. Therefore, this
paper is focused on the simplest, non-colinear molecule, H2+3 .
The triatomic model system consists of three space-xed nuclei (frozen core approximation)
and a single active electron with two degrees of freedom x; y. The electronic density is
distributed around the origin of the coordinate system at the center of mass and charge.
The charges of the three nuclei are varied to investigate symmetric and asymmetric
congurations, while the ionization potential Ip is kept constant. As before, the symmetric
system exhibits a mirror symmetry along the y-axis. By decreasing the range of the
potential, the number of excited states and the long-range Coulomb-interaction in the
continuum can be systematically reduced. For various types of triatomic model systems
(see Tab. 1 of paper 2), the TDSE was numerically integrated on a 2D-grid using
the split-operator technique [132] and the FFTW3 library [142] as outlined in Sec. 2.2.
The obtained electronic wavefunction was used to calculate snapshots of the electronic
density at specic times and to simulate the corresponding PEMDs by applying the
wavefunction splitting method [137,138] (see Sec. 2.2.4). To obtain the PEMDs within
the SFA formalism, the time integrals in Eq. (2.56) were numerically calculated, while
the groundstate was obtained via imaginary time propagation [134] (ITP). The classical
trajectories were calculated by solving the classical Newton's equation of motion (Eq. 2.7)
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employing a Runge-Kutta algorithm of fourth order (Cash{Karp method [140]) and initial
conditions according to the SMM (see Sec. 2.3.2). The ionization rate and the initial
conditions in space were numerically calculated via Eqs. (2.62) and (2.61), while the initial
momentum p = (p?; pk = 0) was simulated via Gaussian-distributed random numbers
(see Sec. 2.3.2). In the multiphoton regime ( = 800 nm), the center of the Gaussian
momentum distribution at p = (0 p0; 0) was additionally shifted by p0 = 0:22, with the
plus sign for LCP, and the minus sign for the RCP pulse, corresponding to the excess
energy the electron will acquire in the above-threshold ionization case.
The inuence of the long-range Coulomb interaction and the excited states on the structure
of the PEMDs was studied by comparing PEMDs of various kinds of symmetric model
systems with dierent potential ranges (see Tab. 1 in Paper 2). All of the PEMDs,
obtained by fully ab initio quantum-dynamical calculations, showed the same threefold
symmetric structure with the expected ATI-rings, in which the intensities and the positions
of these three peaks dier for dierent model potentials: in comparison to the short-range
systems, the PEMD of the Coulomb-like system shows a very dierent intensity prole, in
which the threefold peak structure is shifted clockwise (see Fig. 2 in Paper 2). Since the
number of excited states is reduced and multiphoton ionization from higher-lying excited
states is not possible within short-range systems, the total ionization yield is signicantly
decreased for these kind of potentials. The nger-like structure (see panel (A) in Fig. 2
in Paper 2), which is a result of multiphoton ionization, was therefore only observed in
the PEMDs (located at small momenta) of the Coulomb-type system.
The origin of the threefold structure was identied by means of classical trajectories.
To this end, the evolution of the electronic density in the continuum was presented in
form of snapshots of the electronic density at certain times t. The threefold structure
in the electronic density, which has built up during the course of ionization, could be
analyzed by three characteristic trajectories (see Fig. 1 in Paper 2). These trajectories
start at dierent times tn and tunnel exits, near the three nuclei Z1, Z2, and Z3. The
nal momenta of these three selected trajectories could be assigned to the three peaks in
the PEMD. Eventually, the relation between the molecular potential with the three nuclei
Z1, Z2, and Z3 and the threefold structure observed in the PEMDs was revealed by these
three classical trajectories. The spectra calculated with the full CTMC method and the
SFA were in good agreement with the results obtained from direct TDSE simulations,
but only for short-range systems where the major part of ionization originates from the
groundstate. Nevertheless, the Coulomb-corrected trajectories were able to reproduce the
clockwise rotation observed in the PEMDs of the Coulomb-like potential.
For asymmetric potentials, where all charges dier and no mirror symmetry is present, the
PEMDs induced by LCP and RCP electric elds are no longer mirror images of each other.
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The higher the degree of asymmetry in the molecular potential (dierence of the three
nuclear charges), the larger the dierences between both LCP and RCP spectra (CDAD).
Due to the large changes in the electronic structure, the three-fold shape vanishes and
the resulting CDAD increases. These asymmetric changes in the PEMDs were analyzed
by means of classical trajectories as well, but only for short-range-systems. Tunnelexits
and ionization probabilities, Eq. (2.62), were recalculated by including the Stark-shift E
in Eq. (2.61), where  is dened as the permanent dipole moment of the groundstate
( =  h 0jrj 0i). Here, the intensities of the ionization probability maxima wk(tmax) and
the time tmax of their appearance are changed signicantly when the Stark shift is included
in the simulation. The spectra, calculated with the full classical trajectory Monte-Carlo
(CTMC) method on the basis of the recalculated ionization probability wk(tmax) (Fig. 4
in Paper 2), were in good agreement with the results of the TDSE simulations (Fig. 3 in
Paper 2), while the peaks in the spectra show the same clockwise and counterclockwise
shifts for both methods.
As this is a paper in a Letter format, many facets have not been discussed in detail,
such as excited-states and the dependence of the internuclear distance and the molecular
orientation on the ionization mechanism. A more detailed analysis of the tri-atomic model
system is part of the next paper.
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We examine the circular dichroism in the angular distribution of photoelectrons of triatomic model
systems ionized by strong-field ionization. Following our recent work on this effect [Paul, Yue, and Gräfe,
J. Mod. Opt. 64, 1104 (2017)], we demonstrate how the symmetry and electronic structure of the system is
imprinted into the photoelectron momentum distribution. We use classical trajectories to reveal the origin of
the threefolded pattern in the photoelectron momentum distribution, and show how an asymmetric nuclear
configuration of the triatomic system effects the photoelectron spectra.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.120.233202
Angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy has been
very successful in probing photoionization and intramo-
lecular dynamics of molecules [1]. The photoelectron
angular distributions depend on the symmetry and vibra-
tional dynamics of the probed system, the molecular orbital
from which the electron is emitted, the experimental
geometry, and the wavelength of the interacting laser pulse.
The scattering of the emitted photoelectron off the molecu-
lar potential yields the molecular-frame photoelectron
angular distribution, which provides rich structure and
can be strongly anisotropic. The relative orientation of
the molecule to the laser polarization axis or plane strongly
determines the shape of the photoelectron angular distri-
butions. Photoelectron angular distributions have been
recorded for atoms and molecules interacting with weak
[2–4] or intense fields [5–9].
While in the last decades strong-field physics has mainly
focused on atoms and small diatomic molecules, also larger
and chemically more interesting molecules have moved
into the center of research. Many experiments have inves-
tigated ionization and fragmentation dynamics of smaller
polyatomic molecules in strong laser fields [10–14]. From
the theoretical side, it is clear that it is impossible to treat
the interaction of polyatomic molecules with intense laser
fields fully numerically, as too many degrees of freedom
on many different time scales are involved. In addition, in
larger systems, many different phenomena such as multi-
electron or scattering effects may occur. Consequently, the
simplest molecules H2 and H
þ
2 have been in the center of
theoretical and numerical research [15–21]. They can be
regarded as prototype systems, as many effects first
detected there have been observed later in larger molecules
as well. The molecules H2þ3 and H
þ
3 , the simplest polya-
tomic molecules, have attracted considerable theoretical
interest [22–25]. While also larger nonlinear molecules
have been theoretically examined [26–29], most of the
work utilized approximations or assumptions to describe
the strong-field interaction. On the other hand, a lot
of the understanding of strong-field phenomena is based
on the strong-field approximation (SFA) [30–32], provid-
ing analytical expressions for ionization and photoelectron
momentum distributions. In the SFA, it is assumed that the
laser field is so strong that after (strong-field) ionization,
the electron is solely driven by the laser field and the parent
ion represents a small perturbation, which can be neglected.
Several attempts have been made to adapt the SFA to
molecules to address the additional complications or
challenges introduced by the multiatomic center nature
of molecules [33–36].
For chiral molecules being ionized by circularly polarized
laser pulses, circular dichroism in the photoelectron angular
distribution can be observed, with circular dichroism refer-
ring to a difference in the interaction of a sample with left-
and right-circularly polarized light. However, it has been
theoretically predicted [37,38] and later experimentally
verified [39,40] that circular dichroism in the photoelectron
angular distribution occurs with the sufficient condition of
nonplanarity of three vectors defining the experimental
system: the propagation axis of the circularly polarized
light, the photoelectron momentum, and the molecular axis.
Thus, achiral, oriented diatomic molecules can feature
circular dichroism in the photoelectron angular distribution.
Experimental examples include valence and inner shell
photoionization of adsorbed CO molecules [39,40], aligned
NO molecules [41–43], and the case of resonant dissociative
photoionization of autoionizing H2 [44].
In this Letter, we extend the investigation towards
nonsymmetric, noncolinear molecular systems interacting
with intense laser fields. We demonstrate for the first time,
to the best of our knowledge, using fully ab initio quantum
dynamical simulations, how the electronic structure and
symmetry of nonlinear triatomic molecules are imprinted
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into the photoelectron momentum distribution following
strong-field ionization. We are, in particular, interested to
analyze which properties of the electronic structure are
imprinted into the strong-field photoelectron momentum
distribution. For this, we employ our recently developed
triatomic model system [45] consisting of a single active
electron with two spatial degrees of freedom r ¼ ðx; yÞ
interacting with intense, circularly polarized, near- and
midinfrared electric fields EðtÞ. The beauty of this model
system is that by fine-tuning the charges of the nuclei, we
control the symmetry (or its absence). Additionally, we
control the range of the potential environment and can
investigate which influence the Coulomb potential imprints
onto the photoelectron momentum distributions. We ana-
lyze the strong-field electron dynamics and the photo-
electron momentum distributions by combining different
methods, by application of the numerical solution of the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE), as well as
the classical trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) and SFA
calculations. This enables us to relate the molecular
electronic structure to strong-field photoelectron momen-
tum distributions.
The dynamics of the system is governed by the TDSE
which reads (atomic units are used unless stated otherwise)
i
∂
∂tψðr; tÞ ¼

−
1
2
∇2þVðrÞþ p ·AðtÞ

ψðr; tÞ: ð1Þ
In the above equation, the interaction with the external field
is given in velocity gauge, with p ¼ ðpx; pyÞ the momen-
tum operator and AðtÞ ¼ ½AxðtÞ; AyðtÞ the vector potential,
defined as
AxðtÞ ¼ 
E0
ω
fðtÞ sin½ωðt − t0Þ − ϕCEP;
AyðtÞ ¼ −
E0
ω
fðtÞ cos½ωðt − t0Þ − ϕCEP: ð2Þ
The positive (negative) sign describes right- (left-) circu-
larly polarized (RCP and LCP) fields, E0 is the field
strength, ω the laser frequency, ϕCEP ¼ 0 the carrier-
envelope phase, and t0 ¼ 0 fs the time when the
Gaussian envelope fðtÞ is maximum. The model potential
VðrÞ ¼ Vnn þ VenðrÞ describes bare Coulomb repulsion
between the three nuclei Vnn with charges Zi fixed at
nuclear positions Ri, as well as the interaction of the
electron with three nuclei, VenðrÞ; see Fig. 1 (a1) and (b1)
and the Supplemental Material [46] for details. The
positions of the nuclei are set to form an equilateral triangle
with internuclear distances between two adjacent nuclei
of R ¼ 3.5 a:u: The central question of our investigation is
to analyze the structure in the photoelectron momentum
distributions and how it can be related to the molecular
potential. We aim at distinguishing Coulomb effects as
originating from excited electronic states and those acting
on the continuum electron (long-range contributions).
We therefore employ potentials of different range to
describe the nuclear-electron attraction,
VenðrÞ ¼ −
X3
i¼1
Zi exp ð−βjr − Rij2Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jr − Rij2 þ α
p ; ð3Þ
with the softening parameter α ¼ 1. The parameter β
defines the range of the potential, for β ¼ 0, the potential
is Coulombic. For all cases considered in this work, the
nuclear charges Zi and the short-range parameters β are
chosen such that the ionization potential is the same,
IP ¼ 8.64 eV (with the specific values being listed in
the Supplemental Material [46]). Note that the system is
designed such that for the symmetric configuration
Z1 ¼ Z2 ¼ Z3, the center of mass and charge lies at the
origin of the coordinate system, and the system exhibits a
mirror symmetry along the y axis.
We numerically integrate the TDSE in Eq. (1) on a
512 × 512 grid using the split-operator technique [47] and
the FFTW 3 library [48]; for details, please refer to Ref. [45]
and the Supplemental Material [46]. The photoelectron
spectra are obtained by the wave function splitting methods
[49,50]. Electronic eigenstatesφnðrÞ are obtained via imagi-
nary time propagation [51]. In all results presented in this
work, the initial state is the electronic ground state φ1ðrÞ.
We compare the results of our ab inito quantum
dynamics with results obtained by CTMC calculations
and the SFA, where after ionization the electron is sub-
jected to the laser field only, completely neglecting the
molecular potential. The photoelectron momentum
FIG. 1. Comparison of long- and short-range model systems:
(a1) Coulombic and (b1) short-range potential (color scale in eV),
shifted down to 0. The “circle” around the potential indicates the
classical tunnel exits. (a2/b2) Snapshots of the electron density
jψðx; y; tfixÞj2 in long-range (a2) and short-range (b2) potentials.
The stars indicate the current position of the electron moving
along the trajectory. (c),(d) Three selected classical trajectories in
coordinate (c) and momentum space (d). The solid lines represent
trajectories in the short-range potential, while the dashed lines are
trajectories in the Coulomb potential.
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distributions σðpÞ are calculated as detailed in the
Supplemental Material [46], which contains Refs. [52–54].
We start by investigating the photoelectron momentum
distribution of a symmetric model system Vsym. Starting
from the electronic ground state φ1ðrÞ, the system interacts
with a LCP 800 nm laser pulse with field strength E0 ¼
0.02 a:u: and a Gaussian full width at half maximum of
5 fs. This rather intense pulse ionizes the system [17% of
the norm of ψðr; tÞ leaving the grid], yielding a photo-
electron momentum distribution (rescaled to the maximal
value) as shown in Fig. 2(a).
It can be seen that the photoelectron momentum dis-
tribution originating from the Coulombic system [panel (a)]
features the expected above-threshold ionization (ATI)
ring structure, together with some groups of prominent
signal peaks near p ¼ ð−0.4; 0Þ, p ¼ ð0.2;−0.4Þ, and some
weaker peaks near p ¼ ð0.2; 0.4Þ, forming a threefold
symmetric structure. Our aim is to assign the observed
features of the photoelectron momentum distributions to
the structure of the molecular potential and distinguish
which features result from contributions of intermediate
states and which part can be assigned to the Coulomb
character of the continuum. We therefore repeat the
calculations with short-range potentials, see Figs. 2(b)
and (c). The first prominent difference is that the total
ionization yield is reduced substantially (not shown in the
figure), the shorter the range of the potential. As in short-
range potentials the number of excited states is finite, in
contrast to Coulomb-type potentials, and in the limit of true
δ potentials reduced to only one single bound state, the
multiphoton mechanism of ionization is substantially
reduced and ionization proceeds predominantly via tunnel-
ing [55,56]. The second difference can be seen at very small
momenta: while the Coulombic case shows some fingerlike
structure which can be assigned to excited states and
multiphoton ionization, these structures are absent for
the short-range potentials. The third and most prominent
difference of the photoelectron momentum distributions
from short-range potentials is that the threefold symmetric
peak structure is much more pronounced compared to the
Coulombic case. Also shown in Fig. 2 are the results of an
SFA calculation, panel (d), and CTMC calculations (see
Supplemental Material [46]), panel (e), featuring likewise
the threefold symmetric structure.
What is the origin of this threefold structure in the
photoelectron momentum distributions? Snapshots of the
electronic density (Fig. 2, Supplemental Material [46])
during laser interaction clearly show how the threefold
structure is built up during the course of ionization. The
origin of the threefold structure during the ionization can be
assigned to three different ionization events, reflected by
three typical trajectories, see Figs. 1(c) and (d) (solid lines).
These trajectories depicted here start with an initial trans-
versal momentum (see Supplemental Material [46]) at
tunnel exits located near the nuclei’s positions and end
up at momenta corresponding to the ones of the short-range
quantum dynamical momentum distribution (and also the
SFA). We also display the corresponding trajectories for
long-range potentials Figs. 1(c) and (d) (dashed lines).
It can be clearly seen that the Coulomb continuum causes a
pronounced shift to the trajectories, which is, not surpris-
ingly, the strongest at early times, when the electron is close
to the nuclear positions. Also, as indicated in Fig. 1, the
tunnel exits for the Coulomb potential lie closer to the
nucleus than for short-range potentials. Thus, the classical
picture suggests that the main influence of the Coulomb
continuum is a rotation of the photoelectron momentum
distribution. The rotation can also be seen when comparing
Figs. 2(a)–(c) and is most pronounced for small momenta
(inner ATI rings). This is, however, not all of the differences
we can gather if we reconsider Fig. 2(a), as an inner
fingerlike structure can be seen. This suggests that the
influence of excited states seems to be of importance for the
dynamics, as to be expected for strong-field processes with
dominant multiphoton character. Still, in order to relate the
electronic structure to the photoelectron momentum dis-
tributions, in the following discussion, we will thereby
focus primarily on short-range potentials, where the influ-
ence of excited states is substantially reduced and the
overall structure is more pronounced.
We now consider asymmetric potentials. Figure 3 dis-
plays the corresponding photoelectron momentum distri-
butions for asymmetric short-range potentials for LCP and
RCP pulses. While for the symmetric potential, the change
of the polarization direction from LCP to RCP corre-
sponds merely to a mirror image of the photoelectron
momentum distribution (reflected on the py axis), this is
not the case for the asymmetric potentials: these photo-
electron momentum distributions differ substantially, as
the mirror symmetry in the system is absent. The higher
the degree of asymmetry imprinted by the nuclear poten-
tial, the less visible becomes the threefold symmetric
structure of the photoelectron momentum distributions. At
the same time, the intensity pattern of the photoelectron
FIG. 2. Photoelectron momentum distributions of the symmet-
ric model system induced by an intense few-cycle LCP laser
pulse with λ ¼ 800 nm, Gaussian full width at half maximum
¼ 5 fs, and E0 ¼ 0.02 a:u:. (a) Coulombic potential, (b),(c)
short-range potentials (β ¼ 0.005 and β ¼ 0.3), (d) short-range
SFA, and (e) short-range (β ¼ 0.3), and (f) long-range CTMC
calculations.
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momentum distributions differ for these few-cycle pulses:
while for the LCP pulses, the intense peaks in the
photoelectron momentum distributions are located at
negative py values [p ¼ ð0.1;−0.4Þ, third quadrant], the
intense peaks for RCP pulses can be seen at positive py
values [p ¼ ð0.4; 0.2Þ, first quadrant], thus causing a
strong circular dichroism in the angular distribution.
The reason for this can be understood when considering
the classical trajectory picture, see Fig. 4 for LCP and RCP
pulses: For LCP, the ionization rate around Z1 and Z2 is
similar as in the symmetric case, while the ionization rate at
times when the electric field vector points in the opposite
direction of Z3 is strongly suppressed. For RCP pulses,
ionization around Z3 behaves similar to the symmetric case,
but ionization at times when the electric field vector points
in the opposite direction of Z1 and Z2 is strongly enhanced;
see also Fig. 2 of the Supplemental Material [46]. This
results in a strong difference in the intensity pattern. The
second difference can be attributed to a difference in
ionization times: taking a closer look at the ionization
times, we gather that for LCP pulses, ionization around Z2
happens slightly earlier in asymmetric potentials, while
ionization around Z1 and Z3 occurs later, leading to a clock-
and anticlockwise shift in the photoelectron momentum
distributions. For the RCP pulses, the situation differs:
ionization around Z2 happens later for asymmetric poten-
tials, while ionization around Z1 is almost the same as for
symmetric potentials, resulting in an anticlockwise shift in
the photoelectron momentum distributions.
To summarize,wehavepresented results fromourab initio
quantum dynamical calculations in a two-dimensional,
single-active electron model system aiming at answering
the question of which information of the molecular
electronic structure is imprinted in the photoelectron
angular distributionswhen the system is ionized by intense,
few-cycle circularly polarized laser pulses. We have shown
that the symmetry of the molecular electronic structure is
reflected in the photoelectron momentum distributions,
and that Coulomb effects, both due to the presence of
excited electronic states and the long-range character of
the continuum, are visible in the photoelectron momentum
distributions. These Coulomb effects, however, become
much less pronounced for longer driving wavelengths;
see also the Supplemental Material [46]. In the future, we
will expand our investigations towards three-dimensional
systems, aiming to describe multiphoton photoelectron
circular dichroism occurring in the forward and backward
direction with purely ab initio calculations. For this, the
FIG. 3. Photoelectron momentum distributions for LCP (left)
and RCP (right) fields for short-range asymmetric potentials.
(a) Symmetric case, for comparison. The degree of asymmetry,
thus the differences in the charges Zi of the nuclei, increases from
the middle (b) to the lower panels (c). For the corresponding
results of the SFA; see Fig. 1, Supplemental Material [46].
FIG. 4. Overview of the CTMC calculations for the short-range
asymmetric potential environment subject to LCP (left column)
and RCP (right column) laser fields, respectively. The upper
panels display the ionization rate as a function of time for
symmetric (solid) and asymmetric potentials (dashed lines). The
second and third rows display selected trajectories in coordinate
and momentum space. For comparison, also the corresponding
trajectories of the symmetric case are displayed (solid lines),
while the trajectories for the asymmetric case are represented by
dashed lines. The lowest panels show the photoelectron momen-
tum distributions as obtained from the CTMC calculations. Note
that the red, blue, and black colors represent representative
ionization events.
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results obtained from the calculations in two dimensions
and the analysis of different methods in the current simple
model system represent an important precursor.
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NUMERICAL DETAILS
Model Potentials
We employ our recently developed numerical model
system [1] consisting of a single active electron with two
spatial degrees of freedom r = (x, y) interacting with an
intense, circularly polarized, infrared electric field E(t).
Briefly, the dynamics of the system is governed by the
time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation (TDSE) with reads
(atomic units are used unless stated otherwise):
i
∂
∂t
ψ(r, t) =
[
−1
2
∇2 + V (r) +W (t)
]
ψ(r, t). (1)
In the above equation, W (t) describes the interaction
with the external field in velocity gauge:
W (t) = p ·A(t), (2)
with p = (px, py) the momentum operator and A(t) =
(Ax, Ay) the vector potential. The vector potential is
defined as
Ax(t) = ±E0
ω
f(t) sin
[
ω(t− t0)− φCEP
]
Ay(t) = −E0
ω
f(t) cos
[
ω(t− t0)− φCEP
]
,
(3)
where the positive (negative) sign describes right- (left-
) circularly polarized (RCP and LCP) fields. E0 is the
field strength, ω the laser frequency, φCEP the carrier-
envelope phase (CEP), and t0 the time when the Gaus-
sian envelope f(t) is maximum. The model potential
V (r) describes Coulomb repulsion between the three nu-
clei with charges Zi fixed at nuclear positions Ri, as well
as the interaction of the electron with three nuclei.
V (r) = Vnn + Ven(r)
Vnn =
3∑
j<i
ZiZj
|Ri −Rj | ,
(4)
The positions of the nuclei are given asR1 = (1.75, 1.01),
R2 = (0.00,−2.02), R3 = (−1.75, 1.01), such that inter-
nuclear distance between two adjacent nuclei is 3.5 a.u.,
see Fig. 1, main manuscript. In this work, we aim at in-
vestigating the role of the excited electronic states, thus
we employ different potentials describing the nuclear-
electron attraction, including besides screened Coulomb
interaction also short-range potentials
Ven(r) = −
3∑
i=1
Zi exp (−β|r −Ri|2)√∣∣r −Ri∣∣2 + α . (5)
with the softening parameter α = 1, and β defining the
range of the potential. For all cases considered in this
work, the nuclear charges Zi and the soft-core (short-
range) parameters are chosen such that the ionization
potential is the same, IP = 8.64 eV. Not that the sys-
tem is such designed that for the symmetric configura-
tion Z1 = Z2 = Z3, the center of mass and charge lies
at the origin of the coordinate system, and the system
exhibits a mirror plane along the y axis. Table I lists
the parameters for the charges Zi and the resulting ion-
ization potential IP for the potentials discussed in this
paper. The potential and the numbering of the nuclei is
depicted in Fig. 2, main manuscript.
Model potential Z1 Z2 Z3 Ip (eV) β (α = 1)
Vsym,long 0.340 0.340 0.340 8.64 0.0
Vsym,short1 0.394 0.394 0.394 8.64 0.025
Vsym,short2 0.882 0.882 0.882 8.64 0.3
Vasym,1 0.812 0.862 0.953 8.64 0.3
Vasym2 0.612 0.862 1.029 8.64 0.3
TABLE I. Parameters of the potentials utilized in this work,
with the positions of the nuclei: R1 = (1.75, 1.01), R2 =
(0.00,−2.02), R3 = (−1.75, 1.01), Rnn= 3.5 a.u.
Quantum Dynamics
We numerically integrate the TDSE in Eq. (1) on a
grid ranging [−xmax, xmax]× [−ymax, ymax], with xmax =
ymax = 220 a.u, with 512 grid points in each direction,
using the split-operator technique [2] and the FFTW 3
library [3]. The time step is set to be 0.001 fs. Elec-
tronic eigenstates ϕn(r) are obtained via imaginary time
propagation [4]. In all results presented in this work, the
initial state is the electronic ground state ϕ1(r).
The photoelectron spectra are obtained by dividing the
grid into an inner and outer region. In the inner re-
gion, the propagation is performed with the full Hamil-
2tonian, while in the outer, asymptotic region, the nuclear-
electron interaction is neglected and the electron dynam-
ics evolve in momentum space, subject to the Hamilto-
nian T+W (t)+Vn. In every time step, the wave function
is multiplied by a mask function c(r) [5, 6]
c(r) =
[
1 + e(|x|−xmax/1.3)/
]−1 [
1 + e(|y|−ymax/1.3)/
]−1
,
(6)
with  = 6 being the smoothing parameter, thereby
splitting the total wave function into an inner part,
ψin(r, t) = c(r)ψ(r, t), and an outer part, ψout(r, t) =
[1−c(r)]ψ(r). Every time step, the outer part of the wave
function is Fourier-transformed into momentum space
and coherently added to the previously absorbed parts.
At asymptotic times t → ∞, the total momentum wave
function ψout(p, t→∞) directly yields the spectra
σ(p) = |ψout(p, t→∞)|2 . (7)
The time limit is defined as the time when the norm of
the wave function in the inner (or outer) region becomes
constant, which is the case at tend = 50 fs for the calcu-
lations with λ = 800 nm.
Classical Trajectory Monte Carlo Calculations
Ensembles of classical trajectories are propagated
mimicking the electronic dynamics of the quantum sys-
tem. The dynamics of each trajectory is described by
Newton’s equations of motion,
∂r
∂t
= p (8)
∂p
∂t
= −∇[V (r) + rE(t)]. (9)
The initial condition of each trajectory represents one
phase-space coordinate of the quantum system and is
randomly chosen. Here, each trajectories starts with
an initial transverse momentum following the Delone-
Krainov momentum distribution [7]. We would like to
note that for the λ = 800 nm calculations – in the
multi-photon case – we shift the center of the perpendic-
ular Gaussian momentum distribution around by p0 =
±0.22 a.u., (with the + sign for LCP, and the − sign for
RCP pulses) corresponding to the excess energy the elec-
tron will acquire in the above-threshold ionization case.
For the calculations at longer wavelenghts, λ = 1800 and
3000 nm, the center of the initial Gaussian distribution
in momentum space is located at p0 = 0 a.u., as this is
more in the tunneling regime of ionization. The width of
the perpendicular momentum distribution is given by [7]
σperp =
√
ω
2γ
(10)
The initial coordinate values are located at the classical
tunnel exit. The tunnel exit r0 is numerically found using
the Newton-Raphson method, specifically by defining at
each time ti a parametric line pointing in the direction
of the electric field vector, E(ti). The coordinate of the
tunnel exit is defined as the point when the value of the
combined potential V (r) + r ·E(ti) = −IP .
Typically, 106 trajectories are propagated by numeri-
cally integrating the Newton equations (eqs. 8, 9) apply-
ing a Runge-Kutta algorithm of fourth order with adap-
tive stepzise control.
For the ionization rate, we apply a modified expres-
sion taking into account the non-spherical symmetry of
the model system, which, consequently, leads to spatially
anisotropic tunneling rates. We adapt the expression for
the tunnel rate Γ from the recent review by Popruzhenko
[8], which includes the dependence on the Keldyhsh-
parameter γ in the exponential term:
ΓPopr ∝ exp [−2K0fK(γ)], (11)
with K0 = IP /ω representing the number of photons re-
quired for ionization, and the so-called Keldysh function
fK(γ) given by
fK(γ) =
(
1 +
1
2γ2
)
arcsinh γ −
√
1 + γ2
2γ
. (12)
In order to account for different barrier widths of the
molecular model system, instead of utilizing the expres-
sion for the Keldysh-parameter γ
γ =
√
2IPω
E
, (13)
we directly include the barrier width b0 into the expres-
sion: As the Keldysh-parameter γ can be interpreted as
the ratio of the time the electron takes to cover the dis-
tance b0 moving with the atomic velocity vat =
√
2IP ,
we express γ in the following form:
γ =
b0 ω
vat
=
b0 ω√
2IP
. (14)
As described above, we calculate the barrier widths b0 at
every time step numerically and insert the correspond-
ing value into the instantaneous Keldysh-parameter and
thus, the ionization rate.
We mimic the initial Gaussian distributions by trans-
forming the calculated random numbers (RAN2) by a
Box-Muller transform [9].
In the case of the asymmetric potentials, we need to
include a permanent dipole moment µ . In our CTMC
calculations, this is addressed by calculating the tunnel
exits via the condition:
V (r) + (r+ µ)E(ti) + Ip = 0 (15)
3Strong-Field Approximation
The molecular system in its initial state ψi(t) propa-
gates up to a time τ subject to the molecular potential
only. At time τ , ionization occurs and the electron is
propagated in the laser field only, completely neglecting
the molecular potential. The final state can be described
by the Volkov function ψVp (t). The ionization process is
described by the (SFA) transition amplitude
M(p) = −i
∫ ∞
dτ 〈ψVp (τ)|W (τ)|ψi(τ)〉. (16)
The time evolution of the ground state,
ψi(τ) = e
iIP τϕ1(r) (17)
and of the Volkov state
ψVp (τ) =
1√
2pi
× exp
[
i(p+A(τ)) · r − i
2
∫ τ
dt′′(p+A(t′′))2
]
(18)
are analytically known. The photoelectron momentum
distribution σ(p) is obtained from the absolute squared
of the transition amplitude [10–12],
σSFA(p) = |MSFA(p)|2
=
∣∣∣∣−i∫ ∞ dτ〈p+A(τ)|r ·E(τ)|ϕ1〉 eiS(τ)∣∣∣∣2 .(19)
In above equation, 〈p+A(τ)| refers to a plane wave with
momentum p+A(τ) and the action S(τ) is given by
S(τ) = IP τ +
1
2
∫ τ
dt′′(p+A(t′′))2. (20)
Numerically, for each time τ we calculate first
Ap(τ) = e
−iA(τ)·rr ·E(τ)ϕ1(r), (21)
Fourier transform this expression into momentum space
by using the FFTW3-library [3], and multiply the result
by the action eiS(τ). Subsequently, we sum over the cal-
culated transition amplitudes for each time step τ , multi-
ply by −idt and calculate the absolute squared to obtain
the final photoelectron momentum distribution σSFA(p).
For calculating the EPMD σSFA(p) of the asymmetric
model system, we include the permanent dipole µ
µ = −〈ϕ1|r|ϕ1〉 (22)
in the calculation by performing a coordinate transfor-
mation (x, y) = (x+ µx, y + µy). This way, the center of
charge of the asymmetric model system remains at the
origin of coordinate system.
ASYMMETRIC POTENTIAL
SFA Calculations
In the following, additional information for the case
of asymmetric potentials is given. Figure 1 shows the
corresponding SFA results for left- and right- circularly
polarized light in an asymmetric nuclear potential envi-
ronment. As described in the main text, the difference
in the intensity pattern caused by the field is captured
in the corresponding photoelectron momentum distribu-
tions obtained by SFA calculations.
FIG. 1. As in Fig. 3, main manuscript: photoelectron mo-
mentum distributions for LCP (left) and RCP (right) fields
calculated using the SFA: (A) symmetric case, (B,C) for
asymmetric potentials. The degree of asymmetry of the po-
tentials increases from the (B) to (C).
TDSE Calculations
Figure 2 displays snapshots of the electron density in
coordinate space |ψ(x, y, tfix)|2 for three different times,
comparing symmetric and asymmetric (short-range) po-
tentials, compare to Fig. 4, main text. It can be seen
that the asymmetric potential environment causes dis-
tinct differences in the dynamics of the continuum elec-
tron wavepacket, depending on the direction of the po-
larization of the pulses. Thereby, Z3 (located in the sec-
ond quadrant, see Fig. 2, main manuscript) causes the
most pronounced differences, while Z1 (located in the
first quadrant) causes the smallest differences. We would
like to note parenthetically that also the absolute ioniza-
tion yield (and the ionization rates) for the asymmetric
4potentials in LCP and RCP pulses differ.
FIG. 2. As in the main manuscript, snapshots of the electron
density in coordinate space |ψ(x, y, tfix)|2 for three different
times, comparing symmetric and asymmetric (short-range)
potentials, as labelled. Left panels: LCP pulses, right panels:
RCP pulses. Overlaid are representative classical trajectories.
Wavelength Dependence
We finally discuss the wavelength dependence of the
photoelectron momentum distributions for the symmet-
ric model potentials. In Fig. 3, we compare results of the
SFA calculations (A1–A3) with those obtained by the nu-
merical solution of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equa-
tion for short-range (B1–B3), long-range Coulomb poten-
tials (C1–C3) and long-range CTMC calculations (D1–
D3). While for the λ = 800 nm case, the above discussed
three-fold symmetric structure can be gathered, going
from λ = 1800 nm (middle column) to λ = 3000 nm,
the photoelectron momentum distributions become much
smoother and a ring-shaped structure with a pronounced
maximum in the first quadrant, around p = (0.5, 0.8)
(λ = 1800 nm) and p = (0.6, 1.0) (λ = 3000 nm) builds
up. Please note, that still features of the three-fold struc-
ture remain visible. Not surprisingly, we can see that
increasing the wavelength towards the mid-IR regime,
SFA, TDSE and CTMC calculations agree much bet-
ter. Also, while for λ = 1800 nm, shifts caused by the
long-range nature of the Coulomb potential can be gath-
ered, these become less pronounced for λ = 3000 nm.
This indicates, that for these longer wavelengths, not
only the importance of excited electronic states is mi-
nor, but also the long-range character imprints much
smaller changes/shifts to the photoelectron momentum
distributions. Excited states are expected to play a mi-
nor role, as for longer wavelengths the tunneling mech-
anism to ionization becomes more important compared
to the multiphoton mechanism. The long-range charac-
ter is less important, as the electron upon ”occuring” in
the continuum is driven away from the parent ion by a
stronger vector potential and thus is not attracted by the
Coulomb potential substantially. Thus, the intensity dis-
tribution of the photoelectron momentum distributions is
dominated by the electric field and here, for the few-cycle
pulses considered, by the CEP of the pulse.
FIG. 3. Photoelectron momentum distributions for pulses
with different wavelengths λ, while keeping the field strength,
CEP and number of cylces constant. (A) depicts results from
the (short-range) SFA; (B) short-range TDSE; (C) Coulomb-
type TDSE, (D) long-range CTMC. Column (1): λ = 800
nm, column (2): λ = 1800 nm, column (3): λ = 3000 nm.
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3.3 Paper 3: Strong-eld ionization dynamics of asym-
metric equilateral triatomic model molecules in
circularly polarized laser elds
The paper "Strong-eld ionization dynamics of asymmetric equilateral triatomic model
molecules in circularly polarized laser elds" aims at unraveling the exact inuence of
excited states on the ionization dynamics of triatomic model molecules with dierent inter-
nuclear distances. For a detailed characterization of the ionization process, a combination
of full ab-initio quantum dynamical simulations with a modied version of the classical
trajectory Monte-Carlo (CTMC) method and an extended version of the strong-eld-
approximation (SFA) was applied. Here, the CTMC was primarily employed to study the
long-range Coulomb interaction between the photoelectrons and the parent ion, whereas
the extended version of the SFA was developed to investigate the exact inuence of the
rst two excited bound states on the ionization process. Thus, the eect of excited states
and long-range Coulomb interactions on the PEMDs are eciently simulated. Finally,
the inuence of dierent molecular orientations on the PEMDs was investigated.
Thus, in order to theoretically describe the strong-eld ionization of larger molecules,
several approaches exist, e.g. the real-time real-space time-dependent density functional
theory (RT-TDDFT) [143{145] and the molecular SFA [81,83]. However, these approxi-
mate methods introduce new sources of errors; e.g. the self-interaction of the electrons
(RT-TDDFT) and the asymptotic behavior in the continuum (molecular SFA) are de-
scribed inaccurate. On the other hand, fully numerical treatment without using such
approximations is not feasible for systems larger than prototypes molecules, such as
H+2 [75], HeH
+ [146], and H2+3 [112, 113]. Especially, the non-colinear arrangement of H
2+
3
and the permanent dipole of the linear molecule HeH+ render a theoretical description
much more challenging than the linear diatomic molecule H+2 , which features an inversion
symmetry.
The focus of this study is set on variations of the simplest non co-linear polyatomic
molecule H2+3 interacting with few-cycle circularly polarized electric elds. As before,
the model system itself consists of an single active electron with two spatial degrees of
freedom r = (x; y) and three nuclei with xed positions, forming a equilateral triangle.
To mimic nuclear motion, model systems with dierent internuclear distances Rij of
3.5 and 5.5 au were simulated. By tuning the range of the potential, the number of
bound states was systematically reduced. In order to keep the same regime of strong-
eld ionization for all model systems, the parametrization is chosen such that the Ip is
kept constant for all cases (Tab. 1 in Paper 3). For the described model system, the
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TDSE was numerically integrated on a two dimensional grid using the split-operator
technique [132] and the FFTW3 library [142] as outlined in Sec. 2.2. The photoelectron
spectra are calculated via the wavefunction splitting method [137,138] (see. Sec. 2.2.4).
The rst three electronic eigenstates n, n 2 f1; 2; 3g, are obtained via the imaginary time
propagation [134] (see Sec. 2.2.3), and the corresponding time-dependent coecients cn(t)
were extracted by projection from the numerically propagated wavefunction  (t) of the
TDSE simulation. They built the foundation for the calculation of the time-dependent
superposition state:  s(r; t) =
P3
n=1hnj (t)in(r) = cn(t)n(r). To obtain the PEMDs
within the SFA formalism, the time-integrals in Eq. (2.56) were numerically calculated,
while the initial state  i was either chosen to be the electronic groundstate  0(r) = 1(r)
or the time-dependent superposition state  s(r; t). The post-ionization dynamics was
studied via classical trajectories with initial conditions according to the SMM model (see
Sec. 2.3.2). Depending on the model potential (table 1 in Paper 3) and the ionization
regime, the initial conditions were slightly modied (for details see Paper 3). In order to
account for the spatial anisotropy of the model molecule, the ionization rate was calculated
numerically via the tunnel barriers [Eq. (2.61) and (2.62)]. Classical trajectories were
calculated by solving the classical Newton's equation of motion [Eq. (2.7)] by employing
a Runge-Kutta algorithm of fourth order with adaptive step-size control (Cash{Karp
method [140]).
First, the symmetric short-range model is studied, where the number of excited states is
nite. The evolution of the electronic density in the continuum was presented in form of
snap-shots of the electronic density at certain times t. The electronic density snapshots
clearly showed that a three-fold structure is built up during the course of ionization. Each
of these three ionization events could be traced back to one representative trajectory. The
trajectories start at three temporally well-separated ionization events near the nuclei Z1,
Z2, and Z3, respectively, at times when the tunnel barrier b
M
0 is narrow and hence the
ionization rate is high. The ionization occurs from the groundstate at the "down-eld side"
of the electric eld vector (see Fig. 1 in Paper 3). In the multiphoton regime ( = 800
nm), the classical trajectories of the CTMC method need an additional initial momentum
p?. Only if p? is equal to 0:22 au, the momenta of the three peaks in the PEMD are
suciently high enough to generate results similar to those from TDSE simulations.
For the system with a larger internuclear distance (Rij = 5:5 au), a dierent ionization
behavior was found. The three-fold structure in both, the electron density snapshots and
the PEMDs, was rotated by about 60. Also the intensity pattern changed signicantly
(see Fig. 3 in Paper 3). CTMC simulations revealed that ionization occurs here from
the excited state at the nuclei from the "up-eld site" of the electric eld vector (see
Fig. 1 in Paper 3), thus giving rise to an alternative ionization mechanism to the one
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already observed in the system with shorter internuclear distance (Rij = 3:5 au). The
three trajectories with the highest ionization probability start at dierent times from
dierent tunnelexits and consequently from dierent nuclei at the "up-eld site" of the
electric eld vector. The three representative trajectories are qualitatively in very good
agreement with the results of the TDSE simulation and thus provide an accurate model
to describe the evolution of the electronic density in the continuum with its 60 shift (see
Fig. 3 in Paper 3).
In order to understand the inuence of the excited states qualitatively, a extended ver-
sion of the SFA was applied, in which the ionization occurs from the time-dependent
superposition state  s(r; t). The dynamics of this bound superposition state  s was
examined for both systems with internuclear distance Rij of 3:5 and 5:5 au, respectively.
Depending on the internuclear distance, a strong localization of the electronic density
peaked along the direction (Rij = 3:5 au, "down-eld side") or in the opposite direction
(Rij = 5:5 au, "up-eld side") of the electric eld vector [see. Fig. 4 in Paper 3]. This
indicates that the ionization occurs from dierent nuclei, which means that the ionization
mechanism depends on the internuclear distance of the triatomic model system. The
PEMDs calculated with the standard and an extended version of the SFA illustrates the
importance of the excited states during ionization. Only the extended SFA was able to
reproduce all signicantly features appearing in the PEMDs of the TDSE calculations.
The deviations between the standard SFA and the TDSE was more signicant in the
system with a higher internuclear distance, since here the excited states are energetically
closer, resulting in a strong-mixing of the rst two bound excited states (quasi-resonant
population transfer) with the ground-state.
For Coulomb-like systems, the electronic structure in the PEMDs become more complex
and new features arise at small momenta. This nger-like structure is a result of ionization
from higher-lying excited states with lower binding energy and is located at small momenta
within the three-fold ATI-ring structure. Here, the three-fold electronic structure is only
weakly pronounced and the corresponding peaks are rotated clockwise in comparison to
the peaks observed in the PEMD of the short-range system (see. Fig. 7 in Paper 3). The
corresponding kinetic energy spectrum (Ekin; ) revealed that the released wavepacket is
decelerated during its evolution in the continuum resulting in energetically lowered ATI-
rings. The classical trajectories obtained from the CTMC method successfully reproduced
both, the energy shift and the clockwise rotation ( decreases) of the ATI peaks. However,
the PEMD intensity pattern obtained by the TDSE simulation could only be reproduced
for the short-range system. For Coulomb like systems, on the other hand, with a larger
internuclear distance Rij = 5:5 au, a dierent tunnel-mechanism was proposed since the
over-the-barrier mechanism becomes dominant. The initial phase-space condition were
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changed: The inital position ri(t0) was chosen to be at the maximum of the tunnel-barrier,
and the initial momentum p = (pk; p?) was modied in parallel direction of the laser-eld
with pk =
p
2EOBI , where EOBI corresponds to the excess energy [see. Fig. 8 in Paper
3]. The change in momentum leads to a counterclockwise rotation of the trajectories
in momentum space. The same shift was observed in the triatmomic structure of the
PEMDs obtained by the TDSE calculation.
The PEMDs calculated with the extended SFA (Coulomb-like systems) are in good agree-
ment with the PEMDs obtained by the TDSE simulation: both the clockwise (Rij = 3:5
au) and counterclockwise (Rij = 5:5 au) rotation of the three peaks could be reproduced
quantitatively. This means that both, the excited states and the long-range interaction,
induce the same shift (only for systems with Rij = 3:5 au), which eventually leads to a
clockwise rotation of the triatomic electronic structure. However, not all features in the
PEMDs could be reproduced due to the limited number of excited states considered in
superposition state  s.
Until now, only the PEMDs of the symmetric system are considered, where all nuclear
charges Z1, Z2, and Z3 are equal. They thus exhibit a mirror axis along the py-axis and
the vectors of the LCP and RCP electric elds are chosen so that they are mirror images
of each other along the py-axis. The resulting PEMDs behave therefore like mirror image
as well. For asymmetric systems, where all charges are dierent, this symmetry relation
is broken. Resulting asymmetric changes in the intensity prole of the PEMDs were
examined by an extended version of the CTMC model. Within this extended version,
new tunnel exits and, consequently, ionization probabilities, Eq. (2.62), were calculated
by including the Stark shift E in Eq. (2.61), where  is dened as the permanent
dipole of the asymmetric groundstate ( =  h 0jrj 0i). Here, the intensities of the
ionization probability maxima wk(tmax) and the time tmax of their appearance are changed
signicantly when the Stark shift is included in the simulation. The altered ionization
probability maxima wk(tmax) were assigned to the three nuclei Z1, Z2, and Z3, giving
insight into the ionization dynamics of such asymmetry systems. For laser wavelength of
 = 3000 nm (tunnel-regime) and Coulomb-like systems, the resulting PEMDs are in very
good agreement with results obtained in TDSE simulations. This indicates that ionization
from the nuclei Z3 and Z2 is strongly suppressed for the LCP-case, whereas ionization
from the nuclei Z1 and Z2 is strongly enhanced in the RCP case (see. Fig. 11 in Paper 3).
In the multiphoton regime ( = 800 nm), the number of involved excited states complicates
the analysis of obtained spectra signicantly. Furthermore, the trajectory model cannot
explain the complex asymmetric changes in the PEMDs (see. Fig. 10 in Paper 3). Even
the extended SFA was not able to reproduce the features appearing in the PEMDs of
the TDSE simulations. The best agreement with results of the TDSE were obtained for
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asymmetric short-range systems: here, a qualitatively correct electronic structure was
obtained, but the calculated intensity proles were inaccurate. The approximations made
in the SFA address only the pre-exponential factor in the ionization rate (see Sec. 2.3.1),
which may result in spectra with inaccurate intensities even for short-range systems.
Under typical experimental conditions, the molecules are typically not aligned with respect
to the laser-eld, but the shape of the PEMD depends on the molecular potential and
thus on its orientation in space. The paper investigated how the threefold pattern in
the PEMD changes for dierent orientations of the triatomic model molecule [see. Fig.
12 in Paper 3]. This threefold structure disappears when the PEMD is averaged over
all molecular orientation. In that case, only the ATI-ring structure remains as a clear
structure in the PEMD. The corresponding intensity prole depends on the electric eld
parameters, such as the CEP and the pulse duration, but not on the molecular potential
itself.
The CDAD spectra were dened as the dierence of the PEMDs induced by left- and
right- circularly polarized laser elds. For short-pulse durations, a pronounced CDAD
eect was observed, which strongly depends on the CEP of the electric eld (see Fig. 14 in
Paper 3). However, for laser elds with longer pulse durations, the corresponding CDAD
eects become smaller. For Coulomb-like systems, the overall shape of the CDAD-eect
changes since the related molecular averaged PEMDs are strongly aected by long-range
interaction and excited states contributions (LCP/RCP: clockwise/counterclockwise rota-
tion of the peak structure). The averaged PEMDs and thus the CDAD spectra of the
symmetric and asymmetric Coulomb-like systems dier not signicantly from each other
(see Fig. 16 in Paper 3). This indicates that the CDAD-eect is primarily produced by
the CEP of the laser eld and not by the asymmetry of the potential.
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Abstract
The strong-field driven ionization dynamics of larger, non-diatomic molecules still constitutes a
major challenge for the theoretical and numerical description. While a full numerical treatment
of all electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom is computational prohibited, several approaches
exist to model photoelectron spectra employing certain approximations. Among them are classi-
cal trajectory methods or the so-called strong-field approximation (SFA). Here, we investigate in
detail the strong-field ionization dynamics of simple, non-co-linear triatomic model systems. For a
detailed characterization of the ionization process of our system, we combine quantum dynamical
simulations, modified classical trajectory calculations, and extensions of the SFA in order to ana-
lyze the complex pattern of the photoelectron momentum distribution. We aim at disentangling
the contributions of excited states and the long-range character of the potential. We show that
upon interaction with circularly polarized laser fields, the long-range character merely induces a
small shift in the spectra, while the contribution of excited states is in several cases essential:
in particular in near-infrared laser fields, compared to mid-infrared drivers, and for systems with
larger internuclear distances, when excited electronic states are energetically closer. Key modifica-
tions are for our trajectory model to explicitly incorporate the numerically obtained tunnel barrier
width directly into the ionization rate, thereby enabling a spatially anisotropic ionization rate, and
an approximate treatment of the contribution of excited states via the Stark shift. In contrast, for
the SFA, it is important to include electronically excited states for the description of the initial
state. We also discuss the effect of the carrier-envelope phase on the ionization dynamics, as well
as the influence of molecular averaging.
∗ s.graefe@uni-jena.de
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I. INTRODUCTION
The interaction with short and strong light fields with molecules gives rise to many dif-
ferent phenomena, starting from excitation of possibly many rotational, vibrational and
electronic states to (multiple) ionization, for a great overview, see, e.g. Refs. [1, 2]. An
accurate description of the strong-field response of even small or medium-sized molecules
with all degrees of freedom is computationally prohibitive. Thus, in order to theoretically
model the strong-field dynamics, several approaches exist: (a) The dynamics is modeled
by instead of numerically solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation (TDSE), e.g.
the multi-configurational time-dependent Harte-Fock equations [3–7], or the real-time real-
space time-dependent density functional theory (RT-TDDFT) is employed, and the time-
dependent Kohn-Sham orbitals are propagated on a spatial grid [8–14]. While this enables
to treat real molecules and their ionization dynamics, several problems are known, mainly
related to the proper choice of the exchange-correlation functional. Among them, the wrong
asymptotic behavior of the electrostatic potential, the self-interaction of the electron and the
description of the nuclear dynamics, which is mainly incorporated via a mean-field (Ehren-
fest) approach. Of course, several approaches exist how to diminish these problems [15].
However, it is hard to draw generalized conclusions from these calculations. (B) Approxi-
mations are introduced, such as the separation of nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom,
the single-active electron approximation [16, 17] or the (molecular) strong-field approxima-
tion (SFA) [18–23], which assumes that the laser field is strong that the (molecular) Coulomb
potential merely represents a small perturbation to the electron after ionization, and can
be neglected. Alternatively, instead of a quantum description of dynamics, some or many
degrees of freedom are either frozen or represented by classical dynamics. The latter has
the advantage that it can provide insight into the ionization dynamics. (C) Fully numerical
treatment of all degrees of freedom for prototype molecular systems [7]. As a consequence,
most of our current understanding of strong-field ionization dynamics, is based on the inves-
tigation with small diatomic molecules, and here, in particular the prototype molecule H+2
(and H2) [24–29]. While nowadays a full-dimensional treatment of the strong-field driven,
coupled nuclear-electronic dynamics is possible [30, 31], and, also together with simulations
with reduced dimensionality, have led to important insight into the strong-field dynamics
of molecules in general, this particular model system H+2 may not recover all aspects of the
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general strong-field response of larger molecules, as it: (i) features inversion symmetry and
no permanent dipole, (ii) is linear, and (iii) has a large transition dipole moment between
the lowest electronic states, which linearly increases as a function of the internuclear dis-
tance, leading to pronounced population transfer and electron localization dynamics. Thus,
several other, simple molecules (and model molecules) have been examined, in order to ad-
dress some of the features not inherent to H+2 . Among them are HeH
+, which features a
pronounced charge asymmetry and thus, a permanent dipole moment [32–36], or H2+3 , which
is non co-linear [37–39].
In this work, we aim at extending the physical understanding of the strong-field ioniza-
tion dynamics of small, non co-linear model molecules by systematically investigating their
dynamics, thereby employing a large toolbox of different methods. We consider different
prototypical aspects of strong-field ionization: (A) We compare symmetric and asymmetric
systems and analyze the imprint of the charge asymmetry (permanent dipole moment) to
the ionization dynamics. (B) We investigate regular and stretched nuclear geometries and
analyze the increased importance of electronically excited states for the latter. (C) We con-
sider the interaction of these systems with different laser wavelengths, ranging from the near
to the mid-infrared and describe the difference in the ionization dynamics. (D) We consider
molecules, which are not fixed in space but may take different orientations. (E) All these
investigations are done by numerically solving the TDSE for one single active electron as a
reference, and analyzing these dynamics with the help of classical trajectory calculations and
utilizing the strong-field approximation. By tuning the range of the potential, we disentangle
contributions of the excited states from long-range contributions. We show, that with some
small modifications to the standard methods for both, classical trajectory and SFA methods,
major parts of the full quantum dynamics can be reliably be described. Key modifications
are for the trajectory model to explicitly incorporate the numerically obtained tunnel barrier
width directly into the ionization rate, thus enabling a spatially anisotropic ionization rate,
and an approximate treatment of the contribution of excited states via the Stark shift. In
contrast, for the SFA, key is the consideration of excited states for the description of the
initial state.
The focus lies here on the interaction with short, circularly polarized laser fields, as we are
aiming to generalize our considerations in a future work for non-planar systems, giving rise
to circular dichroism in the emission direction of photoelectrons [40–45]. The here considered
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planar symmetric and asymmetric model systems and their difference in the interaction with
left- and right-circularly polarized laser fields are an essential precursor for that.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a detailed description of the model
systems utilized (Sec. II A), and the numerical methods employed for solving the TDSE
(Sec. II B), setting up the classical trajectory calculations (Sec. II C), and calculating the
SFA spectra (Sec. II D). The results are presented in Section III for fixed-in-space molecules,
and Section IV considering randomly arranged model molecules. In these section, we discuss
the influence of the long-range character and the excited states by tuning the range, the
internuclear distance and the (a)symmetry of the nuclear charge environment, as described
above. The paper ends with a discussion and conclusion in Section V.
II. NUMERICAL METHODS
In this section, we present the basic features of our triatomic model system, interacting
with an intense circularly polarized laser pulse. To describe the ionization dynamics, we
numerically solve the TDSE, which gives access to the time-dependent electronic density
and the PEMD. Generally, these PEMDs are very complex and difficult to analyze. In
order to reveal the underlying physics, we apply two additional methods: CTMC and SFA.
A detailed description of all three methods employed in this work is summarized in this
section.
A. The non co-linear triatomic model system
Our numerical model system consists of a single active electron with two spatial degrees
of freedom r = (x, y) and three nuclei with fixed positions at R1, R2 and R3. The model
potential V (r) itself includes screened Coulomb attraction Ven between the three nuclei and
the electron, as well as the bare Coulomb repulsion between the nuclei Vnn (atomic units are
used unless stated otherwise):
V (r) = Ven(r) + Vnn = −
3∑
i=1
Zi exp (−β|r−Ri|2)√∣∣r−Ri∣∣2 + α +
3∑
i>j
ZiZj
|Ri −Rj| . (1)
The positions of the nuclei are chosen to create different equilateral triangles. The in-
ternuclear distances between the adjacent nuclei are varied between Rij = 3.5 and 5.5 a.u.,
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mimicking the effect of nuclear motion (vibration). These structural changes of our tri-
atomic system strongly affect its ionization dynamics. By changing the nuclear charges Zi,
we are able to simulate either symmetric or asymmetric molecular configurations. Setting
all nuclear charges to the same value (Z1 = Z2 = Z3), we reduce the complexity of our
system by introducing a mirror plane into our system, with the mirror plane lying along the
y axis. The classical center of charge (between the point charges Zn) resides at the origin of
the coordinate system (no permanent dipole for the symmetric configuration). Please note
that for the asymmetric case, where all charges differ, a small permanent dipole µ remains.
In order to investigate the influence of the excited states and long-range Coulomb effects,
we change the range of the potential by utilizing different short-range parameters β, while
keeping the softening parameter fixed at α = 1. Changing β allows to gradually switch
between short- and long-range interaction. Please remember that for short range potentials,
the number of bound states is finite. The parametrization is such that the ionization poten-
tial Ip is identical for all cases, in order to keep the same regime of strong-field ionization.
We chose Ip = 8.64 eV, a value typical for molecules. The parameters for the different model
systems are listed in table I.
model Rij (a.u.) Z1 Z2 Z3 Ip1 (eV) Ip2 (eV) Ip3 (eV) β (α = 1)
Vsym,short 3.5 0.882 0.882 0.882 8.64 3.42 3.42 0.3
Vsym,short 5.5 1.156 1.156 1.156 8.64 7.59 7.59 0.3
Vsym,long 3.5 0.340 0.340 0.340 8.64 4.78 4.78 0.0
Vsym,long 5.5 0.413 0.413 0.413 8.64 6.16 6.16 0.0
Vasym,long 3.5 0.230 0.320 0.457 8.64 4.88 4.47 0.0
Vasym,short 3.5 0.612 0.862 1.029 8.64 3.91 1.62 0.3
TABLE I. Parameters for the different symmetric (Vsym) and asymmetric model (Vasym) potentials.
Listed are the internuclear distances Rij , the charges of the nuclei Zi, the ionization potential of the
ground state Ip1 and the first two electronically excited states Ip2, Ip3, and the softening parameters
α and β (see eq.1).
The system interacts with an intense, few-cycle, circularly polarized electric field E(t),
defined via the corresponding vector potentials A(t) as
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Ax(t) = ±E0
ω
f(t− t0) sin
[
ω(t− t0)− φCEP
]
(2)
Ay(t) = −E0
ω
f(t− t0) cos
[
ω(t− t0)− φCEP
]
. (3)
with E0 the laser field strength (E0 = 0.02, if not stated otherwise), ω the laser frequency,
φCEP (φCEP = 0, if not stated otherwise) the carrier-envelope phase (CEP), tp the full with
half maximum of the pulse, and t0 the time when the Gaussian envelope f(t) reaches its
maximum. The positive and negative sign describes right (RCP) and left (LCP) polarized
fields, respectively. The dynamics is governed by the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation
(TDSE) in velocity gauge
i
∂
∂t
ψ(r, t) =
[
−1
2
∇2 + V (r) + p ·A(t)
]
ψ(r, t). (4)
By solving the TDSE, we extract the time-dependent electronic density |ψ(r, t)|2 and
consequently the final momenta of the ejected electrons (PEMD). The TDSE is solved
numerically as detailed in what follows.
B. Numerical solution of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation
We numerically integrate the TDSE (eq. 4) as described in our recent work [39, 46].
Shortly, the propagation is on a two dimensional grid with a time step of 0.001 fs using the
split-operator technique [47] and the FFTW3 library [48]. Our two-dimensional grid consists
of 512× 512 points and ranges from [−rmax : rmax] along each axis with rmax=220 a.u. The
electronic eigenstates φn are calculated via imaginary time propagation [49]. The initial
wavefunction was chosen to be the ground state φ1. The photoelectron spectra are obtained
by the wave function splitting method [50, 51]. We apply an mask function
c(r) = [1 + e(|x|−xmax/1.3)/δ]−1[1 + e(|y|−ymax/1.3)/δ]−1, (5)
to split the wavefunction ψ(r, t) into an inner ψin(r, t) = c(r)ψ(r, t) and an outer part
ψout(r, t) = [1− c(r)]ψ(r, t). The propagation of ψin(r, t) is performed with the full Hamil-
tonian, while the outer part evolves in the asymptotic region far away from the nuclei with
the Hamiltonian Hout = T + pA + Vnn, neglecting the nuclear-electron attraction term Ven.
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For each time step, we Fourier-transform ψout into momentum space and coherently add this
part to the wavefunction which was already absorbed before. The photoelectron momentum
distribution (PEMD) σ is obtained by calculating the absolute squared of the collected out-
going wavefunction at a certain time T →∞, when the norm of inner wavefunction remains
constant
σ(p) = |ψout(p, t = T )|2. (6)
Depending on the pulse duration and the wavelength of the electric field, T takes val-
ues between 60 and 100 fs. The asymmetries of the spectra, a(p), are calculated via the
differences of the PEMDs induced by left and right circularly polarized electric fields
a(p) = [σLCP (p)− σRCP (p)]/, (7)
where  was defined as the maximum of all σLCP and σRCP values.
C. Classical trajectory Monte Carlo method
In order to describe the post-ionization dynamics via classical trajectories, we utilize the
classical trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) method with the initial conditions according to
the tunnel ionization conditions. At each time step ti, an ensemble of classical trajectories
is released at the classical tunnel exits with randomly chosen initial momenta p = (p‖, p⊥).
Depending on the ionization rate Γ, we release up to 1000 trajectories (when Γ reaches its
absolute maximum) at each time step ti. For Γ we evoke the expression for the tunnel rate
from the recent review by Popruzhenko [52], which includes the dependence of the Keldysh
parameter γ in the exponential term:
Γ ∝ e−2K0fk(γ), (8)
with K0 = Ip1/ω representing the number of photons required for ionization, and the
so-called Keldysh function fk(γ) given by
fk(γ) =
(
1 +
1
2γ2
)
arcsinh(γ)−
√
1 + γ2
2γ
. (9)
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In contrast to atoms, in molecules the tunnel barrier widths are not spherical symmetric,
and, consequently, the ionization is spatially anisotropic. In order to account for this ion-
ization anisotropy, we explicitly calculate at every time step ti the Keldysh parameter γ via
the numerically obtained widths of the tunnel barriers b0
γ =
b0ω
vat
=
b0ω√
2Ip1
. (10)
The tunnel barrier widths b0 are obtained numerically at every time step ti by solving
the equation
V (r) + rE(ti) + Ip1 = 0 (11)
via the Newton-Raphson method. The width of the tunnel barrier b0 is then the difference
between the two zero points rout and rin (see, e.g., Fig. 1 C), in which rout (|rout| ≥ |rin|)
represents the tunnel exit.
For the triatomic symmetric short-range model system with a large internuclear distance
of Rij = 5.5 a.u., the three nuclei are well separated from each other. Each of the nuclei
can be approximately considered as an independent atom with a separate permanent dipole
moment of µ = ±RS:
RS = ±
√
R21x +R
2
1y ≈
√
R22x +R
2
2y ≈
√
R23x +R
2
3y. (12)
The sign of RS depends on whether the considered nuclei, from which the ionization
process take place, is located at the ”up-field“ (RS < 0, Er < 0) or the ”down-field“ site
(RS > 0, Er < 0) of the electric field. For both cases, we calculate tunnel barriers b0 and
tunnel exits rout via two separate formulas in polar coordinates with (x, y) = (r cos ζ, r sin ζ).
For the down-field core (eq. 13 and Fig. 1 B), we describe the ionization via the Stark-shifted
(energy shift: +RS · Er < 0) ground state
V (r) + Ip1 + r −RS) · (Ex cos ζ(ti) + Ey sin ζ(ti)) = 0 (13)
V (r) + r · Er(ζ(ti)) = −Ip1 +RS · Er(ζ(ti)) (14)
= −Ist,down (15)
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while for the up-field core (eq. 16 and Fig. 1 A) case, the ionization occurs from the Stark-
shifted (energy shift: −RS · Er > 0) first electronic excited state with the corresponding
ionization potential Ip2 (table I).
V (r) + Ip2 + r · Er(ζ(ti)) = −Ip2 −RS · Er(ζ(ti)) (16)
= −Ist,up (17)
For the asymmetric potentials, the system features a permanent dipole moment µ. Here,
too, we include the dipole µ of the electronic ground state via the Stark-shift and calculate
b0 and rout via expression 18.
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the initial conditions in the CTMC model. Shown is the
field-dressed Coulomb potential V (r, t(ζ)) + rEr (in atomic units) for the symmetric model with
an internuclear distance Rij = 5.5 a.u. (panel C) and two slices V (r, ti(ζ)) + rEr at different
times ti = −0.25 and 0.2 fs, where the ionization mechanism differs: ionization from (A) (−RS)
”up field“ or (B) ”down field“ (+RS) of the electric field E (solid red line). The corresponding
ionization potentials of the Stark-shifted ground (Ip1) and excited state (Ip2) −Ist,down and −Ist,up
are indicated by blue dashed lines [eqs. (13) and (16)].
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V (r) + rE(ti) = −Ip1 + µE(ti) = −Ip1 + 〈φ1|r|φ1〉E(ti) (18)
For the initial momenta, we employ the Delone-Krainov expressions [53], with the width
of the initial parallel momentum p‖ = 0 and the initial transverse momentum p⊥
σ⊥ =
√
ω
2γs
. (19)
For the momenta, we utilize the ”standard“ Keldysh-parameter
γs =
ω
√
2Ip
E
, (20)
without explicitly including b0. We note that the results calculated via σ⊥ with the two
different Keldysh parameters γ and γs do not differ significantly.
For the multi-photon case (γ = 2.27 for λ = 800 nm), we shift the center of the Gaussian
p⊥ by p0 = ±0.22 a.u., (with the + sign for LCP, and the − sign for RCP pulses) correspond-
ing to the excess energy, which the electron will acquire in the above-threshold ionization
case. For the simulations in the tunnel regime with a corresponding laser wavelength of
3000 nm (γ = 0.61), the center of the initial Gaussian distribution in momentum space is
located around p0 = 0 a.u.
To generate random numbers following the Gaussian distribution specified above for the
initial momenta p⊥ of the trajectories, we convert uniformly distributed random numbers
(RAN2) by a Box-Muller transform [54], multiply the numbers with σ⊥ and add p0.
For the triatomic Coulomb model system with a large internuclear distance of Rij =5.5
au, we reach the over-the-barrier (OBI) regime. Here, we choose the starting point rout of
the trajectories at the maximum Vmax(r, ti) of the tunnel barriers at each time step ti and
add an additional initial parallel momentum p‖(ti) via
p‖(ti) =
√
2[−Ist,up(ti)− Vmax(ti)]. (21)
As described before, ionization takes place from the Stark-shifted first excited state with
ionization potential Ip2. The dynamics of the released trajectories is governed by Newton’s
equations of motion
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p =
∂r
∂t
(22)
∂p
∂t
= −∇r[V (r) + rE(t)], (23)
with the trajectories describing the dynamics of the ionized part of the wavefunction. Typ-
ically 106 trajectories are propagated by numerically integrating the Newton equations
(eqs. 23 ) by a Runge-Kutta algorithm of fourth order with adaptive step-size control. The
PEMDs are obtained from the final momenta p(T ). The analysis of the trajectories enables
us to study the dynamics of the liberated electrons. We can artificially switch on and off
the Coulomb continuum and examine its influence the courses of the ejected electrons.
D. Photoelectron momentum distribution within the (extended) strong-field ap-
proximation
The SFA presents an analytical way to strong-field effects and calculate PEMDs, under
the assumption that the molecular potential V (r) in the Hamiltonian is a small perturbation
and can be neglected. The physical meaning is the following: before ionization, the molecular
system in its ground state φ1(τ), acquiring a phase up to time τ , determined by the molecular
potential only with Ip1 = 8.64 eV
ψi(r, τ) = e
iIp1τφ1(r). (24)
After ionization at time τ , the electron is solely driven by the electric field, without the
influence of the molecular potential. Ionization is described as the transition from the initial
state ψi(τ) to the final state – the Volkov state ψV (τ), a plane wave with momentum p+A.
The PEMD σSFA (length gauge) is given by the absolute squared of the transition amplitude
σSFA(p) =
∣∣∣∣−i∫ ∞−∞ dτ 〈ψV (τ)|rE(τ)|ψi(τ)〉
∣∣∣∣2
∝
∣∣∣∣−i∫ ∞−∞ dτ 〈p + A(τ)|rE(τ)|ψi(τ)〉 eiS(τ)
∣∣∣∣2 .
(25)
The action S(τ) is given by
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S(τ) =
1
2
∫ τ
−∞
dt′ (p + A(t′))2. (26)
We integrate eq. 25 numerically to obtain the PEMD. For each time τ , we calculate first
Ap(τ) = e
−iA(τ)r rE(τ)ψi(r, τ), (27)
Fourier transform this expression into momentum space by using the FFTW3-library
[48], and multiply the result by the action eiS(τ). Subsequently, we sum over the transition
amplitudes for each time step τ , multiply by −idτ and calculate the absolute squared to
obtain the final PEMD σSFA.
Due to the lack of gauge invariance of the SFA [19, 20, 55], the predictions of SFA results
in length or velocity gauge may differ substantially, see e.g. [56]. We thus also apply the
SFA in velocity gauge, where the expression for the spectra takes the following form [57]:
σSFA,V G(p) ∝
∣∣∣∣−i∫ ∞−∞ dτ 〈p|pA(τ)|ψi(τ)〉 eiS(τ)
∣∣∣∣2 . (28)
Here, we extend the SFA to incorporate the dynamics of the first two excited states φ2
and φ3 with ionization potentials of Ip2 and Ip3 (table I), similarly as proposed by Becker et
al. [58]. We extract the coefficients cn(τ) = 〈φn|ψ(τ)〉 from the numerically calculated
wavefunction ψ(r, τ) of the TDSE simulation. The initial state ψi(τ), from which the
ionization takes place, is defined as the time-dependent superposition of the three eigenstates
φ1, φ2 and φ3.
ψi(r, τ) =
3∑
n=1
cn(τ)φn(r) (29)
By including the excited states in the SFA, we aim at analyzing the influence of the excited
states, by changing the initial wavefunction (eq. 24 vs. eq. 29). As the final states are Volkov
states, the influence of the (long-range) continuum is switched off.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS: FIXED-IN-SPACE MOLECULES
In order to understand the ionization dynamics of our complex triatomic model systems,
as a first step, we first reduce the complexity and consider initially only symmetric short-
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range potentials, excluding long-range contributions and excited states. We then consider
the much more complex Coulombic potentials.
In many experiments, the molecules are not aligned with respect to the laser field. Con-
sequently, each molecular orientation of the molecule contributes to the final PEMD. We
therefore calculate PEMDs for many different molecular configuration of our triatomic model
systems in order to understand their exact influence on the final PEMD.
A. Symmetric short-range potentials: Ionization dynamics and the role of excited
states
We first solve the TDSE numerically for a short-range model Vshort with an internuclear
distance Rij = 3.5 a.u., interacting with a laser pulse of tp = 5 fs FWHM, field strength
E0 = 0.02 a.u. (corresponding to an intensity of 1.4 × 1013 W/cm2) and wavelength λ =
800 nm. In Fig. 2, we present a snapshot of the electronic density |ψ(r, t)|2 at t = 3.5 fs
and the resulting PEMD. The snapshot of the electronic density clearly shows, how a three-
folded structure is built up during the course of ionization, leading finally to a PEMD with
a pronounced three-folded pattern. To analyze the shape of the spectra, we used the CTMC
model, with the tunnel exits, initial momenta and ionization rate Γ as described in section
II C, see Fig. 2. The comparison between the PEMDs obtained by the CTMC method (panel
D1) and the TDSE (panel E) shows, that the CTMC reproduces the TDSE results very well,
for both, peak positions and the intensity profile of the peaks. We thus can proceed to the
analysis of the trajectory picture.
Γ shows three distinct maxima at times tn, panel (A), when the simulated tunnel barriers
b0 are the most narrow (blue dashed lines in Fig. 2 B). These three times t1, t2 and t3 can be
assigned to three temporally well separated ionization events, near the nuclei Z2, Z3 and Z1.
For each ionization event, we depict one representative trajectory with the most probable
initial momentum p = (p⊥, p‖) of either p = (0, 0) or p = (0.22, 0) in coordinate (panel (C):
red and black lines) and momentum space (D1 and D2). To compare the 2D-snapshot of the
electronic density with the trajectories in coordinate space, we marked the current position
of the electrons at time t = 3.5 fs along the trajectories with stars. From that we can see
that the trajectories with an initial momentum of p⊥ = 0.22 a.u. (panel C: black stars) lead
leads to a faster evolution of the electrons, in better agreement with the electronic density
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FIG. 2. Overview over the results obtained by the TDSE and CTMC simulations for the symmetric
short-range model. Pulse parameters: pulse length tp = 5 fs FWHM, field strength E0 = 0.02 a.u.
(corresponding to an intensity of 1.4 × 1013 W/cm2) and wavelength λ = 800 nm. (A) The
ionization rate Γ, eq. 8. (B) At three times ti marked in panel (A), representative trajectories
are launched at the classical tunnel exits (black dots). The corresponding widths of the tunnel
barriers are indicated by the blue dashed lines. The color bar represents the potential in eV. (C)
Comparison of the TDSE and CTMC results. The three selected trajectories are overlaid with a
snapshot of the electron density |ψ(r, t)|2, with the stars are indicating the current position of the
electrons along this trajectories at the same time t = 3.5 fs. The color bar represents the value
of the electron density in atomic units. (D, E) PEMDs, with (D1, D2) obtained from CTMC
calculations with different initial momenta p=(p⊥,p‖) = (0, 0) (D1), and p = (0.22, 0) (D2), and
(E) the corresponding TDSE result. The color bar represents the (normalized) spectral intensity.
of the TDSE simulation, as to be expected for a regime with predominantly multi-photon
ionization character (the initial momentum of p⊥ = 0.22 a.u. corresponds approximately to
the excess energy the electron acquires in the above-threshold ionization regime) [39]. In
the PEMD (panels D2 and E), the peak with the highest intensity is located in the first
quadrant with positive momenta in px and py. The trajectory analysis reveals that this
corresponds to the strongest ionization to occur near nucleus Z3, exactly at the time when
the envelope of the electric field is close to its maximal field strength E0. The intensity
profile of the PEMDs strongly depends on the carrier-envelope phase φCEP of the electric
field, as will be discussed in section IV. We note parenthetically, that the standard SFA is
able to reproduce the PEMD qualitatively correctly, (see Fig. 5 (A1)), as will be discussed
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in the next subsection.
1. Larger internuclear distances
Next, we examine the influence of the internuclear distance. We apply the same procedure
as described above and present PEMDs, snapshots of the electronic density at selected times
t and classical trajectories for a short-range potential with an internuclear distance Rij = 5.5
a.u. in Fig. 3. Surprisingly, the three-folded shape of the PEMD, Fig. 3 (E), for the model
system with larger Rij = 5.5 a.u. shows a completely different behavior than for the case
Rij = 3.5 a.u. (panel D): the relative position of the peaks is rotated by almost 60
◦ and
the intensity profile has completely changed; the most intense peak of the spectrum is now
located in the third quadrant, with negative px and py. This pronounced rotation can be
gathered from the electronic density snapshots, panels (A) and (B), as well.
FIG. 3. Influence of the internuclear distance: (A,B) snapshots |ψ(r, t)|2 for Rij = 3.5 a.u. (A1-A4)
Rij = 5.5 a.u. (B1-B4). The color bar represents the value of the electron density in atomic units.
Three representative trajectories are shown for different ionization times using an initial momentum
of ~p=(p⊥,p‖) of ~p2=(0.22,0), [black circle (C)]. The trajectories are displayed in coordinate (A,B)
and momentum space (C), with the stars indicating the current position of the electrons at the time
t. (D - F) PEMDs for Rij = 3.5 a.u. (D), Rij = 5.5 a.u. (E) from TDSE, and (F) Rij = 5.5 a.u.
as obtained from CTMC calculations.
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In order to analyze this pronounced difference in the ionization dynamics for larger Rij,
we evoke our classical trajectory calculations, with the resulting PEMD depicted in panel
(F). The first striking difference can be seen in the ionization rate, Fig. 4 (B): Γ peaks at
completely different times than previously for Rij = 3.5 a.u. (cf. Fig. 2 (A)). What is the
reason for this discrepancy in the ionization rate? Let us examine snapshots of the bound
electron wavepacket: Fig. 4 shows that strong localization of the electron density occurs,
which is peaked parallel to the direction of the laser field. The reason is a strong mixing of
the first bound electronic states in the laser field, which, in turn, is favored for larger Rij, as
here the energy gap ∆E = Ip1 − Ip2 is small and a strong population transfer occurs under
quasi-resonant conditions, see also the populations in Fig. 5 (C). We would like to stress
that this is not an artifact of the model system but rather the typical scenario for stretched
molecules: for larger internuclear distances R, the corresponding anti-bonding molecular
orbitals are energetically much closer than for smaller R, enabling strong and quasi resonant
population transfer between the lowest electronic states (see, e.g. Refs. [59–61]).
As a consequence, in contrast to the previous case of small R, where ionization takes
place from the nuclei at the ”down-field“ site (Fig. 4 B) from the electronic ground state,
ionization occurs now for larger R preferentially from the Stark-shifted excited states near
the nuclei at the ”up-field“ site (Rs <0). As energetically higher lying excited states φ2, φ3
are involved, and additionally an energy up-shift due to the field-dressing (Rs · Er > 0)
occurs, much narrower tunnel barrier widths b0 and, consequently, higher ionization rates
Γ (Fig. 4 (B), (C), see Γ at times t1, t3, t5) result. Ionization from the ”down-field“ site
(Rs >0), on the other hand, only occurs from the Stark-shifted electronic ground state, with
larger b0 and correspondingly smaller Γ (Fig. 4 (B), (C), see Γ at times t2, t4, t6).
Let us analyze the bound electronic dynamics in more detail. Fig. 4 (A) (and Ap-
pendix Fig. 18) display the density of the time-dependent superposition state |φi(t)〉 =∑3
n=1〈φn|ψ(t)〉|φn〉 for both model systems with Rij = 3.5 and 5.5 a.u.. For both systems,
the bound electronic density |φs(r, t)|2 is driven by the field, however the spatial distribution
of the electronic densities differs significantly. For Rij = 5.5 a.u., the electronic density is
mainly located at the nuclei parallel to the field vector (RS <0, ”up-field“ site), while for
systems with Rij = 3.5 a.u., the opposite is the case (RS >0, anti-parallel to the field vec-
tor), as already described above (see Appendix, Fig. 18 (A)). This can be mimicked in the
CTMC model by the different initial conditions, where the ionization process starts from the
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FIG. 4. Bound electron dynamics for the symmetric short range model system with larger Rij =
5.5 a.u. (A) Snapshots of the bound electronic density of the superposition state φi(r, ti) =∑3
n=1 cn(ti)φn(r) with coefficients cn(t) extracted as described in section II D. Also shown are the
characteristic electric field vectors E(ti) (black arrows) at these times ti. Tunneling occurs in the
direction indicated by the red arrow. (B) Ionization rate Γ calculated with tunnel barriers b0 as
shown in panel (C). (C) Cuts along the potential V (r, t(ζ)), with ζ depending on the direction
of the electric field vector E(t). The color bar in panel (C) denotes the value of the potential in
atomic units.
different nuclei. Depending on the spatial distribution of the electronic density relative to
the electric field vector, the ionization occurs either from the ”up-“ or the ”down-field“ site,
resulting in complete different ionization dynamics and, ultimately, different peak positions
in the PEMD. Although the peak positions of the PEMD calculated with the CTMC method
Fig. 3 (F) are in good agreement with the quantum dynamical calculations, panel (E), the
intensity profile differs. To understand this difference, we come back to the bound popu-
lation dynamics, Fig. 5 (C-F): As can be seen, the populations cn(t) of the excited states
change as a function of time, and the initial conditions chosen for the CTMC calculations to
predominantly ionize from the (field-dressed) excited states overestimate their contributions,
since ground state contributions are neglected. These field-driven bound-state dynamics are
exactly the reason why the CTMC calculations provide an inaccurate intensity distribution.
Next, we investigate if the SFA can describe the PEMDs properly. We employ two variants
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FIG. 5. PEMDs as obtained from the SFA, comparison for Rij = 3.5 and 5.5 a.u. (A) Ground
state SFA (eq. 24) and (B) excited-state SFA (eq. 29). (A1/B1) Rij = 3.5 a.u. (A2/B2) Rij =
5.5 a.u.. (C) The populations |c1(t)|2, |c2(t)|2, |c3(t)|2, and |cs(t)|2 =
∑3
n=1 |cn(t)|2 (dashed lines)
are presented for Rij = 3.5 a.u. (C1) and Rij = 5.5 a.u. (C2).
of SFA, in which the ionization occurs either from the field-free ground state φ1(r) (eq. 24)
or from the time-dependent superposition wavepacket φs(r, t) (eq. 29). The corresponding
PEMDs are displayed in Fig.5 (A, B). The PEMDs for the triatomic model with shorter
internuclear distance of Rij = 3.5 a.u. (panels A1 and B1) show for both variants of the
SFA the same three-folded structure discussed above. The position of the three peaks are in
good agreement with TDSE calculations (see Fig. 3 D), with small deviations in the intensity
pattern mainly due to an incomplete basis for the description of the initial wave function. We
note that, that the influence of the third excited state is negligible with its population |c4|2
being in the order of magnitude of 10−7. Hence, the main missing contribution is transient
population of continuum states (panel (C), dashed lines, the difference between the sum of
populated states, |cn(t)|2 and unity).
For the model potential with Rij = 5.5 a.u., the differences between the PEMDs (Fig. 5,
A2, B2) obtained by the two SFA approaches are striking. For larger internuclear distances,
the standard SFA completely fails to describe the correct position and intensity pattern of
the TDSE simulation (cf. Fig. 3 (E)) and Ref. [58]), while the “excited-state SFA” is able to
reproduce all significant features. Here, too, the small deviations in the intensity pattern of
the peaks in the PEMDs are due to an incomplete basis of the initial wavefunction ψi(r, t).
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As can be seen from the population dynamics displayed in Fig. 5 (C2) (dashed lines), there
is more, transient population in the continuum for larger R compared to small R.
Overall, the PEMD for the short-range potential with Rij = 3.5 a.u. obtained by SFA,
CTMC and TDSE calculations are in good qualitative (peak position and relative peak
intensities) agreement to each other. The classical trajectories show clearly, from which
nuclei the ionization originates and how the released photoelectrons move in the continuum.
Increasing the internuclear distance to Rij = 5.5 a.u. leads to a strongly modified PEMD,
in which the peaks of the three-folded structure are rotated by about 60◦. By including the
influence of the first excited electronic states in the CTMC or SFA methods, this 60◦ shift
could be reproduced. A more detailed analysis shows that the bound state dynamics of both
model systems with Rij = 3.5 and 5.5 a.u. is different, as for larger R the contribution of
excited states is much stronger, leading to a different localization dynamics, and, in turn,
the ionization dynamics to originate from different nuclei at the ”up-“ (including excited
states) or ”down-field“ site (ground state only) of the electric field vector.
At this point, it should be discussed whether this difference in the ionization behavior is
related to enhanced ionization (or charge-resonance enhanced ionization, CREI) [24]. First,
we would like to remind that, in contrast to real molecules, we have fixed the ionization
potential to 8.64 eV for both, the shorter and elongated geometry. Still, when comparing
the total ionization yield for these two geometries, Rij = 3.5 and 5.5 a.u., we find that
ionization is substantially increased for the elongated internuclear distances, approximately
by a factor 6. This can be well explained by the increased contribution of the (field-dressed)
excited electronic state, as discussed above. However, in contrast to the standard CREI
picture, the field-dressed excited state is still below the internuclear barrier. Thus, it is not
CREI we observe here but rather resonance-enhanced multi-photon ionization.
B. Symmetric Coulomb potentials: Distinguishing contributions from excited
states and other long-range contributions
The short-range model discussed in the previous section represents the simplest system,
as no Coulomb effects influence the ionization dynamics. The aim of this section is to
investigate these contributions. We therefore repeated our calculations for Vlong (table I).
An overview of all results is depicted in Figs. 6 and 7.
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FIG. 6. Imprint of the long-rage character on the dynamics. Snapshots |ψ(r, t)|2 at different times
for the Coulomb (A1/A2) and the short (B1/B2) range potentials. (C) Selected trajectories. The
potentials and the tunnel exits (black circle) with the corresponding barrier widths b0 (straight
lines) are depicted in panels (D) for the Coulomb and (E) the short-range potential. The color bar
represents the potential in eV. For each model system (short-range: solid lines, Coulomb: dashed
lines) six trajectories (B/C: three black and three blue lines) with identical initial momentum are
chosen, with the stars indicating the current position of the electrons along this trajectory.
We first compare the electron density for the short- and long-range cases. The snapshots
of the electronic density for the long-range case (Fig. 6 A) feature the same evolution of the
three-folded pattern as for the short-range simulation (Fig. 6 B). However, the three-fold
shape is less pronounced, and the corresponding peaks in the PEMDs feature an additional
clockwise rotational shift. The peaks also show significant differences in their intensity
profiles: The most intense peak is now located in the second quadrant, near p = (0.2,−0.4)
in the PEMD (Fig. 7 A). Additionally to the clockwise rotated peaks, we also observe a
finger-like structure with small momenta in the PEMD, which is a result of transitions
from energetically higher lying electronic states (Rydberg series) and can, consequently,
not be found in short-range simulations [62]. Ionization from these excited states does not
require high field strengths since their binding energy is relatively small. Thus, ionization
of these states can occur at later times when the pulse is relatively weak. We note, that the
overall ionization probability is significantly higher for the long-range simulation due to the
presence of (infinitely) many excited states, which increase the contribution of (resonant)
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multi-photon ionization [63, 64].
We start our analysis of strong-field ionization for Coulomb potentials with the trajectory
model. In Fig. 6, we display six representative trajectories for each model system at three
different ionization events related to the position near the three nuclei. All six trajectories
are released at different times ti and only differ by their initial position in space - the tunnel
exit: We emphasize that the tunnel exits (panels C - E) for the short (D) and Coulomb-
type (E) potentials differ significantly: the tunnel exits are at smaller radii r for Coulomb
potentials compared to the short-range potentials. Consequently, the width of the tunnel
barrier differs, and thus the ionization rate. The trajectories (Fig. 6 C) feature the same
characteristics as the long-range quantum dynamics: the deceleration of the electrons and
the clockwise rotation.
To investigate how the PEMD is affected by the long-range contributions, we calculated
the kinetic energy Ekin via pr(φ)
2/2 as function of the polar angle φ. In comparison to
the short-range case, the peaks in the Ekin-spectra of the Coulomb model Vlong are shifted
to smaller angles and energies. Not surprisingly, the attractive character of the Coulomb
continuum does not only lead to a rotation of the triatomic peak structure but also causes
a deceleration of the photoelectrons, thus lowering the energy of the ATI-rings. This decel-
eration can also be gathered in the snapshots (Fig. 6). To further analyze the long-range
interaction between the nuclei and the continuum electrons, we applied the CTMC model.
We likewise convert the Cartesian momentum p = (px, py) of the trajectories to polar coor-
dinates and calculate the corresponding kinetic energy p2r(φ(t))/2 (Fig. 7 E, F) as a function
of time t. Our trajectory analysis shows that the energetically higher lying ATI-rings are
associated with trajectories, which are released near the center of the pulse envelope near t0,
when the electric fields E(t) is strongest, leading, in turn, to higher final momenta. In con-
trast, trajectories with smaller final Ekin are released at times t when electric field strength
is relatively low.
Comparison of the final momenta (red crosses) of the trajectories calculated with the
short-range (solid lines) and the Coulomb-like (dashed lines) potential shows an energetic
shift induced by the long-range interaction. These energetic shifts are most pronounced for
the blue trajectories, suggesting that the ATI rings (TDSE simulation) with larger kinetic
energy Ekin should undergo a stronger shift. This is in contrast to the results obtained
by the TDSE simulations (panels E and F). It is not very surprising that the CTMC fails
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FIG. 7. Imprint of the long-rage character on the PEMDs. Comparison of the PEMDs and energy
spectra obtained by TDSE calculations (A, B) with results simulated via the CTMC method (C, D)
for two different models. (E, F) Energy spectra obtained by TDSE calculations for the Coulomb (A,
E) and short-range (B, F) potential. The energy of six selected trajectories (see Fig. 6) are shown
for the short-range (dashed lines) and the Coulomb (solid lines) potential. The red stars indicate
the final kinetic energy of the released electrons. The black dashed lines in the energy spectra
indicate the energies EN = N~ω + Ei of the N absorbed photons, with Ei = p2⊥/2 = 0.024 a.u.
to describe the correct shift for the ATI-rings with lower energies since the spatial initial
conditions of the black trajectories are not optimal, as discussed before. This is in particular
important for ionization events at weaker electric fields: here, initial conditions based on the
tunneling picture become less suited. The tunnel exits of the resulting (black) trajectories are
too large, and the interaction between the photoelectron and the nuclei is underestimated.
These trajectories can thus not properly characterize the part of the wavefunction, which
evolves slowly in the continuum (related to small final momenta).
In section III A, we have already shown for the short-range potential, that an increased
internuclear distance Rij = 5.5 a.u. leads to a completely different PEMD with an 60
◦
rotated three-fold structure. A pronounced clockwise rotation can also be seen in PEMD of
the Coulomb case (Fig. 8 B), with the difference that the rotation angle is here much smaller
(≈ 30◦). As already suggested by the cut along the potential in panel (E), for the CTMC
calculations, we need to employ initial conditions evoking the over-the-barrier ionization
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FIG. 8. Direct comparison between the PEMDs calculated for model potentials with different
internuclear distance Rij , analyzed by classical trajectories and SFA. Shown are the PEMDs, which
are calculated by solving the TDSE for two models: (A) short-range and (B) Coulomb potential.
For the SFA (panel (C)), ψi(r, t) was chosen to be the time-dependent superposition state φs(r, t)
(eq. 29) of the Coulomb potential. (D) The trajectories are calculated with different initial momenta
p = (p⊥, p‖), which are presented by the black (p⊥) and red (p‖) arrows. For comparison, we also
calculated trajectories (black dashed) for the Coulomb model, but with the condition that the
Coulomb-interaction is set to zero after the trajectory is released to the continuum. (E) Also
presented is a cut of the total potential V (r, ti) + rE(ti) [red line: rE(ti)] at a certain time ti. The
black arrow represents the excess energy EOBI = p
2
‖/2 (eq.(21)) with the red arrow pointing in
direction of p‖.
scenario: The initial spatial positions of the trajectories are now located at the maximums
of the tunnel barriers, and p‖ is linked to the excess energy EOBI (Fig. 8 E). It is this initial
parallel momentum p‖ (red arrows) which induces an anticlockwise rotation (against electric
field), being the most pronounced for the ATI-rings with larger momenta.
The extended SFA is also capable of qualitatively reproducing the PEMDs, see Fig. 8.
Depending on the internuclear distance, the triatomic pattern is rotated either clockwise
(Rij = 3.5 a.u.) or anticlockwise (Rij = 5.5 a.u.) with respect to the pattern obtained by
the short-range excited-states SFA simulations (cf. Fig. 5). The position of the peaks are in
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good agreement with the TDSE calculations (Fig. 8), only the intensity profile differs. The
latter is not surprising since the superposition of only three states provides an insufficient
description of the initial state. Again, we note, that the clockwise rotation in the Coulomb
potential is not only a result of long-range interactions but also due to contribution of excited
states.
To summarize this section briefly, the PEMDs for the symmetric triatomic Coulomb
potential displays more complex features than the corresponding PEMDs of the short-range
model (Sec. III A): a clockwise shifted three-fold pattern, a different intensity profile, and
a finger-like structure are additional characteristics of the PEMD. These features can be
assigned to the complex excited-state dynamics as well as long-range interaction between
the photoelectrons and the nuclei in the continuum. The long-range interaction has been
investigated via classical trajectories and the modified SFA. This allowed us revealing the
influence of the first two excited states, showing that the shift of the three-fold pattern is
not only a result of the long-range interaction. For the case of the Coulomb potential with
Rij = 5.5 a.u., the OBI-mechanism set in: The initial parallel momentum p‖ induces an
anticlockwise shift of the peaks.
Now, we re-raise the question concerning CREI. Again, although having fixed the ion-
ization potential also of the Coulomb-type potentials to 8.64 eV for both, the shorter and
elongated geometry, the total ionization yield of the stretched geometry is again increased by
a factor 6. However, in contrast to the short-range case, in these Coulomb-type potentials,
the (field-dressed) excited state is now above the internuclear barrier. In this sense, this
mimics a CREI-type mechanism [24, 59, 65, 66].
C. Asymmetric potentials: Influence of the permanent dipole moment
So far, we have examined symmetric triatomic models with all charges being equal. In
this section, we investigate asymmetric model systems and their interaction with intense,
left- and right-circularly polarized electric fields. The results and the direct comparison to
the corresponding symmetric systems are presented in Figs. 9 - 11.
The few-cycle LCP and RCP fields are chosen such that their evolutions behaves mirror
symmetrically to each other. Depending on the polarization of the electric field, the elec-
tronic density of the symmetric systems discussed above, evolves either clockwise (LCP) or
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FIG. 9. Ionization dynamics of symmetric (B, C) and asymmetric (A, D) Coulomb potentials,
highlighted with representative classical trajectories. Snapshots of the electronic density |ψ(r, t)|2
at different times t for the symmetric (sym), panels (B, C), and asymmetric (asym), panels (A,
D), potential interacting with LCP (A, B) and RCP (C, D) laser fields. Panels (E) and (F) display
the ionization rates Γ for the symmetric (solid lines) and asymmetric (dashed line) potentials. The
vertical lines indicate times when Γ reaches a maximum, corresponding to the tunneling times of
the trajectories in panels (A–D).
anticlockwise (RCP); the dynamics are at each time t mirror symmetric to each other (Fig. 9
B, C). This mirror symmetry is captured in the PEMDs (Fig. 10 A).
To mimic a asymmetric molecule, the charges Zi of all nuclei differ (Vasym in table I).
Breaking the symmetry of our system also destroys the symmetry relation between the
electronic dynamics induced by the LCP and RCP fields (Figs. 9 and 10). Consider, for
example are the intensities of the peak in the first quadrant of the LCP simulation and
the corresponding peak in the fourth quadrant of the RCP simulation (Fig. 9). While the
intensity of the first mentioned peak (LCP) increases, the latter one decreases when going
to the asymmetric model.
In order to investigate the different dynamics, we evoke classical trajectories, extending
the model to including the permanent dipole of the asymmetric model system (see Sec. II C).
Remember that the Stark-shift affects the tunnel barriers b0, the tunnel exits, and the
ionization rates Γ. The ionization rate Γ and representative trajectories in coordinate space
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FIG. 10. Overview of the PEMDs for symmetric (”sym“, A) and asymmetric (”asym“, B –D )
short-range and Coulomb model systems in few-cycle LCP and RCP fields, as labeled. Panels (A,
B) depict results obtianed from the TDSE, panel (C) from the extended SFA in length gauge with
ψi(r, t) as in eq. 29, and (D) from the extended SFA in velocity gauge with ψi(r, t) .
(released when Γ is maximum) are depicted in Fig. 9. Following the same labeling as before,
these three trajectories represent the ionization events associated to the three nuclei Z2
(red), Z3 (black) and Z1 (blue). The chronological sequence of these events differ for the
LCP (Z2 → Z3 → Z1) and RCP (Z2 → Z1 → Z3) simulations.
Since the maxima in Γ occur at different times for both systems (Fig. 9 E, F), the
trajectories for the asymmetric model potential are released at different times compared to
the symmetric case, inducing a clockwise (Z3 and Z1) or anticlockwise (Z2) shift: In LCP
fields, the red trajectories (Z2) are released at earlier times, while for RCP fields the opposite
is the case.
In order to disentangle the different effects, we first reduce the contribution of the excited
states by increasing the laser wavelength to λ = 3000 nm (tp = 18.75 fs), going from the
multiphoton more to the tunnel regime. In Fig. 11, we compare the PEMDs obtained by the
TDSE and CTMC method. Overall, the PEMDs obtained by TDSE and CTMC calculations
show excellent agreement in this regime, where the Keldysh parameter γ = 0.6 is sufficiently
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small, and the tunnel regime dominates. The contribution of excited states is negligible and
the CTMC method provides accurate information on the enhanced/suppressed ionization
rate associated to the three nuclei Zn: The Stark-shift induces a shift of the peaks in the
PEMDs. The peaks, which are related to three ionization events show an anticlockwise (red
trajectory: Z2) and clockwise (black trajectory: Z3, blue trajectory: Z1) shift as already
observed for the 800 nm case . Furthermore, the intensity pattern strongly changes in the
asymmetric case. While for the LCP simulations, the intensity of the peaks in the first and
fourth quadrant (red, Z2, and black, Z3 trajectory) decreases, the opposite is true for the
RCP calculations: Ionization, which proceeds via the nuclei Z2 (red trajectory) and Z1 (blue
trajectory), is enhanced, thus leading to more intense peaks in the PEMD. To summarize,
for λ = 3000 nm, the ionization dynamics, as well as the resulting PEMDs can thus be solely
interpreted by properties of the electronic ground state (and its absence or presence of a
permanent dipole µ) only.
FIG. 11. PEMDs for the symmetric and asymmetric Coulomb model systems subject to LCP and
RCP fields, with a wavelength of λ = 3000 nm, as labeled. (A) TDSE results; (B) CTMC results,
including two characteristic trajectories. The color of the trajectories is connected to ionization
near the three nuclei Z1 (blue), Z2 (red) and Z3 (black).
Let us return to the λ = 800 nm case: The changes in the PEMDs induced by LCP
and RCP laser fields with λ = 800 nm are more complex (Fig. 10). The first striking
observation is that the overall pattern of the PEMDs of the Coulomb potentials (symmetric
and asymmetric) induced by the same electric field (LCP or RCP) are very similar, with small
variations in the intensity profile (panel A1 vs. B1). These differences occur as – depending
on the polarization direction of the electric field – the intensity of the peaks related to the
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ionization events near nuclei Z2 (LCP: p=(-0.5,0)) and Z3 (RCP: p=(-0.4,0.4)) increases,
compared to the symmetric case. Due to this enhancement of ionization near different nuclei,
the mirror symmetry between LCP and RCP (panels B1 and B4) is broken.
In order to again separate long-range contributions from the influence of excited states,
we return to finite-range (asymmetric) potential, see Fig. 10. The reduction of the range of
the asymmetric potential strongly affects the peak position. In contrast to the symmetric
case, for asymmetric systems, the peaks show no uniform clockwise (LCP) or anticlockwise
(RCP) rotation when going from the short-range to the Coulomb case. The trajectory
calculations cannot capture this picture and predict the same clockwise shift induced by
the long-range Coulomb interaction for both, the symmetric and asymmetric potential. As
also the permanent dipoles µ (and the resulting Stark-shifts) are very similar for both, the
short-range and the Coulomb asymmetric systems, the ionization rate and the subsequent
trajectory dynamics are almost identical. Consequently, the trajectories cannot explain the
anticlockwise (LCP) and clockwise (RCP) rotation of the peaks in the second (LCP, Z1)
and fourth (RCP, Z3) quadrant (Fig. 10).
We have also calculated the corresponding PEMDs via the extended SFA, see Fig. 10 (C,
D). Not surprisingly, the standard SFA completely fails to provide an accurate picture, see
also Ref. [39], and excited states have been included into the SFA. We note parenthetically
that due to the absence of symmetry, the first two excited electronic states are no longer
degenerate. The two realizations of the extended SFA in velocity and length gauge differ
substantially: while the peak positions are somewhat similar, the intensity profile differs, in
particular for the short-range cases. Comparison with the TDSE results, panel (B), shows
for the short-range simulations some qualitative agreement for the peak positions with the
already mentioned differences in the intensity profile. For the short-range simulations, it
looks like the velocity gauge SFA agrees better with the TDSE results, however, none of the
extended SFA calculations describes the TDSE results satisfactorily. Part of the problems
can be again associated to the inaccurate description of the initial state ψi (SFA), as has
been already discussed in Sec. III A, mainly caused by transient population of the contin-
uum. However, as can be gathered from the populations (Appendix Fig. 19), the missing
contribution is minor. Thus, the asymmetric multi-center nature of these potentials seems
to cause problems to the SFA. Additionally, for the Coulomb-like systems, the differences
between the PEMDs of the SFA and TDSE become more pronounced. For the Coulomb
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systems, the length gauge extended SFA seems to agree better with the SFA results.
To summarize this section briefly, we have shown that an asymmetric potential breaks
the mirror symmetry in the ionization dynamics induced by LCP and RCP fields. By
including the permanent dipole moment µ of the ground state, we showed, using the CTMC
method, how the position and intensity of peaks changes when going to the asymmetric
case. However, while this works well for electric fields with λ = 3000 nm, it is much worse
for λ = 800 nm, where the multi-photon pathways to ionization dominate.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS: RANDOMLY ORIENTED MOLECULES
In many experiments, the molecules are not aligned with respect to the laser field. Con-
sequently, each molecular orientation contributes to the final PEMD. In this section, we aim
at investigating the contribution of different molecular configuration of our triatomic model
systems to the final PEMD.
A. Randomly oriented short-range model systems – imprint of the carrier-
envelope phase φCEP
So far, we have examined the ionization dynamics for one particular orientation of our
triatomic model system. As in a typical experiment, the molecules are not aligned with
respect to the laser field, the electric field interacts with all possible molecular orientation,
and each of these molecular orientations contributes to the measured PEMDs. We mimic
this effect by repeating the calculations for various orientations, while keeping the electric
field unchanged. The results for the short-range model are summarized in Fig. 12.
A rotation of the triatomic potential by 180◦ rotates the triatomic pattern of the PEMD
about the same angle, while the intensity pattern remains unchanged, with its maximum
located in the upper hemisphere. If two molecular configurations behave mirror symmet-
rically to each other (with the mirror plane being the y-axis), the following symmetry re-
lation between the PEMDs is valid (Fig. 13): σLCPpi/2 (px, py) = σ
RCP
3pi/2 (−px, py). This sym-
metry rule is generally valid for all configurations since for every molecular configuration
(Fig. 12: σnK(pi/8) with nK = 1, 7, 3, 5) a mirror symmetric counterpart exist (Fig. 12: σnK(pi/8)
with nK = 15, 9, 13, 11).
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FIG. 12. Influence of the molecular orientation: shown are various absolute orientations of the
short-range model system (right panels) and their corresponding PEMDs (left panels). The color
bar represents the potential in eV.
In the case of short-range potentials, an additional symmetry relation between the
PEMDs of different molecular configuration exist is valid (see Fig. 13): the systems
shown in panels (B1) and (B2) differ by a rotation angle of 180◦, and σLCPnK(pi/8)(px, py) ≈
σRCPnK(pi/8)+pi(−px, py) .
This relation is also the reason, why the molecular averaged PEMDs, panels (C1 and
C2), are almost identical, which finally corresponds to averaged asymmetries a(px, py) close
to zero (D). These averaged spectra show no molecular structure anymore; the triatomic
pattern is averaged out and only the ATI-rings remain. For both averaged spectra, the peak
maximum is located at p=(0,0.5). This maximum is a result of the CEP phase φCEP of the
laser pulse. For φCEP = 0, the absolute maximum of the vector field Amax(t0) = (0,−E0/ω)
has a negative sign, leading to photoelectrons with zero momentum in px and positive
momentum in py ≈ −Ay (see panels C1 and C2).
Changing the relative phase to φCEP = pi/2 rotates the maxima either anticlockwise
(RCP) or clockwise (LCP), depending on whether the sign of the vector field Amax(t0) =
(±E0/ω, 0) is positive (LCP) or negative (RCP) (Fig. 14 A). Consequently, the change of
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FIG. 13. (A1 - A4) PEMDs of two symmetric short-range potentials (B1, B2), rotated by 180◦ to
each other. The color bar in panels (B) represents the potential in eV. The PEMDs result from
interaction with LCP or RCP electric fields, as labeled. (C) PEMDs, which are averaged over 16
molecular orientations, and the corresponding asymmetries a(px, py). Results for φCEP = 0.
φCEP has strong impact on the PEMDs. For φCEP = pi/2, the differences between the
averaged spectra are increased strongly, thus leading to large asymmetries a(px, py) (Fig. 14
A). Thus, the corresponding asymmetry spectra strongly depend on the absolute phase of
the laser pulse. For laser fields with longer pulse durations of tp = 20 fs, the influence of the
CEP-phase on the asymmetries vanishes, see Fig. 14 (B).
At this point, the question raises whether the structure observed and discussed in the
individual PEMDs would be experimentally accessible under typical alignment conditions.
Figure 15 presents averaged spectra starting from a ”perfectly“ aligned system to the com-
pletely averaged spectra by incrementally decreasing the degree of alignment. Panel (A)
presents the PEMD for one configuration only, as a reference, while the following panels
average over three, five and so on configurations differing by pi/8 (or 22.5◦), corresponding
to an averaging over (B) 45◦, (C) 90◦ and so on. As can be gathered clearly, even an averag-
ing over 45◦, corresponding to 〈cos2(45◦)〉 = 0.5 still displays the imprints of the molecular
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FIG. 14. Orientation-averaged PEMDs induced by LCP and RCP laser pulses and the resulting
asymmetries a(px, py) for different symmetric model systems: (A, B) short-range potential with
φCEP = pi/2, FWHM of 5 (A) and 20 fs (B). (C – E) Coulomb potential: (C) FWHM of 5 fs,
φCEP = 0, (D) FWHM of 5 fs, φCEP = pi/2, and (E) and FWHM of 15 fs.
structure discussed above. Therefore, we believe that these structures will be experimentally
accessible.
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FIG. 15. As before, orientation-averaged PEMDs induced by LCP with a FWHM of tp = 5 fs,
φCEP = 0, however, now for (partially) aligned model systems. Panel (A) displays the PEMD of
one orientation only, σpi/8(px, py), while the following panels include averaging over the neighboring
configurations rotated by ±npi/8, with n = 1, 2, 3 for panels (B, C, D) and so on.
B. Randomly oriented Coulombic and asymmetric model systems
In comparison to the short-range case, the differences of the averaged PEMDs for the long-
range potential (Appendix Fig. 17) are more profound. Since the long-range interaction
and the excited states affect the relative peak position in the LCP (clockwise shift) and
RCP (anticlockwise shift) spectra in different ways, even for φCEP , the peak maxima are
located in different quadrants (RCP: second quadrant, LCP: third quadrant), thus leading to
pronounced asymmetries. Thus, in contrast to short-range potentials, in Coulomb systems
even for a CEP of φCEP = 0, a non-zero asymmetry remains (Fig. 14 (C)), which changes
substantially, when changing the CEP to φCEP = pi/2. Increasing the pulse duration to
15 fs leads to a significant reduction in the asymmetries a(px, py), see Fig. 14 (E). The
remaining small asymmetries are mainly located at small momenta and are a result of the
large differences between the position of finger-like structure of both spectra. For higher
momenta, the ATI-rings become centro-symmetric and a(px, py) is close to zero.
As already discussed above, the intensity pattern of the peaks in PEMDs changes sig-
nificantly for an asymmetric potential (see Fig. 10). However, many of these differences
average out, and the averaged PEMDs of the asymmetric potential have almost the same
shape as the corresponding PEMDs of the symmetric system (see Fig. 16). In general,
for the asymmetric model system, there are no pairs of mirror-symmetric (Coulomb)
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potentials. Nevertheless, there are configuration pairs (Fig. 16: V(pi/8)(x, y)&V(4pi/8) and
V(9pi/8)(x, y)&V(12pi/8)) where the corresponding PEMDs are approximately mirror symmet-
ric to each other (σLCPpi/8 (px, py) ≈ σRCP4pi/8 (−px, py)). For these types of configurations, although
no overall mirror symmetry is present, the position of the nucleus with highest charge Z3
(and Z ′3) behaves mirror symmetric to each other, thus leading to the approximate relation
described above. Thus, the asymmetries a(px, py) of the averaged PEMD of the symmetric
and asymmetric systems do not differ significantly from each other, and the major part of
the asymmetry is caused by CEP effects of the laser field.
FIG. 16. Influence of the orientation on the PEMDs (normalized) for asymmetric Coulomb po-
tentials. Shown are PEMDs σnK(pi/8) induced by either LCP or RCP fields, calculated for four
different orientations of the asymmetric potential. The color bar represents the potential in eV.
The molecular configurations are rotated by nk(pi/8) with nK = 1, 4, 9, 12. Also shown are the
orientation averaged PEMDs for the symmetric (sym) and asymmetric (asym) long-range systems
(A1-A4).
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V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
In this work, we have systematically investigated the strong-field ionization dynamics
of small, non-linear model molecules with very different properties. We have employed a
large toolbox of different methods, namely besides the full numerical solution of the time-
dependent Schro¨dinger equation (TDSE) classical trajectory Monte-Carlo (CTMC) calcu-
lations and the strong-field approximation (SFA). The CTMC calculations were modified
such that the explicit barrier width b0 directly entered the Keldysh parameter γ and thus
influenced the ionization rate, enabling a spatially anisotropic ionization. The SFA calcula-
tions were extended in order to support a bound wavepacket rather than only the electronic
ground state as initial state. The combination of methods allowed us to disentangle the con-
tributions of the long-range tail of the (Coulomb) potential on the course of the liberated
electron from contributions mainly caused by bound excited states.
Based on our analysis, we can identify several central aspects describing the strong-field
ionization dynamics of non-linear model molecules: (A) Interaction with mid-infrared wave-
lengths, shifting the regime of ionization towards the tunneling mechanism, substantially
reduces the influence of both, excited states, and the long-range character of the potential.
This is due to the facts, that (i) population transfer to higher lying electronic states becomes
negligible compared to the multi-photon case, and (ii) the vector potential is much higher,
thus accelerating the electron occurring in the continuum much faster away from the parent
ion, thereby reducing the impact of the long-range character. Thus, almost no information
of the molecular system can be extracted from the photoelectron momentum distributions
(PEMDs), which are mainly shaped by the electric field, i.e. the carrier-envelope phase
of the field. Classical trajectory methods, as well as SFA calculations are very well suited
to describe the PEMDs in this regime. (B) For near-infrared laser fields and wavelengths
corresponding more to the multi-photon regime of ionization, the situation changes com-
pletely: both, excited states and the long-range character become important. While the
long-range character merely decelerates the photoelectrons, and thus, induces a shift in the
PEMDs, the role of excited states is many-faceted: as we have seen for the case of model
systems with a larger internuclear distance, where the excited states are energetically closer,
interaction with a (quasi-resonant) laser fields drives a bound-state wavepacket featuring a
pronounced localization dynamics. These, in turn, strongly influences the ionization dynam-
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ics, in particular, the ionization time. The resulting PEMDs feature a three-fold symmetric
structure originating from the three-fold symmetry of the model potentials interacting with
the few-cycles laser pulses. As excited electronic states are, in the presence of a strong laser
field, additionally Stark shifted, the may even lie energetically above the quasi-static tunnel
barrier, leading to conditions as for over-the-barrier ionization. Still, as long as the bound
dynamics is governed by a few, dominating electronic states only, it is possible to calculate
the PEMDs with the SFA, when extending it to include a bound wavepacket as an initial
state, rather than the field-free ground state only. It is also possible to qualitatively calcu-
late the PEMDs using classical trajectory methods, with the common assumptions for initial
conditions in the over-the-barrier ionization range. (C) Coulomb potentials, in contrast to
short-range potentials, substantially complicate the strong-field (ionization) dynamics for
several reasons: (i) Coulomb potentials support an infinite number of electronically excited
states, and thus makes a proper description of the bound initial state much harder. (ii) For
similar ground-state energies, the quasi-static tunnel barrier in Coulomb potentials is lower
than in short-range potentials, and thus, over-the-barrier ionization sets in earlier. (iii) Due
to the contribution of Rydberg-like states, a finger-like structure with low momenta occurs
in the PEMDs, which cannot be properly described with neither SFA nor CTMC methods.
(D) Asymmetric model systems have the complication that the charge distribution is not
symmetric and thus, a permanent dipole moment exists. As a consequence, the Stark-shifted
states lead to changes in the ionization times and rates. As has been described already for
OCS, a linear molecule with a permanent dipole moment, ionization when the permanent
dipole points parallel to the electric field vector is enhanced, while the opposite is true for
anti-parallel arrangement of permanent dipole and electric field vector [67–69]. (E) All the
above holds, as long as the molecules are fixed in space or aligned. If we consider addition-
ally that the laser pulses interact with an ensemble of randomly oriented molecules, many
of the features in the PEMDs, which could be attributed to molecular properties, average
out and CEP effects dominate.
Although we have examined planar model systems, we strongly believe that these findings
provide important insight and physical understanding for the description and modeling of
the strong-field ionization of general, real molecules and their corresponding photoelectron
spectra. In future, we plan to extend our investigation for non-planar model systems and aim
at investigating strong-field circular dichroism of the photoelectron momentum distribution.
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FIG. 17. The influence of the molecular orientation on the PEMDs for symmetric Couloub poten-
tials. The color bar represents the potential in eV. Shown are PEMDs induced by either left (LCP)
or right circularly polarized (RCP) electric fields, which are calculated for different orientations of
the triatomic model system.
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FIG. 18. As in Fig. 4: Bound electron dynamics for the symmetric short range model system, but
here for small Rij = 3.5 a.u. (A) Snapshots of the bound electronic density of the superposition
state φi(r, ti) =
∑3
n=1 cn(ti)φn(r) with coefficients cn(t) extracted as described in section II D. Also
shown are the characteristic electric field vectors E(ti) (black arrows) at these times ti. Tunneling
occurs in the direction indicated by the red arrow. (B) Ionization rate Γ calculated with tunnel
barriers b0 as shown in panel (C). (C) Cuts along the potential V (r, t(ζ)), with ζ depending on the
direction of the electric field vector E(t). While for Fig. 4, the bound electron wavepacket localized
in the direction parallel to the electric field, leading to ionization from the ”up-field“ side, here,
for smaller Rij = 3.5 a.u., the opposite is the case: localization is anti-parallel to the field vector,
and ionization proceeds predominantly from the ”down-field“ side.
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FIG. 19. Overview of the time-dependent populations bn(t) = |cn(t)|2 of the ground state b1
and the first three excited states bn+1 of all asymmetric model systems (short- and Coulomb-like
potential) interacting with either left (LCP) or right (RCP) circularly polarized electric fields.
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Chapter 4
Summary
This work investigates the inuence of excited states and long-range Coulomb interaction
on the ionization dynamics of triatomic model molecules with dierent potentials and
molecular arrangements. The focus is on the interaction of such systems with intense
few-cycle, circularly polarized infrared laser pulses, of varying CEPs, pulse durations,
and wavelengths. Considered wavelengths range from 800 to 3000 nm corresponding to
the multiphoton and the tunnel regime. For a detailed characterization of the ionization
process, fully ab-initio quantum dynamical simulations were performed and analyzed
by means of classical trajectories (CTMC method) and by an extended version of the
strong-eld approximation (SFA). Here, the CTMC was primarily employed to study the
long-range Coulomb interaction between the photoelectrons and the parent ion, whereas
the extended version of the SFA was developed to investigate the inuence of excited
bound states on the ionization process.
In the rst part of this thesis, the interaction of triatomic model systems with intense few-
cycle, circularly polarized infrared laser ( = 800 nm) pulses was studied. The numerical
model system, consisting of three space-xed nuclei with tunable charges and a single
active electron with two spatial degrees of freedom (within the plane of the molecule),
was developed to examine CDAD-eects of nonlinear model-molecules by solving the
TDSE. The time-dependent electronic density at specic times and the 2D-PEMD were
calculated for both symmetric and asymmetric nuclear arrangements. CD eects were
then dened as asymmetries between the normalized dierence of PEMDs induced by
left- and right-circularly polarized electric elds. For a more intuitive interpretation of
the results, 800 nm laser elds with pulse durations of 1 and 5 fs are used. The snapshots
showed that the electronic density starts its evolution from dierent nuclei Z3 (LCP) and
Z1 (RCP) for dierent polarized elds, respectively. After the electron has left its parent
nucleus, it evolves either clockwise (LCP) or counterclockwise (RCP) in the continuum.
Here, it was found that the ionization process occurs within two half cycles, t < t0 and
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t > t0, around the maximum intensity of the laser-pulse at t0. The vector potentials
A(t0 < t) and A(t > t0) were used to interpret the position and intensity of the two peaks
in PEMD by means of the SFA. The dierence in magnitude of these two peaks could be
traced back to the transient population of excited states. The change in the CEP leads to
a counterclockwise (clockwise) rotation in the PEMDs for LCP (RCP) eld, which, in
turn, strongly aects the corresponding asymmetries. For symmetric systems, the PEMDs
of LCP and RCP elds are found to be mirror images of each other, as expected, leading
to a pronounced CDAD spectrum with a characteristic symmetry. By increasing the
pulse duration to 5 fs, an ATI-ring structure was found as observed in experiments. For
asymmetric nuclear charge congurations, the snapshots revealed that a locally increased
Coulomb attraction changes the ionization dynamics signicantly. Since the asymmetric
potential exhibits no mirror symmetry, the symmetry of the evolution of the RCP- and
LCP-driven electronic density was broken. The higher the degree of asymmetry in the
potential, the higher the corresponding CDAD-eect. This way, the complex pattern
in the spectrum could be explained by a combination of fully quantum mechanical and
semiclassical approaches, while a detailed theoretical analysis of the ionization process
remains challenging.
In the second part of this thesis, the results obtained by the fully ab-inito quantum
dynamical methods were analyzed in more detail by means of classical trajectories and a
numerical solution of the SFA. The chosen methods are well suited to study the contribution
of the long-range Coulomb interaction in the continuum and inuence of the ground-state
during the ionization process. To reduce the number of excited states and the contribution
of the Coulomb interaction in the continuum, the range of the triatomic potential was
systematically reduced. The numerical solution of the TDSE for model systems with
dierent ranges were analyzed by means of classical trajectories (SMM) and the SFA. All
calculated PEMDs showed the same threefold symmetric structure with the expected
above-threshold ionization (ATI) rings, only the position and the intensities of the peaks
dier. Classical trajectories revealed that the origin of this threefold structure could be
traced back to three representative ionization events at times when the tunnelbarrier is
relatively narrow, resulting in three trajectories starting at dierent tunnelexits at one
of the three nuclei Z1, Z2, and Z3. The nal momenta of the three selected trajectories
could then be assigned to the three peaks in the PEMD, while both, the nal momenta of
the trajectories and the threefold electronic structure, are rotated in the same clockwise
direction for Coulomb-like systems. For Coulomb-like systems, an additional nger-like
structure was observed, which was identied as contributions from energetically higher
lying-excited states. For symmetric systems, the PEMDs induced by LCP and RCP elds
are mirror images of each other. This symmetry relation vanishes for asymmetric nuclear
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congurations. The higher the degree of asymmetry of the nuclear potential, the larger are
the dierences between both spectra. Due to the large changes in the electronic structure,
the triatomic structure vanishes in both spectra and resulting dierences (CDAD) increase.
By including the permanent dipole via the Stark shift in the CTMC model, the intensities
and positions of the three peaks in the spectra calculated with the semiclassical model
were in good agreement with the results obtained via TDSE simulations.
In the third part of this thesis, the ionization dynamics of triatomic model with dierent
orientation and internuclear distances was investigated. Building on the results of the
rst and second part of this thesis, the previously used methods, e.g. the CTMC and
SFA, were extended to describe the altered ionization behavior found in triatomic systems
with larger internuclear distance Rij. For these short-range systems with larger Rij, a
dierent ionization mechanism was proposed, where the ionization takes place from the
excited state at the nuclei from the "up-eld site" of the electric eld vector similar
as for Charge-resonance enhanced ionization. The ionization mechanism was modeled
by means of classical trajectories with modied initial conditions, while the trajectories
show the same evolution in the continuum as the electronic density calculated with the
TDSE. The corresponding nal momenta of the trajectories were also in good agreement
with the position of three peaks in the PEMDs, displaying the same 60 rotation when
moving to the systems with smaller Rij, in which the ionization occurs from the ground
state at the "down-eld side" of the electric eld vector. An analysis of the dynamics
of the bound superposition state  s(r; t) (see Sec. 3.3) showed how the position of the
corresponding electronic density peaks changes during propagation. Depending on the
internuclear distance, a strong localization of the electronic density peaked along the
direction (Rij = 3:5 au,"down-eld side") or in the opposite direction (Rij = 5:5 au,"up-
eld side") of the electric eld vector. Only the extended SFA, where ionization occurs via
a superposition state  s(r; t) including the rst two excited states, was able to reproduce
all signicant features appearing in the PEMDs of the TDSE calculations, indicating the
importance of excited states during ionization. For Coulomb-like systems with a larger
internuclear distance, the over-the-barrier mechanism becomes the dominant ionization
process. For this purpose, the initial phase-space conditions of the trajectories were
modied, resulting in an counterclockwise rotation of the trajectories in momentum space,
similar to the rotation of the peaks observed in PEMDs of the TDSE simulation. The
PEMDs calculated with the extended SFA for the Coulomb-like systems were in good
agreement with the results obtained by the TDSE simulation, showing that the excited
states are also inducing a clockwise rotation of the threefold structure similar to the
shift caused by long-range Coulomb interaction. The changes in the intensity prole of
the PEMDs, related to asymmetric Coulomb systems, was only be reproduced by the
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CTMC method in the tunnel-regime for laser with wavelengths of  = 3000 nm. Here,
the trajectories, which are released to times when ionization rate maxima (Stark-shift
is included) appear, show how the ionization mechanism changes for these asymmetric
systems: ionization from the nuclei Z3 and Z2 is strongly suppressed for the LCP-case,
whereas ionization from the nuclei Z1 and Z2 is strongly enhanced in the RCP case.
In the multiphoton-regime ( = 800 nm), too many excited states are involved in the
ionization process and the trajectory model cannot explain the complex asymmetric
changes in the PEMDs. Not even the extended SFA in the length gauge was able to
reproduce all signicant features in PEMDs of the TDSE calculation for both, asymmetric
short-range and Coulomb-like systems. Additionally, it was shown how the threefold
electronic structure in the PEMD depends on the orientation of the triatomic model
molecule. However, the threefold structure disappears when the PEMD is averaged over all
molecular orientations; only the ATI-ring structure remains. The corresponding intensity
prole only depends on the electric eld parameter and not on the molecular potential
itself. The molecular averaged PEMDs were used to calculate the CDAD spectra. It was
found that the CDAD strongly depends on the CEP of the electric eld, thus decreasing
for laser-elds with longer pulse-durations. The averaged PEMDs and CDAD spectra of
the symmetric and asymmetric Coulomb-like systems dier not signicantly from each
other. This indicates that the CDAD-eect is primarily produced by the CEP of the laser
eld and not by the asymmetry of the potential.
Overall, the present work presents a detailed investigation of the strong-eld driven
ionization dynamics of triatomic model systems. The inuence of long-range Coulomb
interactions and excited states for triatomic systems with dierent potential ranges,
internuclear distances, and molecular orientation was investigated in detail by analyzing
the fully ab initio quantum-dynamical simulations by means of classical trajectories and
various versions of the SFA. Of particular importance are the CDAD spectra, calculated
from the averaged PEMDs of the symmetric and asymmetric Coulomb-like systems.
These spectra show considerable similarities, indicating that the CDAD-eect is primarily
produced by the CEP of the laser eld and not due to the asymmetry of the potential.
The question arises, therefore, how the CEP aects the PECD. The results presented in
this thesis provide an important precursor to understand such details of the ionization
mechanism underlying the PECD by revealing how the CEP aects the characteristic
forward/backward asymmetry.
In the future, the investigations of the two-dimensional model presented in this thesis
can be expanded towards three-dimensional systems, aiming to describe multiphoton
photoelectron circular dichroism occurring in the forward and backward direction with
purely ab initio calculations.
Chapter 5
Zusammenfassung
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wird die Ionisationsdynamik von dreiatomigen Modellsys-
temen mit unterschiedlichen Kerngeometrien untersucht. Der Fokus liegt dabei auf
der Wechselwirkung solcher Systeme mit ultrakurzen, zirkular polarisierten Lichtpulsen
mit unterschiedlichen Trager-Einhullenden (TE) Phasen, Pulsdauern und Wellenlangen.
Um Ionisationsdynamiken sowohl im Multiphotonenregime als auch im Tunnelregime
simulieren zu konnen, werden elektrische Felder mit Wellenlangen im infrarot Bereich von
800 bis 3000 nm verwendet. Die detaillierte Charakterisierung der Ionisationsdynamik
erfolgt mithilfe von quantendynamischen ab initio Simulationen, klassischen Trajekto-
rien und einer erweiterten Variante der Stark-Feld Naherung (SFN). Dabei wird das
Trajektorienmodell zur Analyse der langreichweitigen Wechselwirkungen zwischen dem
Photoelektron und dem ionisierten Modellsystem verwendet, wohingegen die erweiterte
Variante der SFN dazu dient, um den Einuss zwischenzeitlich angeregter Zustande auf
die Ionisationsdynamik zu untersuchen.
Im ersten Teil dieser Doktorarbeit wird die Wechselwirkung von dreiatomigen Modellsyste-
men mit ultrakurzen, zirkular polarisierten Lichtpulsen im infrarot Bereich ( = 800 nm)
untersucht. Dafur wird ein numerisches Modellsystem entwickelt, das aus drei ortsfesten
Kernen mit variabler Ladungszahl und einem aktivem Elektron besteht, welches sich
entlang zweier raumlicher Dimensionen (2D) bewegen kann. Das Modell ist geeignet,
den Zirkulardichroismus in den Photoelektronen-Winkelverteilungen (ZDPW) fur nicht-
lineare Modellmolekule mithilfe der Losung der zeitabhangigen Schrodinger-Gleichung
zu untersuchen und steht reprasentativ fur komplexe Molekule. Der ZDPW ist dabei
der Unterschied zwischen den durch links- und rechtszirkular polarisierten (LZP und
RZP) Licht erzeugten Photoelektronenspektren LZP und RZP . Zur Analyse des ZDPW
werden zeitabhangige Elektronendichten und 2D-Photoelektronenspektren, sowohl fur
symmetrische (alle drei Kernladungszahlen sind gleich) als auch fur asymmetrische (alle
drei Kernladungszahlen sind voneinander verschieden) dreiatomige Modellsysteme zu
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bestimmten Zeiten berechnet. Um Mehrfachwechselwirkungen, die die Interpretation
der Spektren mageblich erschweren, zu vermeiden, werden elektrische Felder mit ultra-
kurzen Pulsdauern (1 und 5 fs) verwendet. Der Ionisationvorgang wird dabei mithilfe von
Momentaufnahmen der Elektronendichte untersucht, wodurch gezeigt wird, wie sich die
Ionisationsdynamik fur die verschieden polarisierten Felder unterscheidet. Fur ein RZP
(LZP) Feld zum Beispiel beginnt die Dynamik der Elektronendichte am Kern Z3 (Z1) und
propagiert anschlieend in entgegen dem (in im) Uhrzeigersinn verlaufenden Kreisbewe-
gungen weg vom Kern. Der Ionisationsvorgang an sich ndet dabei innerhalb von zwei
Halbzyklen (t < t0 und t > t0), im Zeitbereich um t0 (Zeitpunkt, an dem das elektrische
Feld maximal wird), statt. Mit Hilfe der SFN und dem Vektorpotential des elektrischen
Feldes A(t0 < t) und A(t > t0) lasst sich sowohl die relative Lage als auch die Intensitat
der zwei in den Photoelektronenspektren beobachteten Peaks erklaren. Die gefundenen
Intensitatsunterschiede werden durch die vorubergehende Bevolkerung der elektronisch
angeregten Zustande innerhalb des ersten Halbzyklus und der damit einhergehenden
erhohten Ionisation im zweiten Halbzyklus erzeugt. Die gefundene Doppel-Peak-Struktur
hangt dabei stark von der TEP des elektrischen Feldes ab, wobei die Veranderungen in den
Photoelektronenspektren sich ebenfalls stark auf die Form des ZDPM auswirkt. Bei Simu-
lationen mit elektrischen Pulsen von 5 fs kommt es zu einer sogenannten Above threshold
ionization (ATI) Ringstruktur in den Photoelektronenspektren. Die Photoelektronenspek-
tren LZP und RZP verhalten sich fur symmetrische Modellsysteme spiegelsymmetrisch
zueinander. Die Spiegelsymmetrie ist dabei unabhangig von den Parametern des elek-
trischen Pulses. Fur asymmetrische Systeme gilt diese Symmetriebeziehung sowohl fur
die zeitliche Entwicklung der Elektronendichte als auch fur die Photoelektronenspektren
nicht mehr. Dies fuhrt letzten Endes dazu, dass sich Form des Zirkulardichroismus in den
Photoelektronen-Winkelverteilungen signikant verandert, wobei eine erhohte Asymmetrie
im Modellsystem mit einem verstarkten Zirkular-Dichroismus einhergeht. Die Ursache der
komplexen Doppel-Peak-Struktur in den Photoelektronenspektren lasst sich weitestgehend
mithilfe der SFN analysieren, wobei jedoch ein detailliertes Bild der Ionisationdynamik
immer noch oen bleibt.
Im zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit werden die quantendynamischen Resultate mithilfe von
klassischen Trajektorien und einer numerischen Losung der SFN im Detail analysiert. Die
gewahlten Methoden sind dabei geeignet um sowohl die langreichweitigen Wechselwirkun-
gen im Kontinuum sowie den Einuss des Grundzustands auf die nale Impulsverteilung
des Photoelektronenspektrums zu untersuchen. Um die Anzahl an angeregten Zustanden
systematisch reduzieren zu konnen, wird die Reichweite des Potenzials artiziell verringert.
Die zeitabhangige Schrodinger-Gleichung wird fur solche unterschiedlich weitreichenden
Potenziale gelost und die Resultate mithilfe von klassischen Trajektorien und der SFN
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analysiert. Die berechneten Photoelektronenspektren zeichnen sich durch eine ahnliche
Dreifach-Peak-Struktur (mit ATI-Ringen) aus, wobei jedoch die relative Lage und die Inten-
sitat der drei Peaks fur die verschiedenen Systeme voneinander abweichen. Der Ursprung
dieser Dreifach-Struktur lasst sich auf drei primare Ionisationsevents zuruckfuhren, welche
mithilfe von drei klassischen Trajektorien simuliert werden. Die reprasentativ gewahlten
Trajektorien starten dabei zu unterschiedlichen Zeiten von jeweils einem der drei Kerne,
da hier die berechneten Breiten der Tunnelbarrieren am kleinsten und die dazugehorigen
Ionisationswahrscheinlichkeiten am groten sind. Die nalen Impulse der Trajektorien
lassen sich anschlieend eindeutig den drei im Photoelektronspektrum beobachteten Peaks
zuordnen. Im Vergleich dazu ist die Dreifach-Struktur im Photoelektronenspektrum
des symmetrischen Systems mit langreichweitigem Coulomb-Potenzial im Uhrzeigersinn
verschoben. Diese Verschiebung lasst sich mithilfe der Coulomb-korrigierten Trajektorien
reproduzieren. Zusatzlich weist das Coulomb-System eine "Finger-artige" Struktur bei
kleinen Elektronenimpulsen auf, welche durch die Ionisation aus hoheren angeregten
elektronischen Zustanden hervorgerufen wird. Fur symmetrische Systeme verhalten sich
die durch LZP- und RZP- Licht erzeugten Photoelektronenspektren spiegelsymmetrisch
zueinander. Fur asymmetrische Systeme gilt diese Beziehung nicht mehr. Je hoher
dabei die Asymmetrie im Modellpotenzial ist, desto hoher fallen auch die Unterschiede
zwischen beiden Spektren aus. In beiden Fallen (LZP und RZP ) verschwindet jedoch die
Dreifach-Struktur bei hohen Asymmetrien. Durch die Berucksichtigung des permanenten
Dipols in das Trajektorienmodell (uber den Stark-Eekt), lassen sich die Resultate der
quantendynamischen ab initio Simulationen fur kurzreichweitige asymmetrische Potenziale
weitestgehend reproduzieren.
Im dritten Teil dieser Arbeit liegt der Fokus auf der Untersuchung der Ionisationsdynamik
von dreiatomigen Molekulen mit erhohten Bindungsabstanden und unterschiedlicher
raumlicher Orientierung. Dabei werden die Methoden aus dem ersten und zweiten Teil
dieser Arbeit so modiziert, dass eine Beschreibung der Ionisationsdynamik auch fur
Systeme mit hoheren Kernabstanden moglich ist. Im Falle hoher Bindungsabstande und
kurzreichweitiger Wechselwirkungen werden die Anfangsbedingungen der Trajektorien
so gewahlt, dass der Ionisationsprozess uber den angeregten Zustand vom sogenannten
"Up-Field-site"-Kern erfolgt. Im Gegensatz zu Systemen mit kleinen Bindungsabstanden,
in denen die Ionisation vom sogenannten "Down-Field-site"-Kern erfolgt, starten die
hier gewahlten Trajektorien zu anderen Zeiten und fuhren folglich zu einer komplett
anderen Photoelektronendynamik. Die klassischen Trajektorien reproduzieren dabei die
Evolution der Elektronendichte im Kontinuum, also die quantendynamischen Resultate,
sehr gut. Auch die nalen Impulse der Trajektorien sind in sehr guter Ubereinstimmung
mit der relativen Lage der drei in den Photoelektronenspektren beobachteten Peaks. Eine
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Analyse der Dynamik des zeitabhangigen Superpositionszustands  s(r; t) (fur Details siehe
Abschnitt 3.3) zeigt, wie sich die relative Lage der dazugehorigen Elektronendichtemaxima
wahrend der Propagation verandert. Je nach Lange des Bindungsabstands wird eine
starke Lokalisierung der Elektronendichte entweder in Richtung (Rij = 3:5 au, "down-eld
side") oder in entgegengesetzter Richtung (Rij = 5:5 au, "up-eld side") zum elektrischen
Feldvektor beobachtet. Nur der erweiterten Variante der SFN, in der die Ionisation aus
dem Superpositionszustand  s(r; t) erfolgt, gelingt es die komplexe Struktur des aus der
Losung der zeitabhangigen Schrodinger Gleichung berechneten Photoelektronenspektrums
erfolgreich zu reproduzieren. Gerade fur die hier betrachteten dreiatomigen Systeme
nehmen die elektronisch angeregten Zustande folglich eine entscheidende Rolle wahrend
des Ionisationsvorgangs ein. Fur Coulomb-Systeme mit groerem Bindungsabstand
wird die Anfangsbedingung der Trajetorien so gewahlt, dass der sogenannte "over-the-
barrier" Mechanismus simuliert werden konnte. Die veranderten Startbedingungen der
Trajetorien haben zur Folge, dass sich die nalen Impulse der gewahlten Trajektorien
entgegen dem Uhrzeigersinn verschieben, wobei die in den Photoelektronenspektren
beobachteten Peaks eine ahnliche Rotation zeigen. Die Spektren, die aus der erweit-
erten Version der SFN fur Coulomb-Systeme hervorgehen, stimmen sehr gut mit den
Resultaten aus den quantendynamischen Rechnungen uberein. Das bedeutet, dass die
elektronisch angeregten Zustande genau wie die langreichweitigen Wechselwirkungen im
Kontinuum eine im Uhrzeigersinn verlaufende Rotation der Peak-Struktur hervorrufen
(nur beim kleinem Bindungsabstand). Fur asymmetrische Modellsysteme hingegen lasst
sich das Intensitatsprol der quantendynamisch berechneten Photoelektronenspektren
nur mithilfe des semi-klassischen Trajektorienmodells reproduzieren, wenn elektrische
Felder mit Wellenlangen von  = 3000 nm (Tunnelregime) fur die Simulationen verwendet
werden. Hierbei zeigen klassische Trajektorien, wie sich der Tunnelmechanismus fur
asymmetrische Systeme verandert, d.h. wie sich die Ionisationswahrscheinlichkeit und
die Tunnelzeiten fur die drei gewahlten Trajektorien verandern. Im Multiphotonenregime
( = 800 nm) ist der Beitrag der elektronisch angeregten Zustande zu hoch und das
Trajetorienmodell ist nicht mehr in der Lage die komplexe Struktur der quantendynamisch
berechneten Photoelektronenspektren zu simulieren. Auch die erweiterte Version der
SFN ist nicht in der Lage, die vollstandige Struktur des Photoelektronenspektrums zu
reproduzieren; sowohl fur Modellsysteme mit kurzreichweitigem als auch mit langreich-
weitigem Potenzial, obwohl hier die signikant zur Ionisation beitragenden elektronisch
angeregten Zustanden in den Rechnungen berucksichtigt werden. Des Weiteren wird
untersucht, wie sich die molekulare Orientierung des dreiatomigen Modellsystems auf die
Struktur des Photoelektronspektrums auswirkt. Die uber alle Raumrichtung des Molekuls
gemittelten Photoelektronenspektren besitzen keine Dreifach-Struktur mehr, wohingegen
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die ATI-Ring-Struktur erhalten bleibt. Das dazugehorige Intensitatsprol hangt dabei
nur noch von den Parametern des elektrischen Feldes ab. Insbesondere hangt der aus den
gemittelten Photoelektronenspektren berechnete ZDPW nur noch von der TE-Phase des
elektrischen Feldes ab und verschwindet folglich fur sehr hohe Pulsdauern. Der ZDPW
unterscheidet sich dabei kaum fur symmetrische und asymmetrische Modellsysteme. Das
deutet darauf hin, dass der uberwiegende Teil des ZDPW nur durch die TE-Phase des
elektrischen Feldes und nicht durch das asymmetrische Potenzial erzeugt wird.
Zusammenfassend beleuchten die in dieser Arbeit vorgestellten Ergebnisse die Stark-
Feld-induzierte Dynamik von dreiatomigen Systemen in zwei Dimensionen. Insbesondere
werden die langreichweitige Wechselwirkung des Photoelektrons im Kontinuum mit dessen
Ursprungsion sowie der Einuss elektronisch angeregter Zustande untersucht. Dazu werden
fur unterschiedliche Bindungsabstande und raumliche Orientierungen quantendynamische
Simulationen durchgefuhrt und mit klassischen Trajektorien und einer erweiterten Variante
der SFN verglichen. Es wird gezeigt, dass der aus den gemittelten Photoelektronenspektren
berechnete ZDPW sich fur symmetrische und asymmetrische Modellsysteme kaum unter-
scheidet. Das deutet darauf hin, dass dieser Eekt uberwiegend durch die TE Phase des
elektrischen Feldes erzeugt wird. Eine detaillierte Analyse der Auswirkung der TE-Phase
des elektrischen Feldes auf den Photoelektronen-Zirkularen-Dichroismus (PEZD) wurde
jedoch eine dreidimensionale Simulation im Feld vierer Kerne erfordern, was jedoch uber
den Rahmen dieser Arbeit hinaus geht. Eine derartige Erganzung des hier prasentierten
Modells ware jedoch unkompliziert. Diese Arbeit stellt damit ein wichtiges Fundament fur
weiterfuhrende Forschung zum PEZD und dem zugrundeliegenden Ionisationsmechanismus
dar.
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Appendix: 3D Simulations
Figure 5.1: Top layer: Four representative molecular orientations VK;000;1, VK;180;1, VK;000;2, and
VK;180;2 for the S (K = S; solid lines) and R enantiomer (K = R; dashed lines)
of a chiral model molecule, consisting of four nuclei and one single electron. The
nuclei (i = f1; 2; 3; 4g) are represented by the black and red dots, respectively. The
electron (blue dot) resides at the orgin of the coordinate system. Bottom layer: Top
views of the rst two molecular orientations VS;000;1, VS;180;1 (A), and the other two
orientations VS;000;2, and VS;180;2 (B) of the S-enantiomer model with the electric
vector (blue arrows) at certain times t (blue numbers in fs).
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Figure 5.2: Extracts of the full 3D Photoelectron Momentum Distribution (PEMD) for a simulation
for a symmetric short-range modelsystem VS;000;1 interacting with left-circularly
polarized electric elds with wavelengths of  = 800 (left column) and  = 3000 nm
(right column). Shown are four dierent 2D PEMD slices for dierent values of pz.
Figure 5.3: Shown are the dierences of the 2D Photoelectron momentum distribution slices (for specic
pz) of the S and R molecular congurations S;K   R;K for symmetric Coulomb
modelsystems, VS;K and VR;K , interacting with left-circularly polarized electric elds
with wavelengths of  = 3000 nm. Dierences are shown for four dierent molecular
orientations with K = f(000; 1); (180; 1); (000; 2); (180; 2)g.
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Figure 5.4: Shown are the dierences of the 3D Photoelectron momentum distribution S;K(Ekin; ) 
R;K(Ekin; ) integrated over the azimuthal angle  for symmetric Coulomb model
systems, VS;K and VR;K , interacting with left-circularly polarized electric elds with
wavelengths of  = 800 and  = 3000 nm. Dierences are shown for two dierent
molecular orientations with K = f(000; 1); (180; 1)g. Ekin is the kinetic energy of
the photoelectron and  is the polar angle, which is dened along the propagation
direction of the z axis. This characteristic forward-/backward asymmetry is related
to the Photoelectron Circular Dichroism.
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